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Abstract

This thesis provides Larch Shared Language (LSL) specifications of categories and
functors of the axiom computer algebra system. The meaning of LSL specifications
is analysed with respect to the classes of E-algebras which model them. The cat¬

egory specifications are based on the existing system hierarchy of types; the aim
is to formalise the hierarchy and prove, using the Larch Prover, properties which
increase confidence in the correctness of the formalisation. The functor specifica¬
tions provide checkable semantics for the implementation of operators defined at
the category level. Larch Prover proofs are provided for properties which highlight
incorrect axiom behaviour. Taken together, the two classes of specifications repre¬
sent the abstract tier of a two-tiered specification and verification methodology; a set
of behavioural specifications can interface between system code and our definition
of types and operators, providing an application of lightweight formal methods to

computer algebra system development and design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A computer algebra system (henceforth CAS) is a system of computer types and
procedures for symbolic algebraic computation. Most CAS are provided with an
interactive user interface. By manipulating algebraic expressions in terms of their
symbolic representations, mathematicians and scientists are able to ignore numeric
effects (such as truncation or cancellation) and hence gain a greater insight into the
mathematical or physical areas under investigation, axiom [63] is an example of a
CAS which is strongly typed. Computation is performed within a chosen specific
mathematical algebraic structure called a domain. A category is a class of algebraic
or data structures to which axiom domains belong. Domains are constructed by
functors: functions which take other domains as argument, and which return a new
domain of computation. Aldor is a compilable extension language for axiom which
can be used to write new routines in existing domains, or to define new categories
and functors (and hence domains).

Formal methods for developing computer systems use logical language and reason¬

ing to (i) specify desired system behaviour and (ii) verify that implemented code
satisfies that behaviour. The Larch suite of languages and tools [56] provides a prac¬
tical software development methodology, based on a two-tier formal methods sys¬
tem. Abstract formal specifications of types and procedures are written in the Larch
Shared Language (LSL). Concrete behaviour of code written in a given programming
language is specified in a behavioral interface specification language (BISL), which
takes type and procedural information from LSL specifications. The Larch Prover

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

(LP) is an automated proof tool which is used to check intended properties of both
LSL and BISL specifications. Larch is well suited to the paradigm of lightweight for¬
mal methods, in which provable correctness of code is replaced by an emphasis on
the reduction (if not the elimination) of design and implementation errors.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

This thesis develops a series of LSL specifications for axiom and Aldor types and
procedures. The specifications are primarily intended to form the abstract tier of
a two-tier lightweight formal methods project which aims to increase the accuracy
and robustness of developed Aldor and axiom code. The work is complementary
to, but distinct from, the development of the Larch/Aldor BISL [38] which forms
the interface tier for the same project. The complementary nature of the two tiers is
discussed in [36] and [37].

The aims of the thesis are:

• to investigate the applicability of algebraic specification to a highly structured
computer algebra system;

• to analyse the formal methods, software engineering and computational math¬
ematics issues which arise;

• to assess the suitability of Larch as a formal methods environment for computer
algebra software.

The objectives of the thesis are:

• to specify in LSL the hierarchy of axiom algebraic categories;
• to demonstrate that the specification of axiom functors in LSL could provide
an effective framework for the development of axiom and Aldor;

• to provide LSL primitives for use in a Larch/Aldor BISL;
• to supply LP proofs of properties of the LSL specifications which

(a) substantially increase confidence in the correctness of the specifications,
(b) highlight and investigate the subtle differences between the semantics of

computational mathematics, classical mathematics, and the mathematics
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of models for LSL specifications, and
(c) stand alone as an example of formalised mathematics.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we compare and contrast CAS design and performance, with particular
reference to the differences between a weak and a strong type system. The chapter
concludes with a description of the structure and type system of axiom with empha¬
sis on both the hierarchy of algebraic categories and the use of functors to create new
domains of computation.

Chapter 3 provides a basic theory and semantics for algebraic system specifications.
The underlying framework is the theory of many-sorted E-algebras which model
specifications involving first-order formulas, and which need not be minimal. This
is the framework which provides semantics for the Larch Shared Language. The
chapter concludes with an analysis of the meaning of LSL specifications, using exam¬

ple specifications and the theory and semantics of the preceding sections. Particular
attention is given to the concepts of partiality, finiteness and equality.

LSL specifications are refined and verified using an automated proof assistant called
the Larch Prover (LP). In Chapter 4 we introduce and review the basic concepts of
automated proof, and describe LP in some detail. Examples of LP proofs are given;
these illustrate the techniques used to prove properties of the specifications which
form the main body of the thesis.

Taken together, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 form a framework for the analysis of problems
concerning the use of formal languages and automated proof applied to, or within,
the type system of a CAS. In Chapter 5 we present a survey of related work in this
area. We also identify aspects of previous work which are similar to, or differ from,
the approach we motivate and describe in Section 1.3.

Chapter 6 contains the LSL specifications for axiom categories contained in the alge¬
braic hierarchy. The chapter starts with a description of (i) general techniques used
and (ii) an overall methodology for the design of specifications. This is followed by
sections providing LSL specifications for the axiom categories in the order in which
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they appear in the hierarchy.

Having provided a formal framework for the hierarchy of algebraic categories, the
next stage is to address the specification of axiom functors. In Chapter 7 we specify
a representative sample of axiom functors, and demonstrate that the expressivity of
LSL can be used to identify and correct erroneous axiom behaviour.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the thesis, and a description of future work.

This thesis has two appendices. Appendix A contains LSL specifications and LP
proof scripts which are used in the specification of axiom components, but which
are not central to the main discussion contained in Chapters 6 and 7. Appendix B is
an edited version of the axiom documentation file catdef . spad. This file appears

by kind permission of Dr Mike Dewar of NAG Ltd, and is included only to serve as
a reference for the structure of the specifications given in Chapter 6.

The remainder of the introduction is concerned with motivation for the application
of lightweight formal methods to the development of CAS in general, and justifica¬
tion for the choices of

(a) Larch as a suitable lightweight formal methods framework for the develop¬
ment of CAS, and

(b) axiom and Aldor as a CAS which is suitable for the application of the Larch
methodology.

1.3 Motivation

In this Section we first define more fully the concepts of CAS, lightweight formal
methods, and two-tiered formal methods. We thenmotivate the general concept of a
two-tiered, lightweight specification of strongly typed CAS. The section closes with
a rationale for the choices of axiom as a specific CAS and of Larch as a specific formal
framework.
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1.3.1 Computer Algebra Systems

CAS are large and complicated software packages. They typically contain envi¬
ronments for computation in such diverse areas as nonlinear systems, permutation
groups, differential equations, complex analysis, and many others. In Chapter 2 we
compare and contrast the performance of different CAS, with particular emphasis
on their type systems. For the purposes of this introduction we discuss only the cor¬
rectness and usefulness of CAS results, and ignore for the moment the analysis of
the reasons for specific output. The examples are taken from axiom release 2.2; they
also illustrate the syntax, structure and applicability of the axiom CAS.

We first consider definite integration of rational functions over an infinite range. This
problem is hard for humans and CAS; a common technique is to use the residue theo¬
rem together with a suitable complex valued function and a suitable closed complex
contour, the choice of which may require some ingenuity, axiom output for such
problems falls into four categories:

(1) soft failure -

integrate(sin(x)*sin(x)/x~2,x=0..%plusInfinity)

(1) potentialPole

Type: Union(pole: potentialPole,..)

axiom has identified the possibility of a pole at x = 0 for the integrand sin2 x/x2,
and declined to compute further. In fact the singularity is removable; the user
can enforce calculation by adding the string 1 'noPole' ' as an argument to
the integration command;

(2) hard failure -

integrate(cos(x)/(x"2+l), x=0..%plusInfinity)

(1) "failed"

Type: Union(fail: failed,...)

axiom has not been able to solve the problem, even in the absence of singulari¬
ties in the integrand over the range 0 < x < oo. Rather than output an incorrect
result, the system returns the string x 1 failed' ';
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(3) correct solution -

integrate(1/(x"4 + x~2 + 1),x=0..%pluslnfinity)
%pi

(1)
+ - +

2 \ | 3
Type: Union(fl:OrderedCompletion Expression Integer,.)

f0°° dx/(x4 + x2 + 1) = 7r/2\/3/ as expected;
(4) incorrect solution -

integrate(1/(x~4 + 1), x=0..%pluslnfinity)
(1) 0
Type: Union(fl:OrderedCompletion Expression Integer,.)

the correct result is 7r/2\/2 which is clearly not zero.

The above example also shows that the output from each calculation is assigned a

type. This is a feature of the strong typing of the system, which will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 2.

The next example involves the calculation of the volume of the intersection of two
surfaces, / = 1 — x — y and g = 2 — x2 — y2, with the known solution 9n/8.

f := 1 - x - y; g := 2 - x"2 - y~2

2 2

(1) - y - x +2
Type: Polynomial Integer

s := radicalSolve(f=g,y); S := [rhs(s.1),rhs(s.2)]

-1 + + 1 + +

1 2 I 2
(2) [ 2 \|- 4x + 4x + 5 + 1, 2 \|- 4x + 4x i 5 + 1]

Type: List Expression Integer
t := radicalSolve(-4*x~2 + 4*x +5, x); T := [rhs(t.1),rhs(t.2)]

+-+ +-+

- \ | 6 +1 \ | 6 +1
(3) [ , ]

2 2

Type: List Equation Expression Integer
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Having obtained and isolated the end points of the intersection, we perform a triple
integration to obtain the required volume:

vol integrate(integrate(integrate
(1,z = f. . g) ,y=S.l. .S.2),x=T.1. .T.2, "noPole")

+-+ +-+

9 \ | 5 \ 15
(4) - (atan( ) + atan ( ))

4 +-+ +-+

\ | 6 - 1 \ | 6 + 1

Type: Union(fl: OrderedCompletion Expression Integer,...)

The returned value, 9(arctan(v/5/(v/6 — 1)) + arctan(v/5/(v/6 + l)))/4, has not been
reduced to our expected answer. To check that the the returned and expected results
are equal (at least to within a limited precision), we can compare their floating point
representations:

a := sqrt(5)/(sqrt(6)-1)::Float; b := sqrt(5)/(sqrt(6)+1)::Float

(5) 0.6482315195 1037428763
Type: Expression Float

fvol := (9/4)*(atan(a) + atan(b))

(6) 3.5342917352 885173933

Type: Expression Float
(9/8)*%pi :: Float

(7) 3.5342917352 885173933
Type: Float

This example demonstrates that CAS output need not be given in the most succinct,
useful or tractable form, even though it is analytically correct.
The final example demonstrates the problems CAS can encounter when dealing
with degenerate or undefined information. We know that the identity degree(pq) =
degree(p) + degree(q) holds for polynomials p and q, with the degree of the zero poly¬
nomial having no sensible meaning. However, CAS operators are often total, which
can lead to incorrect results:

p := 0*x; q:= x~4 + x - 5;
Type: Polynomial Integer

degree(q,x)
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(2) 4

Type: Positivelnteger
degree(p*q,x)

(3) 0

Type: NonNegativelnteger
degree(p,x) + degree(q,x)

(4) 4

Type: Positivelnteger

In summary, we see that whilst CAS output is generally sound, accurate and useful,
there exist instances of output which is incorrect, obtuse or misleading, axiom is no
different to other CAS in this respect. CAS implementation is, in general, extremely
difficult: even though (a) expected behaviour is often well understood, and (b) in¬
genious and robust algorithms often exist, the system developer has to balance the
goals of applicability and correctness. The developer will want to have a large range
of operators and packages, each with a large set of potential input. The developer
will also desire strict mathematical correctness of the output. These two aims can
not always be achieved at the same time.

1.3.2 Lightweight Formal Methods

The use of formal methods can be described as a three-stage process: formal spec¬
ification, formal verification, and formal development. Formal specification is the
description of a system in an artificial mathematical language which supports rea¬

soning. The specification language should be precise, so that the specifier and de¬
veloper have an unambiguous understanding of specifications, and so that design
assumptions can be made explicit. Formal verification is used to determine proper¬
ties of the specifications. The two main approaches to verification are

• model checking - the analysis of the model defined by the system to decide
whether specifications hold or not;

• theorem proving - the analysis of properties true in every abstract model of the
specification, and hence true in any concrete implementation.

Formal development is the design of an implementation to meet a specification.
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The standard formal methods approach to software development is the adoption of
specification, verification and development languages and tools as a mandatory pro¬
cedure. Each component at each stage of the development is specified, verified, and
has a proof of correctness for its implementation. This approach is most useful in sit¬
uations where the time and effort taken to produce the system is less important than
the correct behaviour of the system. Examples include military, aviation and med¬
ical systems. The cost of formal methods is usually prohibitive for any non safety
or mission critical system: specification is itself a highly skilled and time consuming
practice, and verification can be intractable even in a complete proof system.

The standard nonformal approach is to construct informal design plans, provide
an implementation, test for bugs, release the system, and improve performance by
issuing patches and fixing bugs in new versions. This approach has the advantage
that the system is released into the marketplace at an early date, but does not enforce
high levels of robustness and correctness of performance.

Lightweight formal methods can be seen as an intermediate approach: components
are formally specified if they appear likely to benefit from the resulting unambigu-
ity of interpretation and reasoning tools available, and properties of specifications
are verified only if the verification is (a) tractable in the proof environment, and (b)
appears likely to save design and implementation effort. Hence lightweight for¬
mal methods are intended to form a pragmatic and resource effective environment
for systems with possibly intermediate levels of mission, safety and/or time impor¬
tance.

1.3.3 Two-tiered Specification

We defined specification in the preceding Section as the description of a system in an
artificial mathematical language which supports reasoning. If a single language is
to be used, then a level of abstraction must be chosen. At a high level of abstraction
properties of the system are specified and verified without considering implementa¬
tion issues such as programming language, exception handling and efficiency. At a
low level of abstraction the programming language used (and even the flavour of the
associated compiler) are crucial: input and output conditions are specified and ver-
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ified in terms of the data representation and storage of the programming language.
It is, of course, possible to take an intermediate level of abstraction, but this runs the
risk of achieving the worst of both worlds: no clean definition of implementation
independent primitives, and no verification that, say, a stack overflow is impossible
for correct input. Another possiblity is the use of the same specification language
to describe abstract and concrete features. The problem here is that tool support is
generally targeted at a single level of abstraction, resulting in an inability to refine or
verify certain specifications.

The Larch system was designed to provide specifications at both high and low levels
of abstraction. Tool support is optimised for both levels. Concrete system behaviour
is described in terms of an interface between the programming language being used
and abstract LSL specifications. The terms which appear in an interface specifica¬
tion are unambiguously defined in LSL. There are no hard and fast rules as to which
aspects of system behaviour are described in LSL and which are described by in¬
terface specifications. In general, it makes sense to specify most of the complexity of
the system in LSL, since assertions about semantic properties are easier to check, and
since LSL specifications are more likely to be reusable than interface specifications. It
follows that the interface level is more suited to dealing with implementation issues
such as loop structure, concurrency and data storage.

The advantages of this approach include:

• the same LSL specifications can have interfaces with different programming
languages, so that many implementations can be produced;

• LSL specifications deal with timeless mathematical abstractions;
• the notion of state, specifically pre- and post-conditions, is dealt with entirely
at the interface level;

• LSL specifications can be modified in an unambiguous manner, so that similar
system behaviour can be produced from a single initial set of specifications;

• proofs of interface requirements are often easier - for example, the LSL level
might contain assertions which rule out or guarantee certain properties;

• design and implementation issues are separated, but related in a formal way,
with tool support for type checking and verification at both levels.
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1.3.4 Motivation

Common computer algebra failures may be thought of in terms of lack of communi¬
cation between implementors and designers. Examples include:

• axiom v2.2 returns —4/3 as the answer to

rather than the correct result 4/3 - there is no requirement that a non-negative
integrand ensures a non-negative integral;

• axiom v2.1 solves sjx — Jx — 1 = 3 as x = y rather than | - there is no check
that positive roots have been taken at each stage of the calculation, and there
is no check that substitution of the result into the problem yields an identity
(axiom v2.2 returns the empty list when given the same problem - it appears
that the incorrect solution is being detected, but not replaced by a correct solu¬
tion);

• axiom v2.0a gives a2 = 0 when a is the Singlelnteger 216, contradicting the
type assertion that Singlelnteger is an axiom integral domain and hence
that the product of two non zeros should be non zero (later versions correct
this problem, but at the expense of allowing single integers greater than the
claimed machine-dependent maximum allowed);

• Maple [24] returns a complex number as the value of

Whatever the correct answer is (in fact 2ix/e), it has to be real valued by defini¬
tion of integration as the limit of real valued formal sums.

In each case the incorrect output has resulted from either incorrect integration of
well-designed components, or from correct integration of poorly designed compo¬
nents. It seems clear that the use of formal methods can mitigate both aspects:
poorly designed components are shown to be so by the use of formal reasoning
about their structures and operators, whilst, conversely, incorrect implementation
can be avoided by the use of formal reasoning about both the type and the represen¬
tation of input and output data. In both cases the process of making assumptions
and dependencies explicit by the use of a formal language is highly beneficial.

dx
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Is there an argument for the use of strict formal methods (as described in Section 1.3.2)
in CAS development? We know that CAS are used in the development, design and
manufacture of safety critical objects such as aircraft wings, bridges and fuel tanks.
So, on the face of it, CAS should be designed and developed using strict formal meth¬
ods. However, inspection of the incorrect output provided in this introduction shows
that a trained human can be expected to quickly discover the error and discard such
results as flawed. Moreover, complete verification of mathematical software is sim¬
ply unrealistic with existing languages and tools. For example, the GAP [83] CAS
contains procedures for computation within finite groups which optimise results by
assuming that all groups of odd order are soluble. This is entirely justifiable, but
obtaining a proof of the formal verification condition

\/G : Group |G| = 1(2) => G is soluble

could take an inordinate length of time. We also know that thatmany computer alge¬
bra algorithms are correct, and, by their very nature, have unambiguous mathemat¬
ical descriptions which can be reasoned about by suitably trained mathematicians.
In these cases incorrect output can be traced to an implementation fault, which can

usually be corrected swiftly. So propounding the use of strict formal methods would
appear to overestimate both the scale and the structure of the problems involved:
there are CAS areas in which strict formal methods

• would provide a small benefit for large effort;
• would fail to provide verification of the quality attached to the underlying
mathematics of computer algebra;

• would simply replicate the existing formal descriptions and proofs.

From the above discussion it seems clear that lightweight formal methods can be
expected to benefit CAS performance. By avoiding the areas mentioned above (es¬
sentially those areas of CAS in which the underlying maths already provides suffi¬
cient formalism), and by concentrating on CAS areas in which improvement can be
expected, we can hope to increase the accuracy, type-correctness and robustness of
computer algebra.

The case for a two-tiered approach is also compelling: an abstract level specification
which utilises the abstract maths upon which a given CAS component is based, and
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which supports reasoning in the same context, can improve the system developer's
task, if only by providing checkable documentation. The identification and elimi¬
nation of faults in the implementation of a provably correct algorithm can best be
achieved by a precise interface specification.

There are, however, obvious problems which can be expected to arise in a two-tier,
lightweight formal methods approach to CAS. Firstly, showing the existence of suit¬
able and unsuitable areas for the application of formal methods is not the same as

identifying them. Moreover, the problem arises that the abstract maths underpin¬
ning the system, the maths of the specification language, and the maths of compu¬
tational symbolic algebra need not (in fact will not) have the same semantics. Ad¬
dressing these problems is fundamental to our choice of CAS and formal methods
system, as we discuss in the following Section.

1.3.5 Suitability of Larch and axiom

Larch is based on first order, classical, many-sorted logic with equality and induc¬
tion. Other possible frameworks are constructive logic and a higher order classical
logic which supports partial functions and predicate subtypes. We can rule out the
use of constructive logics as a formal framework for CAS development: the proofs
as programs paradigm [7] provides sufficient formalism, but can restrict the devel¬
oper to inefficient implementations. There also remains the question of choosing an

appropriate level of abstraction.

Classical higher order logic is a legitimate alternative. In particular the notions of
finiteness, functions from functions to functions and predicate sub-typing are hard
to formalise in a first order system, even with structural induction available as a

quasi higher order extension. The PVS [77] specification and verification system
is well suited to the development of CAS. However, at the commencement of this
project (October 1995) the levels of tool support were not as advanced as those for
Larch. Moreover, PVS (in common with other higher order frameworks such as
HOL [49]) has a single tier; the problem of when and how to reason about state
changes remains.

In summary, Larch has the overwhelming advantage of being a two-tier system
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with excellent tool support. The restriction to first order logic aids the automation
of proof, since first order equational term rewriting, as implemented in the Larch
Prover, is highly efficient and robust. The provision of inductive schema allows close
matching of common types such as lists, arrays and sets. The provision of proof tac¬
tics such as case splits, contradiction and instantiation allows the derivation of more
sophisticated results with the proof system. Another advantage of Larch is the pro¬
vision of a handbook [56] of specification of commonly occurring data, mathematical
and relational structures. These can be used as the basis for specification, or as prop¬
erty checks.

In terms of CAS, most procedures are over elements of sets, and hence are first order.
We can mimic (in Larch) many higher order features using standard techniques such
as curried functions. We can also use classical mathematics to both design and debug
specifications.

We now consider axiom as a target CAS for the application of the Larch methodol¬
ogy. axiom is strongly typed: each returned value has a type, corresponding to LSL
signatures. As we shall see in Chapter 2 there are procedures in weakly typed CAS
which can have a number of return types, some of which are highly counter intu¬
itive. Hence the basic description of procedures is more tractable in a strongly typed
system.

axiom also has a tiered structure, axiom categories have many models (as do LSL
units of specification), whilst axiom domains have, in principle, a single model (as
do BISL based implementations). Hence there appears, at least superficially, to be a
natural correspondence between the tiered structure of both axiom and Larch.

Other desirable aspects of axiom are that (a) it is large, powerful and extensible: it is
far from being a toy example, and (b) it comes with definitions (in the form of .spad
files) of types and procedures, upon which specification can be based.



Chapter 2

Computer Algebra Systems

2.1 Introduction

Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) are packages which enables the user to manipu¬
late algebraic expressions in terms of their symbolic representations. Examples in¬
clude Mathematica [92], MuPAD [45], Gap [83], Reduce [60], and Maple [24].

Most CAS (for example Maple and, to a lesser extent, Mathematica) consist of a ker¬
nel of routines which provide basic symbolic manipulations and evaluations, and
suites of extensions to the kernel so that work in specific areas (for example lin¬
ear algebra or orthogonal polynomials) can be done without loading unnecessary
libraries. These extending libraries are typically written in a language specific to the
CAS, which can be interpreted in the kernel. Hence a user can construct his or her
own libraries of code for application to his or her own specific requirements, and
a developer can extend the CAS by writing new or improved modules for updated
versions of the system. Many CAS are designed for use by applied mathematicians,
engineers, physicists and scientists in general. The systems are primarily designed to
provide symbolic (as opposed to numeric) solutions to a wide range of mathematical
problems. In this way the user can expect to delay (or omit) the evaluation of expres¬
sions as floating point numbers, thus (hopefully) providing more accurate and more

15
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readable sequences of calculations. The user can also manipulate equations like

where the double poles and infinite range cause problems for numeric computation,
and simplify complicated expressions to give both more readable results and (often)
some insight into the underlying structure of the expressions involved. For example
it is not obvious that

(2.2)

but a good CAS can simplify the first expression into the second using a GCD algo¬
rithm [3, pages 304-309]1.

2.2 Typing in Computer Algebra

Both the above examples contain implicit type information: in Equation 2.1 we ex¬

pect g(s) to be a measurable function over K, and J0°° to denote Riemann integration
along the non-negative real number line; in Equation 2.2 we expect {x, y, z} to be a
set of variables used to construct a polynomial ring, and a to be a parameter taken
from the coefficient ring. The routines used to manipulate this sort of expression are

based on algorithms which assume type information for their input and output. For
example, Berlekamp's algorithm takes monic, squarefree polynomials over a field
and outputs irreducible factors.

CAS differ in their treatment of typing. Some are based on the untyped language
LISP, and include very little additional typing. A good example of such a weakly-
typed CAS is Maple. The following are the basic data types for Maple expressions:

exprseq float fraction function indexed integer
list procedure series set string table uneval

and or not * + . . . <<=<> =

!This example was adapted from [51]

(2.1)

{x — a)3 (y — a)3 (z — a)3 3(x — a)(y — a)(z — a)
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The user can discover the type of expressions:
A := x + 2 * y * z1 + cos(y)]

A := x + 2 y z2 + cos( y )

L := [whattype(A),whattype(op(l, A)),whattype(op(2, A)),
whattype(op(1, op{2, A))), whattype(op(3, A))];

L := [ +, string, *, integer, function ]

The user can also convert between different data types, specify data types for vari¬
ables, and check whether or not a variable has been assigned a value:
convert{A, sei);

{ 2y z2,x,cos(y) }

assume(x, float); assigned(x);
true

assigned(y);
false

Only very limited static type-checking is performed, and the user (and developer)
are assumed to be responsible for type correctness in worksheets and algorithms.
This means that type-correctness of output is not guaranteed. To see an example of
this, we consider the multiplication of matrices over a finite field in Maple:
A := matrix{2, 2, [5, 6, 7, 8}mod7);

5 6

0 1

1 2

1 4

A :=

B := matrix(2, 2, [15,16, 71,18]mod7);

B

multiply (A, B)\
'

11 34

1 4

The multiply command fails to type check the elements of A and B and assumes that
they are integers. Also, mod7 is not accepted as a valid input argument by multiply,
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so the correct result is not available in Maple even by obtaining an intermediate
value and then converting it.

Another approach to typing, strong-typing, is to attach a type to each value or ex¬

pression at each stage of every computation. For example, the Magma Algebra Sys¬
tem [15] associates a context, or parent algebraic structure, with each object. The
context must be explicitly asserted as part of the definition of the object; this con¬
trasts with the axiom paradigm of assigning a default type to objects and possibly
allowing coercion to other potential types. There is a cost of checking the types of
objects, but the user gains the advantages that routines which are applicable to, and
optimised for, certain types will be called, and that type-correctness of all calcula¬
tions should be preserved. The typing in axiom deals with the previous example in
a straightforward manner: the user defines a function which outputs general matri¬
ces in GF(7)2x2, and can then obtain A and B and their product.

f == (a:INT,b:INT,c:INT,d:INT):SquareMatrix(2,PF 7)+->[[a,b],[c,d]

Type: Void
A := f(5,6,0, 1)

Compiling function f with type (Integer,Integer,Integer,Integer)

-> SquareMatrix(2,PrimeField 7)

+ 5 6 +

+ 0 1 +

B : = f(1,2,1,4)

+ 1 2 +

I I
+ 1 4 +

A*B

+ 4 6 +

+ 1 4 +

Type: SquareMatrix(2, PrimeField 7)

Type: SquareMatrix(2,PrimeField 7)

Type: SquareMatrix(2, PrimeField 7)

In this example, the operator * is constrained to mean matrix multiplication modulo
7 by the parameterisations of the type constructors of Matrix and PrimeField.
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As a further example of the difference between weak and strong typing, we consider
the type of the computer algebra expression x — y. In Maple, this expression has (at
least) nine valid types:

Tlist := [+,polynom, anything, linear, algebraic, ratpoly, algfun, scalar, expanded] :

Rlist \= [type(x — y, Tlist(i)), i = 1..9];

[true, true, true, true, true, true, true, true, true]

These type assignments are, in general, undocumented and arbitrary. The Maple
user and/or developer is free to write code with little or no restriction on the in¬
put or output types. This has the advantage of great flexibility, but does not sup¬
port code re-use (it is often easier to write a new package than to guess which types
the original developer had in mind), and can lead to confusion in the interpretation
of output. Maple operators do not have clearly defined signatures; operators exist
which have arbitrary arity and output type dependent on undocumented input type
assignments.

In axiom the type of x — y is Polynomial Integer by default. However, the expression
can be converted to other types:

e : = x - y

(1) - y + x

Type: Polynomial Integer
e :: Polynomial Fraction Integer

(2) - y + x

Type: Polynomial Fraction Integer

e :: Polynomial Complex Integer

(3) - y + x

Type: Polynomial Complex Integer

e :: Polynomial Float

(4) - 1.0 y + x

Type: Polynomial Float
e :: DMP([x,y], Quaternion PrimeField 13)

(5) x + 12y

Type: DistributedMultivariatePolynomial([x,y],Quaternion PF 13)

e :: Expression INT
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(6) - y + x

Type: Expression Integer

e :: Fraction Polynomial INT

(7) - y + x

Type: Fraction Polynomial Integer

e :: Factored POLY INT

(8) - (y - x)

Type: Factored Polynomial Integer

e :: MPOLY([y,x], INT)

(9) - y + x

Type: MultivariatePolynomial([y,x],Integer)
e :: ODPOL(POLY FRAC INT)

(10) - y + x

Type: OrderlyDifferentialPolynomial Polynomial Fraction Integer

This approach has the advantage that the type of a result can be deduced from the
types of the input and the signature for the operator. Method selection can also be
streamlined so that algorithms designed for a specific domain of computation can be
utilised.

Strong typing does have its disadvantages. Firstly, the semantics of coercion between
types is not always transparent. This aspect has been analysed in [88] and [34], and is
outside the scope of this thesis. The second problem is that implicit type information
is not reflected within the CAS type system. For example, in axiom we have:

Float has Ring

(1) true

Type: Boolean

We see that floats have type Ring, even though addition and multiplication are not
closed operations in floating point arithmetic2. The user of a strongly typed CAS

2In the sense that sum or product of two floating point numbers need not be a floating point
number in the same mantissa/exponent representation. To see this, consider the normalised floating
point number system, F, given by precision = 3, number base = 2 and exponent range = [—1,2]. F
consists of the 33 unevenly spaced rationals

{±(d1/2 + d2/4 + d3/8)2e\ - 1 < e < 2,0 < d{ < 1,dx ± 0} U {0}.
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must guard against variations between expected type inheritance and implemented
CAS type inheritance. One of the aims of this thesis is to make such variations within
axiom more explicit by formalising parts of the type hierarchy.

2.3 axiom

axiom is a strongly typed computer algebra system. Types can be algebraic types or
data structures, or combinations of other types. Basic types (or domains) are con¬
structed by

• assigning a name (Integer, Float, List etc) to the domain;
• supplying a list of any parameters (which can themselves be domains);
• specifying the exported operations which create and manipulate objects of the
domain;

• defining functions which implement the exported operations.

Each object in axiom is in principle a member of exactly one domain. There are
however sub-domains which can be constructed using operations exported from the
domain, together with a test for membership. The type of a domain (or sub-domain)
in axiom is a category. The documentation for axiom categories informally specifies
properties of types which ensure both mathematical correctness and suitability of
type combination. The categories are designed to ensure that algorithms can only
operate on meaningful (combinations of) types. Type correctness is maintained by
requiring that the signature for each operation must contain specific input and out¬
put types. Overloading of operators is permitted since operations are associated
with categories.

The mathematical correctness of axiom categories is facilitated by organising the
categories into a hierarchical structure. Each algebraic category is 'descended from'
the class of algebraic sets.

Packages for computer algebra facilities such as symbolic manipulation, simplifi-
We see that neither the sum nor product of 2 with itself are in F. Further examples of this behaviour
are given in [3, pages 4-6]. The construction of F is based on an example from [44],
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cation, equation and inequality solution, factorisation and numerical approximation
are constructed in the same way as domains. However the exported operations spec¬

ify the required facility in terms of the parameters of the package constructor, so that
type correctness is maintained in the implementation part of the constructor. Pack¬
ages can be written by both system developers and individual users, and are the
main vehicles for extending the capabilities of axiom.

During a session the axiom interpreter builds domain structures as specified by the
user input. To give an example, if the user inputs the expression

->[legendreP(i,t) for i in 0..4]

then the interpreter loads domains for the index i and the variable t, and a pack¬
age which implements the computation of orthogonal polynomials. The interpreter
checks that each i is a non-negative integer and ensures that t will be treated as an
element of a commutative ring. In this way the interpreter avoids computing mean¬

ingless results when for instance i ranges from —2 to 4, or when t is input as a square
matrix. The interpreter also notes the square brackets enclosing the expression, and
outputs the result as a list. The output is

1, n f
1 ^
2' 2

t,
35

. 15 2r - — t2 +

Type: List Polynomial Fraction Integer

The user is reminded (or notified) of the type of the object displayed at each com¬
mand. In this case the object is a list, the elements of which are polynomials in the
variable t which have rational coefficients. A user or developer could decide to ex¬

tend the package used in the previous example to compute, say, orthonormal Legen-
dre polynomials. The new algorithm would be forced (by the exports section of the
package constructor) to ensure that i and t belonged to suitable domains. The new
implementation would then inherit type correctness as a matter of course, but could
still output incorrect results if the implementation contained errors or omissions. A
simple example of this (taken from [54]) is the axiom command

->rank(matrix([[1-sin(x),cos(x)],[cos(x),1+sin(x)]]))
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which computes as

2 Type: Positivelnteger

By inspection

1 — sin(x) cos(x)
cos(x) 1 + sin(x)

1 — sin2(x) — cos2(x),

and this reduces to zero by simple trigonometric identity. Hence the rank of the
matrix is 1. We see that axiom outputs the correct domain, since rank(A) £ N VA £
Erixn, but possibly the wrong member of that domain.



Chapter 3

Algebraic System Specification

3.1 Introduction

This aim of this chapter is to describe how

(1) specifications can be used as syntactic shorthands for classes of models;
(2) specifications written in LSL are constructed;
(3) classes of models can provide semantics for LSL traits;
(4) problems with the Larch Shared Language can be identified and solved.

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 deal with the first item above, with particular reference to the
semantics of LSL. This involves a formal introduction to the theory of many-sorted
E-algebras which

• have non-empty carrier sets;
• contain only total functions;
• model specifications involving first order formulas;
• need not be minimal.

Most textbooks on the subject of universal algebra and algebraic specifications pro¬
vide a partial formalisation of these concepts. For example [89] deals only with equa-
tional formulas, [91] restricts analysis to minimal models, and [73] describes only
single-sorted E-algebras. This chapter provides a generalised version of concepts

24
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and results from these three texts. Section 3.2 gives definitions and results from the
theory of E-algebras, extended to the many-sorted, non-minimal case. Section 3.3
describes the choices of semantics for a specification given by a signature and a set
of first order formulas, and methods for determining the initiality and finality of cer¬
tain models. Section 3.4 supplies examples of LSL specifications, and analyses their
semantics in terms of the theory of the previous sections. The section also shows
how partial functions are dealt with in LSL, and how higher order features can be
simulated.

3.2 Basic Theory

This section outlines the basic theory of universal algebra which we use to for¬
malise the syntax and semantics of algebraic specifications. Let S be a set of sort
names, and let S* be the set of all finite strings of elements of S. Let F be a family
{FWjS\w, s E S* x S} of sets of function symbols, such that the index w, s defines the
domain sorts (for w = sis2 • • • s„) and range sort, s, of each function symbol. We
describe any function symbol with index A, s (where A denotes the empty string) as
a constant (of sort s), and note that a given function symbol can be overloaded by
being indexed by more than one member of S* x S. A signature, E, is a pair (S, F). In
terms of system specification, the function symbols provide a syntax for describing
system procedures, and the sort names provide a syntax for describing the types of
the domain and the type of the range of the procedures. We assume that no system
contains an infinite number of procedures or types, and therefore restrict S to be fi¬
nite and non-empty, Fw>s to be non-empty for at most finitely many indices, and Fw>s
to be finite for every index.

When X is a family {AA,|s E S} of sets of free variables indexed by S, which for
convenience we assume to be disjoint from the constants of sort s, we can define the
set T(E, A)s of terms of sort s over E as the least set which contains

(1) every x E Xs;
(2) every f(tx, ■ ■ ■ , tn), where / E Fw>s, w — sis2 • • • sn, and each t, is a term belong-
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ing to the set T(E, X)Si, for i = 1 : nl.

If t £ T(E, Ar)s contains no elements of (any member of) X, then t is a ground term.
The set of all ground terms of sort s is written as T(E, 0)s. A signature which admits
at least one ground term of sort s is called non-void or sensible. Signatures need not
be sensible in general, but the signatures we will use as bases for algebraic speci¬
fications will all be non-void. Therefore it is assumed henceforth that E denotes a

non-void signature.

A E-algebra (over a signature E = (S, F)) is a pair A = (A, FA), where A is a family
{As|s £ S} of S'-sorted carrier sets of possible elements of sort s, and FA is a family
of sets of functions {fA\f £ FWjS} with range As and domain ASl x • • • x ASn when
w = Si • • • sn. We have that the images of every function are elements of the carrier
set indexed by the appropriate sort name s; in particular each constant function of
sort s is an element of the carrier set As.

Since the semantics of the Larch Shared Language involves the assumptions that
carrier sets are are non-empty and that functions are total, we assume these attributes
thoughout the thesis. However algebraic specification can be done without these
restrictions, as discussed in [91, pages 705-707],

If the T(E, A^)s are regarded as carrier sets, and if the /r(£,A)(fi, • • • ,tn) are defined
as f(ti, ■ ■ ■ :tn) for each / e FW)S and for each ti £ T(E,X)Si, then the resulting E-
term algebra is denoted as T(E, X). We call T(E, 0) the E-ground term algebra over
E. Clearly T(E, 0) has non-empty carrier sets, since E is taken to be non-void.

Two E-algebras are similar if they act over the same signature. Let A and B be
similar. Then B is a E-sub algebra of A (written as B < A) iff, for every s £ S,

(1) Bs c As;

(2) Bs is closed under the functions of A (i.e. fA(bi, - ■ • , bn) £ Bs for every / e FW)S
with w = si • • • sn, and for every 6j £ BSi for i = 1 : n);

(3) fB(bi, • -An) = fA(h, ■■■ An) for every / 6 Fw>s with w = si ■ ■ ■ sn, and for
every bi £ BSi for i = 1 : n.

If B < A and Bs c As for some s £ S, then B is a proper E-sub algebra of A,
xi = 1 : n is a shorthand notation for 1 < i < n
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provided that Bs / 0, and we denote this by B < A.

3.2.1 Generation and Minimality

Let A be a E-algebra and let X be a family of subsets of the carrier sets of A. The
family of subsets of A generated byX, (X)A, is defined, for each s g S, to be

{X)As = p| {Bs |B < A and X3 C BSV s e S}

i.e. the intersection of the carrier sets of sort s of every E-sub algebra of A whose
carrier sets include Xs/ for every s g S.

Lemma 3.1. (X)A is the family of carrier sets ofa E-sub algebra ofA, which we denote by
(X.)A. Moreover, (X.)A is the smallest E-sub algebra ofA whose carrier sets include X.

Proof: For every s £ S, the fact (X)As g As follows from set inclusion, set inter¬
section and the definition of E-sub algebras. Moreover, (X)As f 0 for any s g S,
since otherwise some Bs must be empty for B < A, contradicting the fact that
Bs c T(E, 0)s D 0. Now, for fixed s g S and arbitrary B < A, if / is a function sym¬
bol in Fw>s with w = s\ ■ ■ ■ sn and if {x\, • • • , xn} is a set such that each Xi g (.X)Aa. for
i = 1 : n, then g BSi for i = 1 : n, and fA(xi, • • • , xn) g Bs, since B is closed under
the operations of A. Hence fA(xi, • • • , xn) g (.X)As, the intersection of such Bs. The
fact that f(xlAs (x1; • • • , xn) = fA(xi, • • • , xn) follows immediately from the definition
of (X)As. Thus the (A^)^ form carrier sets of a E-sub algebra of A whose carrier sets
include X. Suppose now that C < A, with Xs c Cs for every sgS, and c < (X)„.
Then, for some s g S, Cs C (X)As. But this Cs is a carrier set for a E-sub algebra of A
which includes Xs. So Cs contains the intersection of all such carrier sets. This gives
the contradiction

c, c <x)a3 c cs

which proves the lemma. ■

If Xs c As for every carrier set of a E-algebra A, then we say that A is generated by
X iff (X)^ = A. Equivalently, by the previous lemma, A is generated by AA iff A has
no proper E-sub algebra which contains X. In particular T(E, A") = (X.)T^tX), since
the T(E, A')s are defined to be the least sets containing terms of sort s.
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A E-algebra is said to be minimal iff it has no proper E-sub algebras. A useful way
of deciding minimality is given by:

Lemma 3.2. Let Abe a B-algebra. Then A is minimal iffA is generated by 0.

Proof: Suppose that A is minimal. Then (0)^ is a family of carrier sets of a E-sub
algebra of A, and hence (0)^ = A. Now suppose that A is generated by 0, and that
C < A. Then, for every s G S, we have that As = (0)ns = Pi {B.s|B < A}. But, for
some s G S, we have Cs c As. Since, trivially, 0 c Csr and since this Cs is a carrier set
for a E-sub algebra of A, we obtain the contradiction Cs c As = (0)^, C Cs which
proves the lemma. ■

Immediate corollaries of the above result are:

(i) iff a is the unique smallest E-sub algebra of A (since 0 is the unique smallest
subset of each carrier set of A).

(ii) The carrier sets of aminimal E-algebra have at most countably infinite cardinal¬
ity (since otherwise a proper E-sub algebra could be formed using countably
infinite subsets). For this reason minimal E-algebras are known as reachable,
or as computation structures.

(iii) A is minimal iff A is generated by the sets of constants of sort s in FA (since
D {Bs|0 C Bs and B < A} = f) {BS\FX}S C Bs and B < A}).

Given that a minimal E-algebra is generated by its constants, we now describe an
iterative procedure for generating elements in the carrier sets of minimal E-algebras.
Let A be any E-algebra, and let P{AS) denote the power-set of the 5-sorted carrier
set of A. For each s e S, for every / e Fw>s with w — si ■ • ■ sn, for every Xi G XSi for
i = 1 : n, and for eachme N, we define the maps Gm : P(A,,) -a P{As) as

G°(XS)
GfXs)

Gm+1(Xs)
G°°(XS)

X„

Xs U {fAiX 1. • • • ixn)}
G\Gm(Xs))
UmenGm{Xs)

By construction Gm(Xs) C Gm+1(Xs), and the following property holds:

Theorem 3.1. G°°(X) = (X)A
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Proof: First we observe that G°°(XS) is non-empty for every s g S, since E is non-
void. Also G°°(XS) is closed under the functions of A, since for every / C FWiS with
w = si ■■■ sn, and for every xx C G°°(XSJ for i = 1 : n, there exists a k g N such that
Xi g Gk(XSi), and hence fA(xu ■■ ■ ,xn) g Gk+1(Xa), giving fA(xu ■■ ■ ,xn) g G°°(XS).

To show that G°°(XS) c {X)as for every s G S, it is sufficient to show that Gm(Xs) c
(X)As for every m G N, and we proceed by induction over N. The basis step holds
because G°(XS) = Xs c (X)As by definition of (X)A. If we suppose that Gm(Xs) c
(X)As, then Xi G Gm(XSi) implies that x% G (.X)As , and so if B satisfies B < A and
Xs Q Bs, then Xi G BSi. Therefore for every / G FWtS with w = si ■ ■ ■ snr and for
every xt G BSi for i = 1 : n, fA(xi, • • • ,xn) G Bs. Thus fA(xi, • • • , xn) G (X)As/ and
gm+1(as) c (X)As.

We have now shown that G°°(A'") < A (closed, non-empty subsets with a naturally
induced family of function definitions), and, since Xs c g°(as) c G°°(XS) and (X)A
is the least such E-sub algebra of A, (X)As c G°°(XS) for every s g 5". ■

Taking the case that X is the family of empty sets, we have:

Corollary 3.1. A F-algebra A is minimal iff each element of any carrier set As can be ob¬
tained by applying the functions with range sort s finitely many times to the constants ofall
sorts.

3.2.2 Interpretation of Terms

In order to reason about properties of E-algebras (minimal or otherwise) we derive
the principle of structural induction for many-sorted E-algebras:
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a H-algebra generated by X. To show that property 0 holds for
every member ofA it is sufficient to show that for every s g S

(1)Q holds for every element in Xs (induction basis), and
(2) whenever 0 holds for any a1; • • • ,anin ASl x • • • x ASn, it follows that 0 holds for
fA(ai, • • ■ , an) for every f g Fw>s with w = si ■ ■ ■ sn (induction step).

Proof: Let As(&) = {as g As|0 holds for as}. Then As(0) c As for each s g S. Also
Xs c As(0) by the basis step, and A(0) is closed by the induction step. Since A is the
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family of least closed sets such that Xs C As, it follows that As C AS(Q), and hence
that A = A(Q). »

A E-homomorphism from A to B is a family of maps h = {hs : As —> Bs\s G S},
such that hs(fA(au■■■ ,an)) = fB(hSl (ai), • ■ • , hSn{an)), for each / G FWyS and for
each Gj G ASi. A E-isomorphism is a E-homomorphism, every member of which is
an isomorphism. Suppose that h : A —> C is a E-homomorphism, and that B =

{Bs C As|s g S}. Then for any family of maps g = {gs : Bs —> Cs|s g £} such that
gs(b) = hs(b) for every s £ S and for each b g Bs, we describe h as a E-homomorphic
extension of g.

For any E-algebra A we can describe a family of maps v as vs : Xs —v As where vs

is an assignment of values in As to variables in Xs, noting that (i) the restriction to
non-empty carrier sets and non-void signatures ensures that As / 0 for each sort
s g S (so that the maps are well-defined), (ii) when Xs = 0 there is exactly one

assignment. A term t gA is said to be interpreted with respect to v by a family of
maps v : T(E, A") —> A, defined (for each s g S) as

(1) vs(x) = vs(x) \/x g Xsr
(2) vs(f(ti, ■ ■ ■ ,tn)) = /a(0si(o,- •' ,Vsn(tn)) v/ g FWiS vh e t(e,x)si.

The v are crucial to the analysis of the semantics of E-algebras, in the sense that
interpretations of ground terms are uniquely defined and are independent of assign¬
ments. This follows from:

Theorem 3.3. The interpretations v are the unique T-homomorphic extensions of the
assignments v.

Proof: From the definitions of E-term algebra and v we have for each s G S

Vs(fT^'X){tu ■ ■ ■ ,tn)) = • ■ ■ ,*„))
= ■ ■ ,vSn(tn))

so v is a E-homomorphism from T(E, X) to A. Also vs : Xs —> As, and Xs is the
subset of T(E, X)s consisting of the free variables of sort s. Since vs(x) = vs(x) Vx g
Xs, v is a E-homomorphic extension of v. To prove uniqueness we assume that g is
another homomorphic extension of v, such that gs(x) = vs(x) for every x in Xs. We
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now take as induction hypothesis that gs(t) = vs(t) for every term t in T(£, X)s, and
note that the basis step is satisfied whenever t e Xs. Suppose that t\, ■ ■ ■ ,tn are terms
in T(£, X)Si. Then

9s{fT^'X\tu - ■ ■ ,tn)) = fA{gSl{t1), ■ ■ ■ ,g8n(tn)) (g is a homomorphism)
= ■ • ■ ,vSn(tn)) (induction hypothesis)
= vs(fT^'X\ti, ■ • • An)) (h is a homomorphism).

Hence, by structural induction (Theorem 3.2), g(t) = v(t) for every term t in T(E, X).
■

Another characterisation of minimal E-algebras is given by:

Lemma 3.3. The E-algebra A is minimal iff the unique interpretation v : T(£, 0) —> A is
surjective. In particular T(E, 0) is minimal.

Proof: If v is surjective and B is a E-sub algebra of A, then there exists a unique
homomorphic extension, v' say, from T(E, 0) to B. Let the family ofmaps in : B —> A
be defined as ins(h) = b for every b in Bs. Then in is clearly a E-homomorphism, and
the composition in o v' is a homomorphic extension from T(E, 0) to A. Since such
extensions are unique, in o v' is the same family of maps as v. Hence in is the family
of identity mappings from A to itself, and B and A are identical. This also proves
the reverse implication, since we have a minimal E-algebra A with v which is both
surjective and unique. T(E, 0) is minimal since v : T(E, 0) —> T(E, 0) is vacuously
surjective. ■

3.3 Semantics

3.3.1 Initiality and Finality

Let Alg(E) be the category formed from the class of Alg(E) of all E-algebras over a
given non-void signature with E-homomorphisms as morphisms. Let A be a mem¬
ber of Alg(E). Then A is defined to be initial (respectively final) in Alg{E) iff for
every B in Alg(E) there exists a unique E-homomorphism from A to B (respectively
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from B to A). Initial and final E-algebras in Alg{E) exist for each signature: we have
seen that v : T(E, 0) -> A is a unique E-homomorphism, so the E-ground term alge¬
bra is initial; a final E-algebra U can be constructed by requiring each carrier set to
be the singleton constant {us}, with unique E-homomorphism hs : As -A Us defined
as h(as) = us for every s C S.

We can define initial and final E-algebras in any class K of E-algebras in the same

way, although they may not exist for any given K. We have the following key result:

Lemma 3.4. If initial and/or final E-algebras exist in a class I< of E-algebras, then they are
unique up to E-isomorphism.

Proof: Suppose that both A and B are initial in the class K. Then there exist unique
E-homomorphisms h : A B and g : B —» A. Consider the maps hog and g o h.
Both are E-homomorphisms since (without loss of generality)

h(g(fB(bi, • • • , &„))) = h(fA(g(h), ■■■ , g(bn)))
= fA{h(g(bl)),-■ ■ ,h(g(bn)))

for every / e Fw>s with w = si • • • sn. Moreover both are bijections, since hog can only
be the identity E-homomorphism from A into A and g o h can only be the identity
E-homomorphism from B into B. Hence h and g are bijections, and A and B are

E-isomorphic. A similar argument proves the case for final E-algebras in K. ■

From the above result it follows that a semantic model for algebraic specifications
based on classes of initial or final E-algebras will be unique up to E-isomorphism.

Initial E-algebras can be thought of as a special case of final E-algebras. A is free
for the class K over a family X = {As C As|s G S} iff for every B G K and every

family of maps w : X —» B there exists a unique w : A —» B such that ws(x) = ws(x).
If A is also a member of K, then A is free in K over X. From the definition of E-
term algebra we see that T(E, X) is free in Alg(E, Ar) over X. Free E-algebras can
be constructed for any (non-empty) class by the use of E-congruences. The proof of
this fact is beyond the scope of this discussion (full details are given in [73]) although
it is used in the proof of Birkhoff's Variety Theorem [89, pages 173-174] which we
use to justify the extension from purely equational axiomatisations to full first order
axiomatisations described in Section 3.3.3.
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3.3.2 E-equations

For a given signature E, the set of variables of sort s occurring in the term t is written
as var(t)s. A E-equation (of sort s) is a syntactic expression of the form t —s t', where
t and t' are terms of sort s. The relation =s is taken to be reflexive, symmetric and
transitive for every s G S.

A E-ground equation is one for which var(t)s = var{t')s — 0. We denote the set of all
E-equations of sort s and variables from X as E(E, X)sr and let E(E, X) be the union
over S of each E(E, X)s. The set of all E-ground equations is then E(E, 0).

We say that a E-algebra A models a E-equation t —s t' iff v(t) = v(t') for every
assignment v : X -> A. We write this as A \= t =s t', and note that A |= e implies
A |= e[xs/xs], where e[xs/xs\ denotes the substitution of the variable x by a variable
of the same sort.

The following result shows that the operator f= is closed under E-isomorphism:
Lemma 3.5. IfA and B are E-isomorphic E-algebras, then A (= t =s t' iffB \= t =s t'.

Proof: Suppose that h is a bijective E-homomorphism from A to B and that A f=
t =s t!. Then for every assignment v, we have v(t) = v(t'). Let w be an arbitrary
assignment from X to B, and let v : X -» A be the assignment obtained by applying
h~l to w(x) for every x in X. Define w : T(E, X) —> B as

(1) ws(x) = h(v(x)) Vx € Xs;
(2) w8(f(tir-- ,tn)) = h(vs(f(tir--,tn))) VfeFw,s Vfj G T(E, X)Si.

Then ws(x) = h(v(x)) = w(x), and

ws(f(tu---,tn)) = h(fA(vSl(t1), ■ ■ ■ ,vSn(tn)))
= fB(h(vSl(ti)), ■ ■ ■ ,h(vSn(tn)))

so w is the unique E-homomorphic extension of w. In particular w(t) = h(v(t)) =
h(v(t')) = w(t'), and hence B [= t =s t'. ■

Extending this idea to a subset E of E(E, X) is straightforward: A |= E if A models
each E-equation in E. The equational class of E-algebras which model a set E is de¬
noted by Alg(E, E). By definition, we have that Alg(E, E) = {A E Alg(E) : A f= E},
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and we can describe E as an equational axiomatisation over E of Alg(E,E). The
equational theory of Alg(E,E) is the subset of E(E, X) whose members are mod¬
elled by every member of Alg(E, E). We see that if t =s t' and t =$ t' are in the
equational theory of Alg{E, E), and if x e Xs, then, by the implicit universal quan¬
tification of x, t[x/t\ =s t'[x/t'] is also in the equational theory of Alg(E, E); in other
words, equal terms may be substituted for variables of the appropriate sort in mem¬
bers of an equational theory.

A trivial example of an equational class is Alg(E, 0) = Alg{E). A more illustrative
(single-sorted) example is obtained as by taking

• Ei = ({semigroup} , {1, *}) where 1 is a constant and * is a binary infix operator
• X = {x,y,z,xux2, ■■■}
• E\ == {X * (y * 20 = semigroup (x * y) * A 1 * X —semigroup X, X * \ —semigroup x}

whereby Alg(Ex, Ex) is the equational class of all monoids. However there exist
classes of mathematical structures which have no equational axiomatisation. The
most fundamental example of this is the class of Boolean algebras, all of which re¬

quire the axiom true 7^ false, which is not expressible as a E-equation. A solution to
this is to allow true 7^ false to be the only allowable inequality in an otherwise equa¬
tional framework ([91, pages 699-701]), but this extension is not sufficient to allow
axiomatisations of classes which are commonly associated with computer algebra
types. In order to show this we first define a class K of E-algebras to be closed under
E-homomorphic images iff, for any A G I\ and E-algebra B, whenever h : A —> B
is a surjective E-homomorphism then B e K. One of the requirements for a class
K of E-algebras to be a variety is that it is closed under E-homomorphic images,
and Birkhoff's Variety Theorem [89, pages 173-174] states that I\ is a variety iff K
is an equational class for some E C E(E, X). Hence it suffices to exhibit a class of
mathematical structures which is not closed under E-homomorphic images.

Lemma 3.6. A cancellative monoid is a monoid with the additional axiom xy = xz =>

y = z. The class of cancellative monoids is not an equational class.

Proof: First we assume that there exists an E2 such that Alg(Ei, Ex U Ef) is an equa¬

tional class for the class of all cancellative monoids. Now let A e Alg(Ei, Ex U E2)
be given by setting A = N+, lA = 1 and = multiplication over N+. We define
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B e Alg(E) as having carrier set B comprising the equivalence-classes of N+/4 (i.e.
B = {[0], [1], [2], [3]}), and functions 1B = [1] and *B = multiplication over N+ mod¬
ulo 4. Then h : A —>■ B defined as h(n) = n mod 4 is a surjective E-homomorphism,
since h(nm) = (nm)mod 4 = (n mod 4)(m mod 4) = h(n)h(m). But [2][2] = [2][0] = [0]
with [2] ^ [0] after cancellation. Hence B is not in Alg{E1; E\ U E2) and, by Birkhoff's
Variety Theorem, no such E2 exists. ■

Other examples of non-equational classes are integral domains, fields, and torsion-
free abelian groups. In order to obtain models of these and other classes we need to
extend the concept of equational axiomatisation.

3.3.3 E-formulas

In this section we extend the definition of E-equations to many-sorted first order
E-formulas. Each S-sorted E-formula is built from E-equations, the connectives
v, a, =>, and <t», and the ^-sorted quantifiers V and 3. Formally, we define for each
s e S the set WF(E, X)s of well-formed E-formulas to be the least set such that:

(1) each E-equation of sort s is in WF(E, X)s;
(2) whenever T and A are in WF(E, X)s/ then so are

(a) ->T, TV A, TaA, T=>A and T 4A A; and
(b) VxT and 3xT where x is a variable of any sort in X.

We denote the union over S of the WF(E,X)S as WF(E, X). A E-formula with no

free variables is called a E-sentence.

The concepts of model class, first order axiomatisation and first order theory are

slightly more complicated than for the equational case. We first define an assignment
vx : X —> A as an x-variant of v : X —» A iff vx(y) = v(y) for every y G X \ {x}. The
relational operator J=„ with domain Alg{E) x WF(E, X) is now inductively defined
as:

(1) A I=vt=s t' iff v(t) = v(t');
(2) A |=„ -iT is true iff A |=„ T is false;
(3) A K ^ A) iff A \=v T and A }=„ A;
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(4) A \=v VxT iff A 1=^ T for every rr-variant assignment;
(5) A \=v 3xT iff A T for some £-variant assignment.

The definitions for the remaining connectives have been omitted; no loss of formality
arises since each of the connectives can be defined in terms of -> and a.

If if is a subset ofWF(E, X) we say that a E-algebra A models E (written as A f= E)
iff A \=v T for every assignment v : X —> A and for every T C E. The class of
E-algebras which model E is again denoted by Alg{E, E), if is a first order axiomati-
sation of Alg{E, E), and Th(Alg{E, if)) is the set of all E-formulas modelled by every
member of Alg(E, if). As for the equational case, we can show that the relation (= is
closed under E-isomorphism:

Lemma 3.7. IfA and B are isomorphic E-algebras, then A |= T iffB |= T.

Proof: The result is true whenever T is a E-equation by Lemma 3.5. Since the defi¬
nition of \=v for E-formulas containing connectives and quantifiers is irrespective of
the assignments v, the result holds for all T inWF(E, X). ■

Since if is a subset ofWF(E, X), we have the more general result A f= E iff B (= E
for E-isomorphic A and B.

3.3.4 Proof

We now introduce the concept of logical consequences of sets of E-sentences. A proof
of the E-sentence T from a set of E-sentences, R, is a finite sequence of E-formulas
such that

(1) each member of the sequence is either
(a) a member of R,
(b) an axiom of classical first order logic 2, or
(c) derivable from a preceding E-formula using either

(i) modus ponens, or
2Fitting [42, pages 72-76] gives an axiom schema for propositional Hilbert systems, with an addi¬

tional axiom scheme for the extension to first order systems given on page 134.
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(ii) the generalisation rule: from the E-sentence A, derive VxA.
(2) the final member of the sequence is T.

If such a proof exists, we write R b F, and say that T is a logical consequence of R.

This proof system is sound in the sense that mistaken conclusions cannot be reached:
if T is a logical consequence of the E-sentences R, then T is modelled by every E-
algebra which also models R. Equivalently, in our notation,

RhF => T eTh(Alg{E,R)).

Soundness depends crucially on our assumption that signatures are non-void. Ex¬
amples of unsound deductions arising from the presence of an empty carrier set are
given in [48] and [89, pages 247-248].

Whether or not the system is complete, in the sense that it is always applicable to
prove facts, depends on the choice of acceptable model class, as discussed in the
next section.

3.3.5 Specifications

A specification is a pair (E,E), where E is a non-void signature and E is a set of
E-formulas. The loose semantics of a specification is the entire class Alg(E,E). A
specification is consistent if the loose semantics is non-empty. The loose semantics
approach provides great flexibility in interpreting the meaning of specifications, in
the sense that non-E-isomorphic models are allowed. Moreover, by GodeTs Com¬
pleteness Theorem [47], any E-sentence T is a logical consequence of the set S of
E-sentences if, and only if, every member of Alg(E, S) models T.

Great flexibility in interpreting the meaning of specifications need not be advanta¬
geous; for example it may be desirable to consider only E-isomorphic models. If a
more restricted basis for semantics is required, then the discussions in Sections 3.2.1
and 3.3.1 provide the following mechanisms:

• minimal loose semantics - {A G Alg(E, E) : A is minimal }
• initial semantics - (A G Alg(E, E) : A is inital }
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• final semantics - {A e Alg{E, E) : A is final }

Example: Consider the signature E given by S — {600/} and F = {true, false}, with
the empty set of E-formulas. Let 77 denote the cardinality of the carrier set of an
arbitrary E-algebra A in Alg(E, 0). Then

• 77 = 0 is not permitted by definition of E-algebra;
• if 77 = 1 then A is E-isomorphic to the unit E-algebra, and hence A is final. A
is minimal since it has no non-trivial E-sub algebras;

• if 77 = 2 and both members of FA map to, say, true, then A is final (since h :
B —» A given by h(b) = true is a unique E-homomorphism), but not minimal
(since the image of one of the elements of the carrier set cannot be obtained by
a finite number of applications of the functions in FA);

• if 77 = 2 and both members of Abooi are the image of one of the FA, then A is
E-isomorphic to the term E-algebra, T(E, 0), and A is both initial and minimal;

• whenever 77 = 2 the minimal semantics is given by the union of the initial and
final semantics, i.e the term and unit E-algebras;

• if 77 > 2 then there exists a member of Abooi which is not the image of either
member of FA, and so A is neither minimal, initial nor final.

Now let E = {->(true = false)}. Then, for 77 = 2, the initial, final and minimal
semantics coincide, and we have a E-monomorphic specification. However we can
still obtain other E-algebras in the loose semantics by supplying a carrier set of car¬
dinality greater than two.

Minimal loose semantics could also be described as term-generated semantics, since
each element of each carrier set can only be obtained by applying functions from FA
finitely-many times to constant terms. For this reason we say that a E-algebra in the
minimal loose semantics of a specification contains 'no junk' [20] (or is 'sufficiently
complete' [55]). A problem associated with the use of minimal loose semantics is that
completeness of the proof system is lost (unless an inference rule allowing infinite
induction is added to the proof system, as detailed in [91, pages 694-697]). This is
a consequence of Godel's Incompleteness Theorem: if Alg{E, N) is the class of term
generated models for the natural numbers N, then there exist E-sentences S such
that Alg(E,N) f= S, but N \f S. Completeness is preserved, however, for purely
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equational or conditional axiomatisations, and for ground equations: if we denote
the minimal loose semantics as ML(E, E), then we have

Lemma 3.8. Let t and t' be ground terms in T(£, 0)s. Then thefollowing are equivalent:

(1) E\-t = f

(2) ML(£, E)\=t = f
(3) Alg(52, E) \=t = t'.

Proof: 1 =$■ 2 follows from the soundness of the proof system. 2 => 3 holds since
the interpretation of ground terms is identical in both the loose and minimal loose
semantics. 3 =>■ 1 results from the completeness of the loose semantics. ■

By restricting E to be quantifier free, we can arrive at a method for deducing the ini-
tiality or otherwise of a minimal model, without identifying the £-homomorphism
required by the definition.
Theorem 3.4. Let (52, E) be a specification such that E is quantifier free, and let A in
Alg(52, E) be minimal. Let I\ denote the class {B 6 Alg(52, E) : B is minimal }, and let
t and t' be in T(£, 0)s/or some s e S. Then A is initial in I\ iffA |= t =st' <£>■ E F
t =s t'.

Proof: First note that the minimality of A and the restriction on E allow for the vari¬
ables of sort S occurring in E to be substituted by ground £-terms of sort s without
affecting either the |= or F relations. Hence

K (= t =s t' •<=>■ E b t =s t'
If A is initial in K then the result follows immediately. We now suppose that A (=
t =s t1 E b t =s t' and show that A is initial in K. Let B G I\ be arbitrary.
Then A f= t =s t' <=> B (= t =s t'r so vA(t) = x>A{t') <=> vB(t) = vB{t') where vA and
vB are the unique £-homomorphisms from T(£, 0) to A and B. We can define the
family of maps h by vB = h o vA, whereby h is the unique £-homomorphism from A
to B, and A is initial. ■

We see that models which are initial and minimal contain 'no confusion' [20], in
the sense that ground terms are equal iff they can be proved so from the axioma-
tisation. Since initial models are unique up to ^-isomorphism, we describe the £-
isomorphic class of models containing no junk and no confusion as a single entity
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known as the abstract data type of the specification. Initial models exist for all purely
equational and conditional axiomatisations, and this existence (together with com¬

pleteness of the equational and conditional deductive calculi) motivates the choice
of equationally or conditionally axiomatised abstract data types for formal specifica¬
tion languages. The Larch approach is to gain greater applicability and expressivity
of specifications by admitting any first order axiomatisation. The price paid is the
loss of completeness described above, and the possibility that no abstract data type
exists for a consistent specification.

Lemma 3.9. Let (E, E) be a specification containing an axiom of theform e\ V e2, where the
e; are ground equations. Suppose also that ML(E, E) ^ eifor i = 1:2. Then no member
ofML(E, E) is initial, and hence (E, E) admits no minimal initial models.

Proof: Suppose that A is initial in ML{E, E), then A |= e\ V e2 so we can also,
WLOG, suppose that A |= ex. By Theorem 3.4 E h e\, and hence, by Lemma 3.8,
ML(E, E) f= ex. This contradicts our assumption that e\ is not valid in every member
of the minimal loose semantics, and the result is proved. ■

Similar results hold for the final semantics of a specification: a quantifier free ax¬
iomatisation provides a method of deciding whether or not a minimal model is also
final, and consistent specifications can be constructed which admit no minimal, final
models. We first show that, under the conditions given in Theorem 3.4, E-ground
terms are unequal iff a proof exists of the negation of the equation involving them.

Theorem 3.5. Let (E, E) be a specification such that E is quantifier free, and let A in
Alg{E, E) be minimal. Let K denote the class {B 6 Alg(E, E) : B is minimal }, and let
t and t' be in T(E, $)sfor some s e S. Then A is final in K if, and only if, A |= t t'
E I—ft —s t').

Proof: Suppose that A is final in li. then for every B in K there exists a unique
g : B —> A. It follows that A models t =s t' whenever B does (since otherwise g

maps one member of Bs to two distinct members of As). Suppose now that A models
t t'. Then g{vB(t)) / g(vB(t')) where vB : T(E, 0) —> B. Hence vB{t) 7^ vB(t'), and
B does not model t =st'. Since B was arbitrarily chosen, it follows that K f= t 7^ t!,
and hence, by Lemma 3.8, E b -i(t =s t'). Lemma 3.8 is also used to show that if
E I—ft =s t') then K |= t 7^ t!, and hence A (= t 7^ t!, since A e K.
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Now suppose that A (= t 7C t' E I ft =s t'), and let B be an arbitrary
member of K. If A f= t ^s t' then B f= t t', since E I ft =s t'). In which case

the family of maps g defined by g(vB{t)) = va{T) is well-defined (since B and A are

minimal) and is a unique E-homomorphism from B to A (since vB and va are unique
E-homomorphisms). Hence A is final. ■

We now describe an axiomatisation which admits no minimal final models.

Lemma 3.10. Let (E :E) be a specification containing an axiom of the form -n(i0 =s C),
where the tt are ground terms. Suppose there exists a ground term t2 such that ML(E, E) ^
—'(^o = h) and ML{E, E) ^ -1 (C = t2). Then no member ofML(E, E) is final, and hence
(E, E) admits no minimal final models.

Proof: Suppose that A is final in ML(E,E). We proceed by case split on the va¬

lidity of a ground equation in A. We first suppose that A |= ->(t0 = tf)- Then, by
Theorem 3.5, it follows that E I—>(t0 — t2). But now Lemma 3.8 provides the contra¬
diction ML(E, E) \= -1 (t0 = C)- For the second case we suppose that A f= t0 = t2.
Substitution in the assumed axiom yields A |= ->(t2 = C). Now a similar argument
to the first case gives the contradiction ML(E, E) (= ^[t2 = fi). Hence A is not final,
and the result is proved. ■

Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 provide a useful test for initiality or finality within the class
of minimal models, without recourse to finding the unique E-homomorphisms used
to define initiality and finality. If a model is not minimal, or if the axiomatisation
is not quantifier free, then initiality and/or finality must be tested for in a different
way. Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 show that care must be taken to ensure that useful E-
isomorphism classes exist for a specification containing a consistent axiomatisation.

3.4 The Larch Shared Language

3.4.1 Introduction

The Larch Shared Language, LSL, is a language for writing algebraic system spec¬
ifications. LSL is independent of any programming language; specifications which
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deal with language specific issues are written in a behavioural interface specification
language, henceforth a BISL, which relate primitives defined in LSL specifications to
the behaviour of actual code. The most important BISL, in the context of this thesis,
is the Larch/Aldor BISL [38], the development of which forms the second tier of the
formal specification of axiom and Aldor.

The ethos of LSL system specification is to provide a basic unit of specification, called
a trait for each basic component of the system. Each trait provides

• a name for the trait;
• a set of function symbols, each having a signature which defines the range and
domain sorts (the introduces clauses);

• a set of first order formulas involving these symbols (the asserts clauses) -
if a formula is an equation, then the main operator is ==, which is semanti-
cally identical to the inbuilt equality test =, but which has lower operational
precedence;

• a set of trait names (possibly with renaming of sorts and/or operators) whose
properties are to be included with, or assumed by, the trait.

A trait may also contain a non-empty set of properties (the implies and converts
clauses), which can be used to check that

• the trait is consistent (i.e. has a non-empty class of models)3;
• all models of the trait have additional attributes to those given in the assertions
(for example in anymodel of a traitwhich specifies groups by the usual axioms,
we would expect the identity inv{inv(x)) = x to hold);

• the operators in a converts clause have a unique interpretation in any model
of the trait, assuming that the interpretation of all the other operators is fixed.

Built into the language are traits defining Boolean truth values, conditional expres¬
sions, and equality and inequality over terms of the same sort. These traits are sup¬

plied in the Larch Handbook [56, pages 161-210], and are implicitly included by
every LSL trait. The Larch Handbook also supplies detailed traits for

3In fact it not possible, in general, to prove consistency of a trait: a proof of true == false
shows inconsistency, but failing to find such a proof does not in itself guarantee consistency
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• containers such as sets, lists, and arrays;
• orderings and relational operators over sorts;
• abstract algebraic structures such as monoids and fields;
• number systems such as the integers, naturals and rationals;
• the coercion, comparison and combination of elements of different sorts.

These handbook traits can be used as building blocks for the specification of more
structured entities, and as proof obligations: a trait can have other traits as impli¬
cations. These implications naturally require a suitable renaming of the sorts and
operators of the implied traits, and the generated proof goals are that (under the
renamings) any model of the implying trait is also a model of the implied traits.

The building of specifications from combinations of traits works by syntactically in¬
cluding traits within other traits. This is essentially a syntactic shorthand for writing
out the same trait more than once, but there are also practical advantages involved.
The Larch tools for producing proofs of properties of traits will convert the implica¬
tions of an included trait into axioms of the including trait. This is justified (provided
of course that the implications are valid) by the fact that

Th(Alg(E, Ei)) C Th(Alg(E, E2))

where E is the combined signature of both traits, Ei is the axiomatisation of the
included trait, and E2 is the union of E\ and the axiomatisation of the including trait.
For example, any result true in all models of semigroups is also true in all models
of groups, so a trait specifying groups which includes a trait specifying semigroups
can legitimately take any results in the theory of semigroups as axioms. Clearly
the process of combining signatures and taking the union of axiomatisations can
be problematical: the resulting sort names, operator names and signatures will be
required to combine in the manner intended. LSL solves this problem by allowing
the included trait to have any sorts or operators renamed to match or to be distinct
from those of the including trait, as required. This process of textual inclusion with
renaming provides other practical advantages to the specifier of large scale software
systems:

• there is no need to include a given trait more than is strictly necessary;
• Larch tools automatically check combined traits for ambiguous operator names
and ambiguous signatures;
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• only the additional operators and sorts needed for a given context need be
specified (this leads to shorter, more readable specifications, and encourages
fine layered specification);

• the checking of properties of an including trait is often facilitated by the pres¬
ence of the additional axioms supplied as implications of an included trait;

• controlled renaming of sorts can be used to mimic higher order behaviour: we
give an example of this in Section 3.6.

Parameterisation is simulated in LSL using assumes clauses. An assumed trait is an
included trait together with a proof obligation that the inclusion is justified. Hence if
we wish to specify a structure which mentions another structure but does not define
it (for example matrices over a field, or lists of integers), we can assume the specifica¬
tion of the mentioned structure, and check at a later stage the expected properties of
the whole specification. In terms of model classes, assumes clauses are identical to
includes clauses; the difference is in the checking of properties.

3.4.2 Examples of LSL Traits

We now give examples of LSL traits, and analyse the semantics of the specifications
(£, E) induced by each trait. The first trait appears to specify sets of natural numbers,
but has non-isomorphic model classes for both the (intended) natural number and
set sorts, n and c. We first analyse the axioms needed to restrict models of n to those
isomorphic to N, and then describe the initial and final semantics for the resulting
specification.

The trait given in Figure 3.1 is a specification consisting of a set of E-formulas (the
assertions) over the sort names n and c, and the introduced operators and signatures.
There are two important syntactic features of any trait

(i) the sort names are declared by their appearance in signatures (no other declara¬
tion is needed since all signatures are well defined as a result of the assumption
that all carrier sets are non-void);

(ii) the universal quantification following the asserts label is redundant: every
variable is automatically universally quantified at the outermost level of every
sentence, and, operationally, the clause is a declaration of variables appearing
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Examplel (N,C) : trait
introduces

zero : —> N

succ : N —> N

empty : —> C
insert : N,C —> C

6 : N, C —> Bool
asserts V x,y:N, c:C

succ (x) = succ (y) => x = y;

succ(x) -i= zero;

-i (x G empty) ;

x G insert(x,c);
x -i= y =>- (x G insert (y, c) = x G c)

Figure 3.1: Sample LSL specification.

in the assertions. In particular, variables bound by existential quantifiers are
declared in this clause, and the appearance of variable symbols which do not
appear in the assertions has no effect on the semantics of the trait.

What are the models for this specification? Taking sort N first, we see that the model
A given by AN = N, FAn = {zeroAN = 0, succ(x)An = x + 1}, together with the first
two assertions (which are Peano axioms for N) is minimal, since any element of sort
N can be obtained by applying succ to zero finitely many times. This model is also
initial and final, since for ground terms t and t' containing kt and kt> applications of
succ to zero respectively, we have by Theorems 3.4 and 3.5:

A |= t =n t'
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and

vN(t) ~f~ vN(t')
1 H h 1 + 0 ^ 1 + --- + 1 + 0s

V ' sv'

kt times kt> times

0^1 + -- - + l + 0 (by repeated application of 1st assertion)v
V '

\kt — kt' | times

\kt — kf\ 7^ 0 in N (by 2nd assertion)
E I 1(t =n t')

The fact that the initial and final models coincide is due to the axiom succ (x) +
zero, which prevents models of finite cardinality. If this axiom is removed then
final models are isomorphic to the model which maps succ (x) to zero for every
x of sort n. To see that non-minimal models exist, we define B as B = R+ U {0},
Fb = {zeroBN = 0,succ(x)Bn = x + 1}. To check that B models the assertions,
we need to show that B \=v succ(x) =N zero is false, and that B \=v succ(x) =n
succ(y) =>• x =N y is true. Since (WLOG) v(succ(x)) = x + 1, the required results
follow from the properties of arithmetic over R+ U {0}. Hence we have obtained
a model, the carrier set of which contains elements which can not be obtained by
applying succ to zero finitely many times, and so the model is not minimal. In
order to restrict the specification to isomorphic models of sort N we add the assertion:
n generated by zero, succ. This forces every element of sort n to be denoted
by a ground term, which ensures that the data of a model of n contains 'no junk'.
We have already seen that the class of minimal models is also the class of initial and
final models, so the data of a model of n contains 'no confusion' as well: terms are

equal iff they cannot be distinguished using the succ operator. In LSL this property
can be written in shorthand by the assertion n partitioned by succ.

Figure 3.2 shows our trait modified to minimal and initial models of sort N, which
we have shown to be isomorphic to the standard model of the natural numbers,
N. We now isolate the resulting model classes. Consider first the E-algebra C of
finite sequences of natural numbers given by C = {Cc = N*, Cn = N} and Fc =

{emptyCc = A, insertCc (x, c) = xc, x ECc c <==$■ x occurs in c}, where N* is the set of
all finite sequences over N, and where A denotes the empty sequence. C is minimal
by the restriction to finite sequences. Furthermore, for any ground terms t and t! in

A 1= t ¥"n t'
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Example2 (N,C) : trait
introduces

zero : —»• N

succ : N —> N

empty : -A C
insert : N,C —> C

€ : N, C —> Bool
asserts

N generated by zero, succ

N partitioned by succ

V x,y:N, c :C
succ (x) -1= zero;

-i (x G empty) ;

x G insert(x,c);
x -i= y => (x € insert(y,c) = x G c)

Figure 3.2: LSL example with N modeled only by N.

T(£, 0)c we have that:

C |=t=ct' => vc(t) = vc(t')
=> t0ti ■ ■ ■ tmX = t'0t[ ■ ■ ■ t'kA
=>• k — m and E F t; =n t[ Vi = 0 : m

=> E h t =c t'

Since E h t =c t' => C |= t =c t!, we can apply Theorem 3.4 to deduce that C is
initial.

We obtain a final model by defining D, the class of finite subsets of N, as D —

{Dq = {c C N|c is finite }, Djy = N} and FD = {emptyDc = $,insertDc(x,c) =

{a:} U {c}, x GDc c -t=t> x G c}. For this, the model of all finite subsets of N, we have
that:

D |=t^ct' =A vc(t) / vc(t')
=> {fo} u {c} U • • ■ U U 0 ^ u {t[} u • • • u {t'k} u 0
=> 3 i = 0 : m such that t; tj V j = 0 : k

or 3 j = 0 : k such that tj t{ V i = 0 : m

==> E F ti j£n t[ for some i
==> E I—>(t =c t')

Again, since E h ->(t =c t') => D |= t /c i!, we have, by Theorem 3.5, that
D is final. The minimal loose semantics contains an uncountably infinite number
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of (isomorphism classes of) models. These models can be constructed by taking as
carrier sets for sort c partitions of the carrier sets given for C and D above. The non-
minimal semantics includes all models with possibly infinite carrier sets. If in LSL
we wish to restrict ourselves to a single isomorphism class of models, we first add
the assertion c generated by empty, insert to ensure minimality, and then
add (for example) standard axioms for finitely generated sets of natural numbers
and the notion of set equality given by a partitioning of sort c. The only models for
this specification, given in Figure 3.3, are isomorphic to D above, and are both initial
and final.

Example3 (N,C) : trait
introduces

zero : —> N

succ : N —»• N

empty : —> C
insert : N,C —> C

£ : N, C -> Bool
asserts

N generated by zero, succ

N partitioned by succ

C generated by empty, insert
C partitioned by £
V x,y:N, c:C
succ(x) = succ (y) =>- x = y;

succ(x) -i = zero;

-i (x £ empty) ;

x € insert(x,c);
x -i= y => (x £ insert (y,c) = x £ c) ;

insert(x,insert(x,c)) == insert(x,c);
insert(x,insert(y,c)) == insert(y,insert(x,c))

Figure 3.3: LSL specification of finite subsets of N.

The above examples highlight the flexibility of LSL: it is possible to specify at a cho¬
sen level of restriction. A trait can have an uncountably infinite number of isomor¬
phism classes of models, or just one. In terms of the two-tier structure of Larch spec¬

ification, the presence of non-isomorphic models is not only desirable, but essential:
any restriction of models corresponds to restriction on implementations. The ob¬
ject is to specify enough restrictions to rule out incorrect implementations, but not
enough to compromise the production of correct implementations. Of course it is
possible to construct traits which have no models, as we shall see in the next section.
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3.4.3 Partial Operators in LSL

We made the assumption in Section 3.2 that the operators in a E-algebra are total.
However it is not uncommon for operators in a model to be undefined for certain
values in their domain set, or for their domain set to be a restriction of the domain
sort. LSL deals with these partial operators by under specification: values exist in
the range sort, but need not be defined in the assertions. To demonstrate this (and
to illustrate the care needed when dealing with operators which are total in LSL but
partial in a model) we first specify, in Figure 3.4, the class of all Euclidean rings.

Euclid : trait
includes
RingWithUnit, Abelian(* for o) , EnumerableTO,
BiRecord(R, T, T, .quo for .first, .rem for .second)

introduces
divide: T,T —> R
norm : T —>■ N

asserts V x,y,m,r:T, rl:R, n:N
x*y = 0 x = 0 V y = 0;
(x -i= 0 A y —i= 0) =>-
-i (norm(x*y) < norm(x) ) ;

(y -i= 0 ) 3 m ( 3 r ( (x = (m*y) + r)
A (r = 0 : T V (r -1= 0 :T
A (norm(r) < norm(y))))));

norm(divide(x,y).rem) < norm(y)

Figure 3.4: LSL specification of Euclidean rings.

This trait is constructed by:

(1) including the handbook traits RingWi thUni t and Abel ian which supply the
sort name T, the operators + and *, and the axioms for commutative rings with
unity. These traits allow models of any cardinality: any member of the class of
abstract commutative rings is a model for them;

(2) including toolbox traits, supplied in Appendix A.l which specify (i) the natu¬
ral numbers with the strict total ordering <, and (ii) records containing exactly
two elements (of possibly different sorts). These traits are tightly specified:
any model of EnumerableTO is isomorphic to the standard model of N, and a
record of sort R is explicitly constructed and observed by the operators intro¬
duced;
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(3) introducing the divide and norm operator names and signatures;
(4) asserting the standard "no zero divisors" axiom (so that models of T must be

integral domains);
(5) giving the standard axioms for norm to be a Euclidean valuation function over

an integral domain, the second of which involves the existential quantification
of two elements of sort T. The value of norm ( 0 ) is left unspecified: it exists by
the assumption of totality for all LSL operators, but can be given no value since
the domain of a Euclidean valuation over the ring R is R \ {0};

(6) making the restriction on the result of the divide operator that the remainder
part of the result has a lower valuation than the divisor part of the argument.

The assertions of the trait are all standard properties which would be expected to
hold in any abstract Euclidean ring. However, if we include this trait in a specifi¬
cation for the class of abstract fields which defines each non-zero element to have

valuation zero (Figure 3.5), then we can prove (using the LP commands resume

by contradiction and complete) that the equation true = false holds in
all models.

NormZeroField : trait
includes
Euclid

introduces
_1

: T —> T

asserts V x : T

x —i= 0 x*(x-1) = 1;
1 : T -i = 0 : T ;

x —i=0 =>- norm(x) = 0

implies V x : T
true = false

Figure 3.5: Inconsistent LSL specification.

It is not obvious how this inconsistency has arisen: the assertions in Figure 3.5 are

(i) the usual axiom for inverses of non-zero elements, (ii) the usual property that the
field contains at least two elements, and (iii) a perfectly acceptable valuation function
(since every non-zero element in a field is a unit) with norm(0) unspecified. The
problem is that, under the tightened specification of the norm operator, the final
assertion of Euclid:
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norm(divide(x,y).rem) < norm(y)

has become inconsistent with the property of N that ~>3 n (n < 0) (which is
proved as an implication of our specification given in Appendix A.1.2) whenever
y is non-zero. Such a y exists in every model by the assertion that the multiplicative
identity is distinct from the additive identity. Correcting the inconsistency is trivial:
we specify that for each non-zero element x, norm(x) = 1. However, this exam¬

ple shows that great care must be taken with the specification of partial functions,
and that the failure of a trait to have any models can be due to an inconsistency
introduced in an included trait.

Another example where partiality leads to errors in specification comes from The
Larch Handbook trait Integer [56, pagesl63-164]. This contains a converts mod
clause even though values for mod(x,y) are unspecified for non-positive y. This
under specification allows many interpretations for the mod operator, so the con¬

verts clause cannot be proved as it stands. LSL does allow restrictions on con¬

verts clauses: in the previous example we could, after making the trait consistent,
add the clause

converts norm exempting norm(0)

which reflects the unique interpretation of norm for the non-zero values of sort T.
In the Integer case this mechanism fails, since we cannot exempt all non-positive
arguments for mod. In this instance the specifier would have to supply an axiomati-
sation for mod' and assert or imply

0 < n => mod(n) = mod' (n) .

3.4.4 Finiteness in LSL

The usual semantics for first order logic can be viewed as a special case of the con¬

cepts introduced and discussed in Section 3.2. The following relations describe an
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embedding of first order logic into the theory of algebraic specifications:

signatures
terms

well — formed formulas

E—algebras
carrier sets

functions

assignments

interpretations
E —formulas

E languages

T(E,A) terms

WF(Yj,X) formulas
(A, FA) models
A domains

Fa interpretations

assignments
v : T(E, X) A valuations
E J— sentences

where denotes 'corresponds to in a manner which preserves sortedness'. Un¬
der this embedding the analogues of the first order compactness and Lowenheim-
Skolem theorems hold:

Theorem 3.6 (First Order Compactness for Specifications). If every sub-specification
of (E, E) admits at least one model, then so does (E, E).

Corollary 3.2. If the specification (E, E) admits models ofarbitrarily large finite cardinal¬
ity, then it admits at least one infinite model.

Theorem 3.7 (Lowenheim-Skolem). If the specification (E, E) admits at least one model,
then it admits a countable model.

Proofs of these results can be found in [42, pages 132-134]. As a consequence of
these results the specification of finite entities (finite fields, groups, sets, lists, etc) is
problematical in LSL. The fact that proofs by induction are available for LSL sorts
which are the subject of a generated by clause goes some way to alleviating this
problem. However, certain axiom categories and domains are assumed to be finite,
so a methodology for specifying such objects is needed. Our approach to this issue
is to first write an LSL trait (Figure 3.6) which defines a finite number of values for
a generated sort. The operator s wraps at the constant last, so that models of
countably4 infinite cardinality will have all values mapped to the image of the range

zero, s (zero) , . . . , last.

4models of uncountably infinite cardinality are ruled out by the generated by clause which
provides a restriction to the class of minimal models.
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Finite (F) : trait
introduces

zero, last: —> F
s : F —» F

asserts

F generated by zero, s

V x : F

s(last) == zero

Figure 3.6: Finite.lsl

The next stage is to prove that these values can be placed in a one-to-one correspon¬
dence with a bounded initial segment of N. The existence of this correspondence is
sufficient to prove finiteness as defined by Russell. We do not consider the definition
of finiteness (claimed by Dedekind to be equivalent to Russell's) which states that a
collection of objects, C, is finite iff there does not exist a one-to-one correspondence
between C and a proper subset of C.

FiniteProof: trait

assumes Finite (F)
includes NaturalOrder (N)
introduces

g : F —>■ N
Bound: —> N

asserts F partitioned by g

V x :F, i :N
g(zero) == 0;
x -1= last g(s(x)) = succ(g(x));
Bound == succ(g(last))

implies V y:F, j:N
j < Bound => 3 y (g(y) = j) ;

g(y) < Bound
converts g

Figure 3.7: FiniteProof.lsl

The trait shown in Figure 3.7 includes the handbook trait NaturalOrder which
provides a specification which has a class of models isomorphic to N with the stan¬
dard ordering relations <, <, > and >. An injective map g from sort f to sort N
is defined using the constants and generators of each sort, and an upper bound for
the range of g is supplied. The implications are that the upper bound is indeed an

upper bound, and that g is surjective onto the the bounded initial segment of sort N,
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and hence in any model onto a bounded initial segment of N. The converts clause
induces a check that g has been fully axiomatised in this context, and hence has a

unique interpretation. The proofs of these results obtained using the Larch Prover
utilise many of the features of LP, and will be analysed as examples in Section 4.3.

We have shown that values of sort f satisfy the Russell definition of finiteness, but
we have not, as yet, provided a mechanism for proving higher order properties of
traits which can be modelled by finite algebraic structures. Our methodology is to
supply a small number of traits which contain higher order assertions, justify these
assertions by careful hand proof, and finally use the traits to specify structures of
(provably) finite cardinality. We can then mimic higher order theory by use of the
renaming t for f in trait which includes our traits and describes sort t.

As a worked example we supply a specification of finite integral domains, and prove
that every model of this specification is necessarily also a field. The higher order
property needed in this case is that injective maps from a finite set to itself are also
surjective.

Finitelmplies : trait
assumes Finite (F), FiniteProof
introduces
map: F —> F
asserts V a,b,x,y : F
(V a V b (map (a) =map (b) => a=b) )

=> 3 x (map(x) = y)

Figure 3.8: Finitelmplies.lsl

This property is formalised in LSL in the trait given as Figure 3.8, and proved as

Theorem 3.8. Let S be set offinite cardinality, and let g : S S be injective. Then for
every w e S there exists a z e S such that g(z) — w.

Proof: Let l^l = n + 1 and g be injective (so that for every a,b G S we have g(a) =
g(b) => a = b). Suppose that there exists an element, s0, of S which not the image of
any member of S under g. Let p : q denote the ordered subset {p, p + 1, • • • , q — 1, q}
of N, and let ■sl = <?(sj-i) for i G 1 : n. Then, by hypothesis, for every i e 1 : n we
have:

Si ~f~ So (*)
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and, for arbitrary j, k £ 1 : n,

Sj — Sk

^ Sj—1 = $k—1)

^ d(sj—2) = y(sfc—2))
^ -5j—2 — Sk—2i

•sj -j — 5fc-j)

— S^—j,

=> = j-

From this we can deduce that for i c 1 : n the Si are n distinct members of S, and so,

since |5| = n + 1,

By result * the case k = 0 is excluded, so k G 1 : n. But then

$n ~ Sk—lj

=> Tl = k — 1,

=> k = n + 1.

We have a contradiction, and hence no such s0 exists. ■

Including Finitelmplies in a trait (Figure 3.9) which specifies arbitrary integral
domains restricts the class ofmodels to finite integral domains. We check this restric¬
tion by having as an implication a result which is true for all finite integral domains,
but not true, in general, for infinite integral domains. The LP proof that each non¬

zero element in any model has a multiplicative inverse is given in Appendix A.1.11.

U

where U denotes disjoint set union. Hence we have that g(sn) = Sk for some k e 0 : n.
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FinitelntegralDomain (FID) : trait
includes
Enumerable (N) ,

Group(- for -1, + for o, 0 for unit, FID for T) ,

Monoid(* for o, 1 for unit, FID for T),
Distributive (+,*,FID),
Finite(FID for F, 0 for zero),
Finitelmplies(FID for F)

asserts V x,y,z:FID
x*y == y*x;
x + y == y + x;

x*y = 0=^x=0 V y = 0;
x -i= 0 A x*y = x*z => y = z;

1 : FID -i= 0 : FID

implies
V x,xl:FID
x -i= 0 => 3 xl (x*xl = 1) ;

x* 0 == 0

Figure 3.9: FinitelntegralDomain.lsl

The above example shows that there is a satisfactory methodology for specifying fi¬
nite structures in LSL. Of course (since we are still dealing with higher order features
in a first order environment) this methodology can only work on a case-by-case ba¬
sis. For example, to prove Wedderburn's result [90] that each finite division ring is
also a field, we would need proofs of results such as

Lemma 3.11. IfF and K are finite fields such that \F\ = q and F is a subfield ofK, then
\K\ = qn where n is the degree ofK over F.

where the quantification over finite fields which contain F is higher order. This
would then be included as an assertion in a trait specifying finite division rings, and
a proof of the result attempted.

3.4.5 Equality

In addition to the totality of operators and the existence of models of varying car¬

dinality, it is implicit in LSL that supplying equal arguments to any operator will
yield equal results. This is a useful theoretical property which plays a key part in the
soundness and effectiveness of the logical framework which underpins LSL. How¬
ever, as in the case of partial functions and finite data structures, it is possible to
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envisage system behaviour which is at odds with this requirement. For example, we
can use the the axiom operator random to produce:

a := random(3,4)$FFPOLY(PrimeField 3)

4 3 2

(1) ? +2? +2? + ? + 2

Type: SparseUnivariatePolynomial PrimeField 3

b := random(3,4)$FFPOLY(PrimeField 3)

4 3 2

(2) ? + ? +2? + ? + 2

Type: SparseUnivariatePolynomial PrimeField 3

(a = b)::Boolean

(3) false

Type: Boolean

This behaviour is simply not expressible in LSL. A key factor in the success of our
specification of axiom components will be the number of times we are forced to omit
the specification of operators which behave (or can behave) in the manner of the
above example. As we shall see in Chapter 6, the axiom categories Monoid and
AbelianMonoid both contain sample operators which return a representative of
the set of values, and the category Finite has a random operator. It transpires that
a method is given which maps sample to either 1 or 0, and it is only the random
operator which is unspecifiable. No other problematical operators were uncovered
during the specification of axiom categories.

In Chapter 7 we encounter a problem with the observation of members of equiva¬
lence classes of fractions over integral domains. The usual definition of equivalence
for fractions

a/b = c/d <=>■ ad = be, (b,d^ 0)

prevents us from specifying observers for the numerator and denominator parts of a
fraction; they can return unequal domain elements when supplied with equal frac¬
tions. It is possible to define new equality operators which allow observation in such
instances; in fact, our treatment of associates can be thought of as the introduction
of a equivalence relation over integral domains. However, a balance must be struck
between the conflicting aims of streamlined specification and total replication of the
axiom type system.
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Extensive testing of the axiom system has produced only the examples given above.
It would appear, therefore, that this technical feature of LSL does not unduly restrict
our ability to specify CAS types. However, it should be noted that, for example,
extending the axiom permutation group library to include the random Monte Carlo
algorithms presented in [84] would not be possible using the Larch methodology.



Chapter 4

Automated Theorem Proving

4.1 Introduction

A primary motivation for automated theorem proving, ATP, comes from one of the
results of looking at mathematics in a formal axiomatic way, as proposed by Hilbert
et al. If we define a computational procedure over first order logic as a set of trans¬
formation rules which allow the automatic derivation of consequences from a set of
assumptions, then we have:

Theorem 4.1 (Completeness - Godel, 1930). Given afinite set offirst order assumptions,
there exists a computation procedure that can derive the set of consequences.

There are, however, several theoretical problems to be addressed:

• Semi-decidability: given a conjecture, there does not (in general) exist an al¬
gorithm for deciding if it is a theorem. Algorithms exist which will show that
known theorems are theorems, but whichmay not terminate for non-theorems.

• Intractability: even in the presence of decidability (for instance in purely prepo¬
sitional logic) an algorithm may take longer to terminate thanmight reasonably
be expected.

• Incompleteness for arithmetic: given a consistent axiomatisation of N, there
exists a conjecture which is true in the theory of N, but does not follow from
the axioms.
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• Higher orders: there exists no computational system of proof (op equivalently,
semi-decidable decision procedure) for full second order logic.

Different ATP systems address these issues in different ways, and are based on differ¬
ent underlying deductive calculi. In the remainder of this introduction we review ex¬

isting design paradigms for the implementation of an ATP. Section 4.2 describes the
three main approaches used to obtain proof in first order logic: resolution, tableaux
and term-rewriting. In Section 4.3 we describe the Larch Prover (LP) in detail, and
give examples of LP proofs.

A good introduction to the principles and practicalities involved in ATP develop¬
ment is given in [35]. The ATP comparison papers [32] and [53] provide the follow¬
ing generic criteria for the evaluation and comparison of ATP systems:

• Logical framework; implemented examples include second order intuitionis-
tic logic, first order finitely many-valued logic without equality, weak second-
order logic of successors, and many others.

• Associated specification language, which provides meaning for the verified
statements obtained from the ATP.

• The prover itself, in terms of
o tactics: which steps can be taken during a proof?
o the tactical language, used for building new proof commands from basic
ones.

o architecture: is the ATP based on a small kernel which provides all logical
inferences?

o soundness: if the ATP is based on a small kernel, can the system be shown
to be sound?

o proof-management: the recording of traces, the storage of subgoals, and
the undoing of commands.

The Stanford University ATP database [68] currently lists some 90 different systems,
all of which can be categorised in terms of the above criteria. However, the detailed
evaluation of existing ATP systems in terms of the above criteria forms a research
topic which is tangential to objectives of this thesis. A more tractable framework for
ATP evaluation is given in [58]; it is assumed that the logic and specification lan-
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guage of an ATP are satisfactory, and the ATP is assessed in terms of declarativity
versus procedurally, and manual versus automatic use. A declarative system being
one in which the user states facts, provides a general method, and leaves the system
to fill in any deductive gaps. In a procedural system the user supplies explicit in¬
structions throughout the proof. A highly automated system requires less user input
to carry out stages within a proof than a more manual one. In terms of these criteria
Harrison describes Automath [75] as a procedural and manual ATP, Mizar [14] as
declarative and manual, PVS [76] as automatic and procedural, and NQTHM [16] as
automatic and declarative. Interestingly, the Larch Prover is assessed as "...a middle
way?".

Another fundamental property of any ATP system is its membership or otherwise
of the LCF family. LCF, the logic of computable functions, was originally devised by
Dana Scott and implemented at Stanford University. Edinburgh LCF [50] provided
an extension and more sophisticated implementation. An ATP system is said to be
a member of the LCF family if it is based on a small kernel of stated logical rules,
with each proof compiling down to this kernel. The questions regarding architecture
and soundness in the first set of criteria given above will have a positive answer for
an LCF system. Examples of such systems include Isabelle [78], NuPRL [28], and
HOL [49]. A comparative review of LCF systems is presented in [69]. The PVS
system is non-LCF, but the user can restrict the proof system to be LCF if so desired.
Non-LCF systems include algorithms which are permitted to change proof goals
without reference to the primitive rules upon which the systems are based. Examples
include Otter [72] and LP.

4.2 ATP Techniques

In this section we briefly describe the theoretical background to different approaches
to automated first order reasoning. Implementations exist for each of the following
methodologies, and they can be implemented in either an LCF or non-LCF frame¬
work.
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4.2.1 Resolution

Resolution based theorem proving (first introduced in [81]) was originally applica¬
ble to first order predicate or prepositional calculus. Quantifier elimination is used to
convert a predicate formula into a prepositional formula, which is itself converted
into disjunctive normal form. The task of the theorem prover is to show that the
resulting formula is a theorem. If P and Q are disjunctions containing R and ->R
respectively, then they can be resolved by (i) removing all R occurrences from P, (ii)
removing all ->R occurrences from Q, and (iii) combining the results into a single
formula. Resolution is used to prove the disjunction of the formula with the nega¬
tion of the axioms upon which it depends. Resolution has the advantage of being
sound and complete, and has been successfully translated into modal logical frame¬
works. It has the disadvantage of being inefficient; the methodology was shown
to have non-polynomial complexity in [57], and implementations have been known
to sacrifice completeness by restricting the search space in an attempt to speed up

proofs.

4.2.2 Tableaux

The tableau approach differs from resolution in that disjunctions of conjunctions
(rather than conjunctions of disjunctions) are manipulated without the use of an
analogous version of the resolution cut rule.

A tableau branch is a finite multi-set of first order formulae which are conjunctively
connected. A tableau is a finite multi-set of tableau branches, with each branch

disjunctively connected. New tableau are derived from old ones by (i) applying
a tableau expansion rule (e.g. Skolemisation to remove existential quantifiers), (ii)
closing a branch by applying a substitution \x/i\, such that <j>[x/t_\ = ip[x/t\ for some
</>, ->ip contained in the branch, or (iii) closing (or replacing) a branch by the applica¬
tion of a background reasoner. The sentence p is a theorem iff there exists a sequence

of tableaux, Tir such that {{—><^>} } = T0 and 0 = Tn. Automated proof attempts consist
of the search for such sequences.

There are, naturally, factors which impinge on the effectiveness and efficiency of the
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method. Examples include the treatment of equality, the timing of the application
of the background reasoner, and the choice of expansion rules. Formal treatments of
these (and other) issues are given in [10] and [9].

4.2.3 Term-rewriting

Let E and T(E, X)s be a signature and set of s-sorted terms as defined in Section 3.2.
Then a rewrite rule, r, over T(T,,X)S is a pair of terms (to,ti) such that t0 is not a
variable and the variables in t\ (if any) are also in tQ. We can write r : t0 —)► t\, and
define a pair (E, R) to be a term-rewriting system when R is an s-sorted set of such r.
For each r : t0 —t h we can form the set

{t0[x/t\ —»r ti[x/t\ : [x/t\ a substitution from T(E, X)s toT(E,X)s}

So far we have merely described a special case of the universal algebra structures
introduced in Chapter 3. For practical term-rewriting systems, the T(E, X)s are aug¬
mented with contexts; occurrences of an empty place denoted by C[ ]. A term can be
substituted into a context to obtain C[t0\. In particular, for each t0[x/t\ —»r we

can replace t0[x/t] by ti[x/t\ within a context, and obtain the reduction steps

C [t0[x/t\] ->> C [ti[x/t\\

generated by r. These reduction steps can be used to form sequences of reductions.
Term-rewriting as a proof tool is essentially the search for sequences which terminate
with a normal form (non-reducible) term at each end. To see this, we consider an

equational specification, (E, E), as defined in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.5. By Birkhoff's
completeness theorem for equational logic [13], a E-equation is a logical consequence
of the specification iff it holds in everymodel of the specification. Hence we can hope
to solve the validity problem of whether or not (E, E) f= to =s h by the following
procedure:

(1) construct a term-rewriting system in which (i) every reduction sequence termi¬
nates, and (ii) every reduction step is confluent1;

1writing ->R as the reflexive, transitive closure of (S, R), we define a term-rewriting system to be
confluent iff for all t0,ti,t2 such that t0 -¥*R t\ and t0 ~^*R t2 there exists a t3 such that ti ->*R t3 and
*2 t3.
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(2) use the system to reduce t0 and tx to normal forms (which exist since the system
is terminating);

(3) the normal forms are equal (i.e. have the same canonical form, which is unique
since the system is confluent) iff E h t0 =s tx iff (E, E) \= t0 =s h-

The following properties of a given term-rewriting system are not always decidable:

• confluence;
• termination;
• whether a term has a normal form;
• whether a term has an infinite reduction sequence;
• whether terms are convertible (in the sense that they are in the same equiva¬
lence class defined by the equivalence relation induced by a given rewrite rule).

Moreover, even if a confluent, terminating system with unique normal forms ex¬

ists, it may be impractical to construct it. These, and other, aspects are analysed
in [66]. Despite these limitations, the technique has powerful applications. The
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [67] is a nondeterministic attempt to construct
a terminating, confluent term-rewriting system for a given equational specification.
Equations are ordered into rewrite rules, and reduction steps are performed. Pairs
of resulting terms are critical if the confluence property depends on their reductions.
By the critical pairs lemma, every critical pair reduces to a common term iff the term-
rewriting system is weakly confluent. Moreover, if termination can be decided, then
the system is confluent and the equational theory becomes decidable. The techni¬
calities of ordering rewrite rules, guaranteeing termination, and normalisation (the
preprocessing of terms into normal form) are discussed in [66] and [46].

4.3 The Larch Prover

LP is term-rewriting prover with proofs based on (first order) axiomatised properties
of declared many-sorted operators. The proof system is sound with respect to the
model classes of the implicit E-algebras, but not always complete (a consequence of
allowing the loose minimal semantics, as discussed in Section 3.3.5). The prover was
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designed to act primarily as a tool for debugging algebraic specifications, which may
contain semantic inconsistencies, or have properties expected to hold in every model
which are inaccurately expressed. Hence the inbuilt operators, axioms and methods
of LP are optimised to show that a given conjecture is false, thus highlighting errors
in the specification.

The default mechanism is normalisation. Terms appearing in rewrite rules are auto¬

matically normalised as far as possible. Any normalisation which reduces to true —

false, or which implies an empty sort, immediately halts the proof. If an equation
normalises to an identity, it either proves an outstanding proof goal, or is discarded.
A deduction rule in LP is a logical implication chosen to have higher operational
precedence than usual. LP automatically applies new deduction rules to all rewrite
rules in the system. The user may prevent normalisation and the application of de¬
duction rules by making certain rewrite rules immune. These two mechanisms are
often sufficient to prove useful results. In particular, they aid the debugging of LSL
specifications by discharging automatically many of the proof obligations induced
by assumes clauses.

We provide an overview of other proof techniques by providing examples. The LSL
trait FiniteProof given in Figure 3.7 had the following implications:

implies V y:F, j :N
j < Bound => 3 y (g(y) = j) ;

g (y) < Bound
converts g

where F is our candidate finite sort, and N is the sort with a single class of models,
each isomorphic to N augmented with standard ordering relations. The Larch tool
Isl type checks the trait, converts the LSL includes, introduces and asserts
clauses into LP syntax, and generates proof obligations for any assumes and im¬
plies clauses. The last implication is to be proved first, and the prover only holds
the last result proved as a theorem2.

Taking the implications in reverse order, we start by proving the converts clause.
The Isl tool provides an operator g' with identical axiomatisation as that for g. The

2This rather restrictive behaviour can be over-ridden using the graphical user interface for LP [87],
or, alternatively, traits can be written to take account of the default proof sequence.
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proof obligation is g (xl) = g' (xl) with implicit universal quantification over the
variable xl of sort N. The following proof script documents the proof:

res by induction on xl
[ ] basis subgoal
res by cases xlc = last

[ ] case xlc = last
complete
[ ] case -i (xlc = last) .

[ ] induction subgoal
[ ] conj ecture .

The basis case for induction over the structure of N is discharged automatically, as
is the case xlc = last. The remaining case, and hence the result, is proved by
Knuth-Bendix completion over the rewrite rules which are either (i) ordered versions
of included or asserted axioms, or (ii) ordered hypothesis induced by the induction
and case split proof methods.

The middle implication, g (y) < Bound is proved in a similar way: induction over
f, split into cases, and use of the completion procedure. The first implication is
an implication involving both sorts and an existential quantifier. A proof can be
obtained by first inducting over N and providing a witness, zero, which discharges
the base case, j = 0:

res by induction on j
res by spec y to zero

[ ] specialization subgoal
[ ] basis subgoal .

We now accept the premise of the implication, and introduce a Skolem operator
which is used to eliminate the existential quantifier in the resulting hypothesis:

resume by —k
dec op skol : —> F
fix y as skol in FiniteProofTheoremlnductHyp.1
inst x by skol in FiniteProof.3 .

We prove that our Skolem constant can not equal zero by assuming that it does, and
allowing the LP normalisation method to find the resulting contradiction:
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prove —i (skol = last) by contradiction
[] contradiction subgoal

[ ] conj ecture .

Having obtained this useful lemma (which is automatically ordered into a rewrite
rule), we can provide a witness which, when substituted for the variable y, gives a
term on the left hand side of the conjecture which normalises automatically to the
right hand term:

resume by spec y to s(skol)
[] specialization subgoal

[ ] =>- subgoal
[ ] induction subgoal

[ ] conj ecture .

Most LP proofs contained in this thesis use some of the above techniques. Whilst
induction is only available in the presence of generated by clauses (giving "no
junk" in the models), proofs generally proceed by a combination of the case split,
sub-lemma, contradiction, implication, and critical-pair computation methods. LP
provides a choice of orderings of equations into rewrite rules. All the LP proofs in
this thesis are obtained using the default ordering, which guarantees termination of
certain sets of rewrite rules when no commutative operator theories3 are present.

4.4 Trust

At some stage in the process of developing software using automated tools a level of
trust has to be established. The Larch tools Isl, LP and the handbook LSL traits were
all developed without the use of strict formal methods. Many design and operational
features are easily checked by a human with appropriate mathematical training, but
the same could be said of any of the CAS which we claim can be improved by using
Larch tools. It is not inconceivable that inherent mathematical subtlety can induce
incorrect behaviour in both a Larch tool and a target CAS.

3An LP operator theory is an operational feature which ensures that term rewriting proceeds mod¬
ulo commutativity and associativity as required
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LCF provers can, in general, supply a trace of all rules used to obtain a given result.
The correctness of these rules (and their application) can, in principle, be checked
either by hand or using an ATP. This procedure rarely take place, and is itself prone
to error. Methods in non-LCF provers, such as LP, can not always be reduced to a

sequence of applications of rules from a small, checkable, kernel. Hence non-LCF
proofs can be hard to check. In either case, absolute verification is impossible: all
proofs and checks of proofs can contain errors.

For the purposes of this thesis, the main concern is that LP performs well as a proof
assistant for debugging LSL specifications. Most of the proof goals set as implica¬
tions of a trait are believed, a priori, to be valid, and the specifier often has a broad
idea of the structure of a proof. In this context, the output from LP falls into four
categories:

(i) confirmation that the implication is valid;
(ii) detection of an inconsistency resulting in a valid implication but an empty

model class for the specification;
(iii) a refutation of the implication, or the detection of a model in which the impli¬

cation does not hold;

(iv) no result due to non-termination or too large a term rewriting system.

Each of the final three cases will result in an iteration of the trait composition pro¬

cedure, regardless of the accuracy of the LP output. This iteration can be used to
detect errors in LP performance: if a careful redesign of the specification results in
similar LP behaviour, then proof scripts can be analysed to determine whether the
fault lies with the specifier or the prover. Hence we have a practical, if not infallible,
methodology for identifying bugs in both traits and proofs. No proof theoretic bugs
were found in LP during each proof at every iteration of any trait composition.
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Previous and Related Work

References to the literature concerning those aspects of computer algebra, algebraic
system specification and automated theorem proving which are applicable to this
thesis were provided in earlier chapters. The survey books [52, 12, 23, 71] provide
further references to these areas of research. This chapter provides references to
work in areas in which (i) CAS have been combined with ATP systems, (ii) CAS type
systems have been analysed, and (iii) lightweight formal methods have been applied
to systems other than CAS.

5.1 Combining CAS with Automated Reasoning

A CAS is a package of symbolic and numeric algorithms. It is not, in general, a sound
reasoning system. However the underlying semantics (usually classical set theory)
of CAS makes it attractive to combine the results of computer algebra algorithms
with the analytic capability of an ATP. There are four main choices to be made in
determining a strategy for such a combination:

• At which stage of the CAS computation is the ATP utilised?
• How much trust is given to the output of CAS algorithms?
• What is a suitable logical framework for the automated reasoning?
• Is the primary motivation better computer algebra or better automated reason¬

ing (or perhaps a neutral position: better automated mathematics)?

69
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Clearly these choices can be inter-related, and usually are. As outlined in Chapter 1,
the motivation for this thesis is to use ATP as a tool to debug formal specifications
for use in the design and development of the axiom CAS. Hence our answers to the
questions above are:

• At the design, development and extension stages.
• We accept that many or most well-established axiom algorithms are accurate
and robust, and use a two-tier specification framework mainly to improve the
structure, type-correctness and correct usage of these routines.

• Many-sorted first order logic with induction and equality.
• The primary motivation is better computer algebra; our work is not designed
to extend or improve the Larch Prover, although the production (or otherwise)
of proofs in LP may highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the system.

The remainder of this section is an unsorted and incomplete list of projects involving
other approaches to the combination of automated reasoning and computer algebra,
together with an outline of possible answers to the strategic questions given above.

Poll and Thompson [79, 80] use the axiom type system to represent a logic which al¬
lows both the incorporation of pre- and post-conditions into type declarations, and
proofs that properties in the documentation of a category (e.g. multiplicative asso¬

ciativity in Monoid) hold at the domain level.

• At the type system level: axioms are added to category constructions, and con¬
ditions can be added to domains.

• Most algebraic computation is trusted: the intention is to improve the type
system.

• The Curry-Howard correspondence provides a way to view types as logical
formulas, subject to a modification of the manner in which dependent types
are treated in axiom .

• Better computer algebra.

The Theorema project [17, 18] treats the Mathematica kernel language as a logical
system, and provides a single framework for both symbolic computation and proof.

• At the kernel level of the CAS.

• The library need not be trusted: in principle all library algorithms can be veri¬
fied using the proof system.
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• The kernel language of Mathematica can be thought of as a higher order logic
with equality and without extentionality.

• Neither better computer algebra nor better automated reasoning, instead a
framework which closes the gaps between the systems and semantics of the
two areas.

Analytica [8] is a theorem prover written in the Mathematica language, and opti¬
mised for proofs in the theory of elementary analysis.

• The prover is, in effect, bolted on to the Mathematica CAS.
• Algebraic results are highly trusted, so that proving, say, a closed form for a
summation relies on Mathematica substitution and solution routines.

• The framework is first order logic with equality.
• Better theorem proving: a stated aim is automate the proofs contained in Chap¬
ter 2 of the Collected Works of Ramanujan.

The REDLOG [33] system is an extension of the REDUCE CAS which allows sym¬
bolic manipulation of first order formulas in a fixed context1.

• REDLOG is an extension of the polynomial (over a context) packages contained
in REDUCE

• The results of these packages are highly trusted:
...the underlying system provides a reliable well-tested implemen¬
tation of polynomials, which can serve as first-order terms in many

languages...
• The framework is first order logic with equality. This was chosen not for the¬
oretical reasons, but since the problems to be addressed are in areas such as
control theory and non-convex quadratic programming, and hence higher or¬
der logic is not required.

• The motivation is better computer algebra. Many problems not currently in
the remit of REDUCE can now be attacked. In particular, problems involving
quantifier elimination, guarded expressions and case splits can be addressed.

The interface between the generic ATP system Isabelle [78] and Maple described by
Ballarin, Homann and Calmet [5] is achieved by adding simplification rules to the

1A context is an ordered and/or discretely valued field augmented with a set of (usually ordering)
predicates
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prover which make selected Maple routines available.

• Unmodified versions of Maple (or, in principle, any other suitable CAS) are
used as a slave by Isabelle.

• Very little trust is given to Maple output. The CAS is considered as a term
rewrite system which is useful for its efficient computational ability rather than
its soundness.

• Isabelle implements a A-calculus meta-logic which is used to specify object-
logics.

• Better theorem proving: increasing the efficiency and applicability of Isabelle
by using CAS results.

One of the authors, Clemens Ballarin, modifies his position regarding trust in [6]:
the distinction is made between sound CAS algorithms and ad hoc ones, with a se¬
lection of sound ones (together with associated formal specifications) interfaced to a
theorem prover and used to provide advanced proofs in coding theory.

Isabelle and Maple are again combined by Bertoli, Calmet, Guinchiglia and Homann
as a case study [11] of the uniform specification and integration of CAS and ATP
systems.

• There is no ordering on the application of the systems.
• A high degree of trust is involved, however the distinction is made between ob¬
ject and control levels for both systems, which (hopefully) allows formal checks
of intermediate results.

• The integration is designed to be applicable within any reasonable logical frame¬
work.

• Better problem solving by both algorithmic and reasoning methods.

Harrison and Thery [59] and Jackson [62] use CAS results to improve and extend
automated proof systems.

• The CAS are used as oracles by the ATP systems.
• Little trust: CAS output generates proof obligations.
• The underlying logics of the HOL and NuPRL ATP systems, higher order logic
and constructive A-calculus respectively.

• Better automated proof.
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The French research groups CALFOR and SPI have started collaborative work (the
FOC project) on the enrichment of CAS with efficient formal proofs of individual
CAS components. It is not clear, as yet, whether the proofs are obtained at the CAS
development stage, or are obtained as certificates for intermediate CAS output dur¬
ing computation. The use of PVS proofs to improve upon CAS results in definite
integration is detailed by Adams, Gottliebsen, Linton and Martin [2].

The above discussion has not dealt with the practicalities of interface mechanisms
between computer algebra and theorem proving systems. This aspect has been cov¬
ered in detail by Calmet and Homann [22, 61].

5.2 Typing in Computer Algebra

Most CAS are weakly-typed, in the sense that they are based on untyped languages.
This is due partly to historical reasons: in the 1960's symbolic algorithms were de¬
signed to attack problems in the form of polynomials over the integers, matrices
over the rationals and calculus over the reals. CAS have since been extended with

packages which can deal with, for example, complex variables, systems of inequal¬
ities, Grobner bases, and finite fields. For the most part these extensions have been
bolted on to the existing system, leaving the user to infer the typing of results from
the implicit typing of input.

Gruntz and Monagan [54] argue the case for strong typing: the optimisation and
correctness of symbolic Gaussian elimination algorithms can depend strongly on
the type of the field involved. It is neither feasible nor desirable to write a routine
for each possible field, and internal simplification routines are not robust enough to

prevent divisions by zero in a routine designed for use over many fields. A solution
is to collect the operators applicable to every possible field, force a given field to
have a type determined by this collection, and then pass the resulting (strongly-
typed) field as an argument to a Gaussian elimination routine. The CAS then needs
only one such routine, with optimisation tuned to the argument field, and type-
correctness built in to the structure of the CAS 2. This is, of course, the basis for the

2Of course correctness is still not guaranteed: local (i.e. within the field) simplifications need not
work any better than global ones.
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axiom type system, and similar approaches have been mooted by Foderaro [43] and
Abdali, Cherry and Soiffer[l]. The authors have implemented such a type system,
called Gauss, in Maple. The main difference between Gauss and axiom is that Gauss
is designed primarily as a tool for implementing library functions in a strongly-typed
environment, as opposed to use at the interface level.

Missura [74] has extended the weakly-typed CAS AlgBench [70] with a type system
which is similar to that of axiom in that

• types denote E-algebras;
• functors (such as stack) can be applied to types (such as Integer) to form new

types;
• types are first class values with inherited properties (the type Object corre¬

sponds to the axiom category BasicType);
• data abstraction (the hiding of internal representation from the user) is sup¬

ported.

This approach differs from axiom in that there is a one-level object model: there is
no distinction between categories (having many models) and domains (having an

essentially unique model).

Soft typing in CAS has been analysed in a category-theoretical framework by Duval
and Lair [39]. Soft typing addresses the problem of making specifications flexible
enough to allow many implementations, but restrictive enough to prevent incorrect
implementations. The idea is to specify an approximate type (which has a large
class of models and therefore many implementations) which can be augmented by
specifications which deal with concepts such as error handling, overloading, type
coercions etc. This approach is underpinned by a category theoretic model of spec¬
ifications and their combination. The approach provides an analytic framework for
both two-tier CAS (such as axiom) and two-tier system development (such as Larch).
Unfortunately the work is not yet fully published, and consequently lacks tool sup¬
port.

An extension of the axiom type system is given by Santas [82], The extension allows
subtype relations without coercions (avoiding possible pitfalls in the axiom type sys¬
tem due to use of the pretend and retract operators), and allows consistent extensions
and combinations of domains. Another useful feature is that facts at the abstract
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level of category and type definition can be proved using the NuPRL [28] automated
reasoning system. The type system is currently being implemented at ETTh Zurich.

The formulation of the type system of Scratchpad, the precursor of axiom is dis¬
cussed in [85, 31, 30, 29].

5.3 Lightweight Formal Methods

The use of lightweight formal methods to validate (or identify weaknesses in) evolv¬
ing requirements for aerospace fault systems is described by Easterbrook et al. [40].
The claimed benefit of this approach is that the expense of formal techniques is out¬
weighed by the early elimination of impracticable requirements. Two of the three
case studies involve the use of the PVS system for both specification and verifica¬
tion. Feather [41] advocates and analyses a similar approach.

Cherniak and Zdonik [25] have specified in LSL the internal-algebra KOLA which
they use to optimise rule-based queries in database structures. These specifications
were used to construct a pool of over 500 rules from which a rule-based optimiser
could draw. The correctness of the rules within the KOLA framework was proved
using LP. The motivation and methodology for this work is markedly similar to the
motivation and methodology for this thesis: a large scale and existent computational
sytstem is specified at a high level of abstraction, and useful properties of the specifi¬
cations are proved using LP. Moreover both projects provide a framework for inter¬
face specifications and low level correctness proofs of components of the underlying
system.

An Apple Macintosh event handler is specified in LSL by Burton et al. [21]. The
authors were able to achieve a high level of formalisation at the abstract level, even
though, by definition, an event handler deals with state-dependent issues.
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Specifying the axiom Hierarchy of
Algebra Categories

6.1 Aims and Techniques

The hierarchy of LSL specifications presented here closely follows the hierarchy of
categories given in diagrammatical form in the cover of the axiom book [63], and in
documentation form in the file catdef.spad given as Appendix B.

We aim to introduce sorts and operators at the same stage as they appear in the
axiom type system. We also adhere as closely as possible to the axiom inheritance
structure. The axiom documentation provides (in certain cases) explicit axioms for
categories. We either assert these axioms (subject to the first order semantics of LSL)
within our trait for the category, or prove the axioms as implications of the trait. The
resulting set of traits provides, in effect, a formalised version of the axiom category
definitions with checkable inheritance, axiomatisation and type-correctness proper¬
ties. The basic technique for specifying a category is:

• give the trait a similar name to the axiom name, and provide suggestive sort
names (e.g. G for Group);

• include the traits which correspond to categories from which the category is
descended;

• assume any traits which provide sorts over which the the category acts (for
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instance a domain of type Module is intended to act over a domain of type Com-
mutativeRing); this assumption generates the proof obligation that operators are

acting on sorts containing specified properties - in other words that type cor¬
rectness is preserved);

• introduce the operators described in catdef.spad with appropriate signatures -

some additional traits (referred to as toolbox traits and given in Appendix A.l)
provide sorts which are not specifications of axiom categories, such as natural
numbers and records for unit, canonical and associate members of a ring;

• provide assertions which formalise the expected properties of the operators
introduced;

• prove as implications redundant properties1 which allow us to check that the
trait has been constructed as intended.

This process is unlikely to provide a satisfactory specification at the first attempt;
even if the assertions and inclusions are precise enough to validate the implications,
the class of models of the trait might not be precisely the class required. A large
component of the process of specifying categories is therefore the iteration of parts
of the technique structure outlined above. In the Larch literature this iteration is
known as debugging specifications. Debugging involves the attempted answer of
questions at each iteration of trait construction. The most important question is

Is the class of models for the trait for category Cat the class of possible
axiom domains of type Cat?

There is, unfortunately, no calculus for providing unequivocal answers to this ques¬
tion in general. This would be equivalent to proving the correctness of the specifica¬
tion in the absence of an absolute standard against which to form judgments. We aim
to get as close as possible to an affirmative answer to the above question by posing
the following subsidiary questions:

(1) does the trait for Cat appear at the correct level of the hierarchy of categories?
(2) are the signatures for each operator accurate?
(3) do the assertions for each operator reflect both axiom behaviour (i.e. supplied

methods and empirical performance) and expected abstract mathematical be-
hedundant properties in this context are formal restatements of properties which do not appear

in the assertions, but are true in every model of the specification
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haviour?

(4) have assertions been provided which link operator behaviour together in a sat¬
isfactory way?

(5) is the trait consistent?
(6) has the specification been produced at the correct level of abstraction?
(7) are the implications of the trait (i) strong enough to provide (at least) partial an¬

swers to the first five questions, (ii) weak enough to be tractable, and (iii) useful
enough to be included as axioms in every trait which includes the specification
of Cat?

A negative answer to any of these questions will result in modifications to the speci¬
fication (possibly by leaving the trait unchanged and altering properties of included
traits), and hence a further iteration of the debugging process. Some of the above
questions are easier to answer than others. Taking each in turn we see that the first
question is easily answered: we are following a pre-determined hierarchy. The sec¬
ond question is not as trivial as it may seem; types appearing in axiom operator
signatures can include domains such as Positivelnteger, Record, Union, and
List. These need to be accurately specified in LSL before the relevant sort name
can be included in a category trait signature. The answer to question (3) is usually,
but not always, affirmative. Areas where axiom behaviour is at odds with textbook
mathematical behaviour can be detected by experimentation with the axiom system,
or by failure to proof a standard mathematical result using an axiom method based
axiomatisation. Question (4) arises in all algebraic specification projects; it is not

enough to provide observers and constructors for each operator in isolation, their
interaction must be specified as well. We attempt to answer this question by the
design and proof of suitable implications.

The fifth question, consistency, is possibly the most important, and can also be the
hardest to answer. It is not hard to write traits which provide affirmative answers
to the other six questions, but which have no models. The danger in allowing a sin¬
gle inconsistent trait in a layered hierarchy of specification is that the inclusion of
this trait will propagate inconsistency throughout all subsequent layers. Our proof
environment does not guarantee to detect inconsistency, but LP is designed to high¬
light any rewrite rules which normalise to true == false. If this occurs at any stage
in any proof (other than by contradiction) then the specification is inconsistent and
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must be corrected. At a heuristic level at least, it can plausibly be argued that since
(i) LP detects inconsistencies automatically, and (ii) it is easier (in the sense that the
single tactic of normalisation is used) for LP to derive true == false than to derive a

complicated implication of a trait, it is therefore safe to assume the consistency of
a trait which has all its implications proved in LP. Question (6) is hard to answer:

choosing a level of abstraction involves balancing the opposing requirements of full
specification and improved implementation. Our approach is to ensure that the ba¬
sic constructors and observers for each operator are specified fully enough to allow
mathematical properties to be checked, but loosely enough to allow any plausible
implementation. The issues of the efficiency, applicability and robustness of a given
implementation are to be dealt with at the interface (BISL) level.

The final question provides the real impetus for the improvement of a set of specifi¬
cations. The process of choosing implications involves consideration not only of the
redundant properties needed to check the current trait, but also of useful properties
for inclusion in the set of Larch Prover axioms for the next trait in the hierarchy. Our
approach is to imply both obvious (to a mathematician) properties which rewrite
quickly in LP, and deeper properties which require non-trivial user input to the LP
proof. The obvious properties, whilst acting as checks for basic specification errors,
are primarily intended to aid the proof of implications of traits further down the hi¬
erarchy. The deeper results are often minor theorems of abstract algebra, with LP
proofs closely following standard textbook proofs. Proving these implications pro¬
vides both a strong guard against inconsistency (heuristically, if the proof is too easy
then an inconsistency has usually arisen), and also formal checks that the model class
for the trait includes the class of abstract algebraic structures under consideration.

UnionFailed (T) : trait
introduces

failed: —> UF

tag : T —> UF
asserts UF generated by failed, tag
V x, y : T

failed -1 = tag(x);
tag(x) = tag(y) => x = y

Figure 6.1: Range sort for operators which may fail.

Before proceeding to the specification of axiom categories, we describe the toolbox
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trait used to specify those axiom functions which return either a valid answer or
the string "failed". We specify this behaviour by introducing the trait UnionFailed
(Figure 6.1) which provides the range for potentially failing axiom operators. The
generated by clause ensures that the only elements of sort UF are (i) the constant
failed, or (ii) those obtained by applying tag to elements of the domain sort t.
This or is exclusive by the second assertion, tag is injective, since we wish to be
able to distinguish elements from t using tag. There are two main points of interest
for this approach. Firstly, in our formalism the signature of an operator which can
fail will be FWtUF. This has the advantage of making the behaviour explicit, but the
use of returned values is problematical. For example, integrate (x, x=0 . . 1)
will evaluate to 1/2 in axiom and to tag (1/2) in our formalism, so that expres¬
sion 2 * (integrate (x, x=0 . . 1) ) fails to type check when 2 is of sort Nat. The
second point is that the tag operator can be (and is) renamed for each inclusion of
the UnionFailed trait. There is still potential for confusion, so we also rename UF
whenever a renamed tag operator is introduced.

6.2 Basic Categories

The first category is BasicType which provides elements of a collection and an equal¬
ity test over those elements. Since, as discussed in Section 3.4.5, equality within sorts
is implicit in LSL, there is no need to specify these basic objects.

SetCat (E, S): trait
introduces

{ } : —> S
insert: E, S —> S

G : E, S -A Bool
asserts S partitioned by G
V s: S, x,y,z : E

-> (x G { }) ,

y G insert(z, s) == y = z V y G s;

insert(x, s) / { } ;

insert(x,insert(x, s)) = = insert(x,s);
insert(y,insert(z, s) ) = = insert(z,insert(y,s))

Figure 6.2: LSL specification of SetCategory.

The specification of SetCategory is given in Figure 6.2. The assertions are standard
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set axioms. Sort S provides the range for operations (such as size) which will be
introduced in forthcoming traits. There are two points of interest concerning the
trait. Firstly there is no generated by clause and consequently no restriction (at
this stage) to minimal models. Secondly the axiom documentation contains the con¬
ditional attribute canonical which, when asserted, ensures that equality over data
structures of type SetCategory is the same as the equality test inherited from Basic-
Type. Another way of saying this is that elements of a canonical domain are equal
iff they are equal when presented in output form. For example the domain Set In¬
teger is not canonical, with the result that the sets {—5,3} and {3, —5} are equal in
axiom since equality over sets takes no account of the position of elements in a given
representation. In fact most axiom domains are not canonical, and several domains
which could be are not: Complex Integer is not canonical even though data structure

equivalence and mathematical equivalence are both defined by equating real and
imaginary parts. It appears that the attribute was introduced to overcome syntactic
problems (early versions of axiom had \/2 > 2 evaluating to true due to the choice of
ordering over terms), but has not been fully utilised in later versions of the system.
Our approach to those domains that require the attribute is to assert the property in
LSL using partitioned by clauses over the data structure involved.

6.3 Multiplicative Categories

The specification of SemiGroup (given as Appendix A.2.1) is straightforward: the
handbook traitAssociative is included with suitable renamings, the toolbox trait
Exponents (Appendix A.1.1) supplies exponentiation with no base cases, the con¬
ditional attribute commutative is self-explanatory, and the final assertion provides
the known base exponent property. The value of x* * 0 exists but is unspecified since
no identity element has yet been introduced.

The axiom category Monoid introduces amultiplicative identity and the operator recip
which returns either the inverse of its argument or the string constant "failed". There
is also the conditional attribute unitsKnown which, when asserted, ensures that recip
fails only on arguments which have no inverse. The purpose for this distinction is
that it is not in general decidable whether or not an arbitrary element of a (finitely
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presented) monoid is a unit. It would therefore be overly ambitious to claim that
recip fails only for non-units. Specifying these properties involves the inclusion of
the trait UnionFailed described in the previous Section.

MonoidCat (M) : trait
includes
SemiGroupCat (M),
Identity (* for o, 1 for unit, M for T) ,

UnionFailed (M, mtag for tag)
introduces
isOne : M —>■ Bool

unitsKnown : —> Bool

recip : M —> UF
asserts V x,y,z : M, n: N
isOne (x) =£- x = 1;
x**0 == 1;

recip (x) = mtag(y) => x*y = 1 A y*x = 1;
unitsKnown =>•

( (recip (x) =failed) = -i (3 z(x*z= l A z*x=l) ) )

implies Exponentiation (M)
V x, y, z : M
unitsKnown =>- (

x*y = 1 A y*x = 1 =£- recip (x) = mtag(y));
recip (x) = failed V 3 z (recip (x) = mtag(z))
converts **

Figure 6.3: LSL specification of Monoid.

The trait shown in Figure 6.3 formalises the the case (unitsKnown is false) where
the element x is a unit, but the y such x*y = y*x = 1 is not computable. We nat¬

urally specify that if recip doesn't fail the result is the inverse of the argument, and
that when unitsKnown is true, recip only fails for non-units. The implications,
when proven, provide a guarantee that computed inverses are unique and a check
that recip can only either fail or return an inverse. Proof scripts are given in Ap¬
pendix A.2.2. The trait MonoidCat also contains the specification of the value of
x* *0, and this is sufficient to prove that any model of the trait is also a model of the
handbook trait Exponentiation.

The final purely multiplicative category is Group. This is a Monoid in which each
element is a unit (and therefore has a unique inverse), recip is strengthened and re¬
named inv, integer exponents are introduced (in terms of inv), and the shorthands
conjugate and commutator are defined. The introductions and assertions of the LSL
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GroupCat (G) : trait
includes
MonoidCat(G) ,

Inverse (inv for _1, * for o, 1 for unit, G for T)
introduces

/ , conjugate, commutator : G,G —)• G
**- : G, N —>■ G

asserts V x,y : G, n : N
unitsKnown;
recip(x) == mtag(inv(x));
x/y == x*inv(y);
conjugate(x,y) == inv(y)*x*y;
commutator(x,y) == inv(x)*inv(y)*x*y;
x**-0 == 1;

x**-(succ(n)) == inv(x**(succ (n) ))
implies G partitioned by inv
V x, y, z : G
commutator(x,y*z) ==

(commutator(x,z))*(conjugate(commutator(x,y),z));
commutator(x*y,z) ==

conjugate(commutator(x,z) ,y))*(commutator (y,z)) ;

inv(y)*(y*z) == z;

inv(y*z) == inv(z)*inv(y);
inv(inv(x)) == x;

inv(l) == 1;

x*y = 1 A y*x = l-o- mtag(inv(x)) = mtag(y)
converts recip

Figure 6.4: LSL specification of Group.

trait GroupCat shown in Figure 6.4 formalise these concepts. The partitioned
by and final implications check that inverses are unique. The remaining implica¬
tions are standard identities in any group; proving them both increases confidence
that the formalisation is sound, and provides useful lemmas for traits which include
GroupCat. The Larch Prover proof scripts are given in Appendix A.2.3.

6.4 Additive Categories

The category AbelianSemiGroup (specified with the trait name AbelSemiGroupCat
in Appendix A.2.4) is similar to SemiGroup, but with a commutative + operator and
(left) multiplication by positive integers replacing exponentiation. The toolbox trait
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Multiples (Appendix A. 1.1) provides an LSL specification of the positive integers.

The axiom category AbelianMonoid augments AbelianSemiGroup with an additive iden¬
tity and multiplication by zero. The LSL specification is given in Appendix A.2.5.

CancAbelMonoidCat (CAM) : trait
includes
AbelMonoidCat (CAM),
UnionFailed (CAM, camtag for tag, CUF for UF)

introduces
subtractlfCan : CAM,CAM -a CUF

asserts V x,y,z: CAM, n : N
x + y = x + z=>y = z;

subtractlfCan(x,y) = failed =>-
-i (3 z (z + y = x) ) ;

subtractlfCan(x,y) = camtag(z) XII>1+nfr

implies V w,x,y,z : CAM, n : n
subtractlfCan(x,x) = camtag(O);
subtractlfCan(x,0) = camtag(x);
subtractlfCan(succ(n)*x,n*x) = camtag(x);
z + y = x =>- subtractlfCan (x, y) = camtag(z);
subtractlfCan(x,y) =failed V 3 w

(subtractlfCan(x,y) = camtag(w))

Figure 6.5: LSL specification of CancellationAbelianMonoid.

The axiom formalisation of a cancellative abelian monoid involves a partial minus
operator with the axiom Vx, y,z (z — x + y -<==> z — y = x). The operator subtrac-
tlfCan(x,y) returns a difference if it exists, and fails otherwise. Units are assumed to
be known in an axiom abelian monoid. The trait CancAbelMonoidCat (Figure 6.5)
uses the the standard cancellative axiom Vx, y,z (x + y = x + z => y = z) since
operators can not be partial in LSL. The specification of UnionFailed (Figure 6.1)
ensures that subtractlfCan(x,y) either fails, or is ctag of some element of sort CAM,
but not both. The implications show that subtractlfCan acts as expected for simple
cases, and that additive inverses are unique. An LP proof script is supplied as Ap¬
pendix A.2.6.

The category AbelianGroup (formalised in Appendix A.2.7) is simply a cancellative
abelian monoid with an involutive minus operator, with subtractlfCan not permitted
to fail and multiplication of group elements by negative integers permitted. We de¬
fine these products as non-negative integers multiplying an additive inverse, so as
to avoid fully specifying integers and hence accumulating more axioms than strictly
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needed. The implications are for the most part similar to those of GroupCat, but
with the added identity Vx, y ((—x) + (—y) = — (x + y)) which is needed to prove
an implication contained in the specification of complex numbers (as discussed in
Section 7.2). This is an example of the use of fine layers of LSL specification to prove
results at the most straightforward level: proving the implication when x and y are
the real or imaginary parts of a complex number would involve the manipulation of
more than 100 LP rules as opposed to the 30 rules involved here.

6.5 Rings and Modules

RngCat (R) : trait
includes
AbelGroupCat(R),SemiGroupCat(R),Distributive(+,*,R)

introduces
noZeroDivisors : —>■ Bool

asserts V x,y : R
noZeroDivisors =>- (x*y=0 => x=0 V y=0)

implies V x,y,z : R, m,n : N
(—x)* (—y) == x*y;
x*(-y) == -(x*y);
(-x)*y == -(x*y);
0:R*x == 0;
x* 0 = 0;

m*(x*y) == (m*x)*y;
x *-m == -(m*x);

m*(x + y) == (m*x) + (m*y)

Figure 6.6: LSL specification of Rng.

An axiom Rng is ring which need not have a multiplicative identity, and in which the
no non-zero zero divisors property is a conditional attribute. The LSL formalisation
(Figure 6.6) is constructed by including the traits relating to additive groups and
multiplicative semigroups with the handbook trait which contains the distributive
laws. noZeroDivisors is given a standard axiomatisation. The implications serve two
purposes: they are all useful results which will aid proofs in future traits, and they
are all standard properties of any abstract ring which show that the included traits
have been combined in a satisfactory manner. The first five implications are proved
in LP using the complete command. The remaining three are obtained by induction
over the natural number m and completion.
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The axiom categories LeftModule and RightModule provide left and right multiplica¬
tion of Abelian group elements by elements in a Rng. The LSL formalisations (given
as Appendix A.2.8) are based on standard axiomatisations given in [4], and assume
the handbook trait Ring2 so that any trait including them will have the ring axioms
as proof obligations. In this way left and right action over non-rings is not permitted.
It should be noted that axiom modules need not, in general, be unital. To check the
soundness of these specifications we replicate in LSL the theorem that every abstract
Abelian group is a left module over the integers by proving that every model of the
trait AbelGroupCat is also a model of Lef tModuleCat over the Larch handbook
trait Integer.

ModuleCheck : trait
includes Integer, AbelGroupCat(AG)
introduces

o : Int, AG —> AG
asserts V n: Int, x : AG

0 o x == 0 ;

succ(n) o x == (n o x) + x;

pred(n) o x == (n o x) - x
implies

LeftModuleCat(AG for LM, Int for R)

Figure 6.7: Property check for left module and Abelian group.

This is achieved by writing an LSL trait ModuleCheck (Figure 6.7) which defines
the module operator in terms of the generators of Integer, and has as proof obli¬
gations that ModuleCheck is itself a left module and that Integer is a ring (via
the assumed clause of Lef tModuleCat). The LP proofs (in Appendix A.2.9) are by
induction over the sort Int, with the identity Vn : Z, x : AG ((—x) o n = — (x o n))
proved as an intermediate lemma. A similar proof for right modules is possible, but
would first require the specification of right multiplication of a group element by an
integer.

In the LSL specification (Figure 6.8) of the category Ring we include the traits Rng-
Cat and MonoidCat to produce a multiplicative unity element, and we include the
toolbox trait EnumerableTO (Appendix A.1.2) which provides the total ordering on

2there is a slight terminology mis-match between axiom and the Larch handbook: a ring with
unity is a Ring in axiom and a RingWithUnit in the handbook; a ring which need not have a unity
element is an axiom Rng and a handbook Ring
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RingCat (RU) : trait
includes
EnumerableTO, RngCat(RU for R) , MonoidCat(RU for M)
introduces
coerce : N —> RU

characteristic : S —)■ N

asserts V n,m,p : N, x: RU, s : S
coerce(n) = n*l:RU;

recip(O) == failed;
unitsKnown;
characteristic (s) == if coerce (p) =0 A p-i = 0

A -i (coerce (m) =0 A m-i = 0 A m < p) then p else 0

implies LeftModuleCat (RU for LM, RU for R, * for o)
V x, y, z : RU, n : N, s : S
coerce((characteristic (s)) )*x == 0:RU;
coerce(n) = 0 coerce(n)*x = 0;
x*y = 1 A y*x = 1 =>- recip (x) = mtag(y) ;

(V x (x -i= 0=t(y*x=x A x*y=x) ) ) ==> y=l ;
0 : RU -i = 1 : RU ;

converts coerce

Figure 6.8: LSL specification of Ring.

the natural numbers used in the formalisation of characteristic. The assertions pro¬

vide a mapping from the naturals to ring elements, explicit statements that the units
are known (and that the zero element is not a unit), and a formalisation of the char¬
acteristic of the set containing ring elements. This formalisation is given as the least
non-zero p of sort N such that the product of p with the ring unity is the zero element,
or 0 if no such p exists. The implications are that

• a ring with unity is a left module over itself;
• the usual definition of characteristic (\/x : RU (characteristics) * x = 0)) ap¬

plies;
• inverses are unique;
• yx — x — xy has the unique solution y = 1RU for non-zero x;
• the zero and unity elements are distinct;
• the definition of coerce has a unique interpretation in this context.

The LP proof script is given in Appendix A.2.10, although it is worth noting that
0ru 7^ 1j?e/ follows immediately from the assertion recip (0) == failed and the
identity recip (1) == mtag(l).

The next two categories in the hierarchy are BiModule and EntireRing. An axiom Bi-
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Module is an Abelian group which supports left and right multiplication by rings
with unity, and EntireRing is constructed by forming a bimodule with respect to a

ring with unity and no non-zero zero divisors. The LSL specifications are provided
as Appendix A.2.11. The implication that every model of EntireRingCat is a ring
with unity normalises immediately in LP.

CharNonZeroCat (CNZ) : trait
includes RingCat (CNZ for RU)
introduces charthRoot : CNZ —> UF

asserts V x,y : CNZ, n:N, s:S
charthRoot(x)=failed == -> (3 y (y*Characteristic(s) =x)) ;

charthRoot (x) = mtag(y) == y*Characteristic (s) = x;

charthRoot ( 0) == mtag(O)
implies V x,y,z : CNZ, n:N, s:S
characteristic(s) —>= 0;
charthRoot (1) == mtag(l)

Figure 6.9: LSL specification of CharacteristicNonZero.

An axiom Ring can be of type CharacteristicZero (the default type specified in Ap¬
pendix A.2.12) or CharacteristicNonZero as specified in Figure 6.9. The definition of the
charthRoot operator requires that any implementation can find mtag (y) when¬
ever y*Characteristic = x is true in the underlying Ring. We prove that this
definition eliminates the possibility that the Ring has characteristic zero, and check
the identity that P = 1 for all non-zero p. Our definition of mtag as injective into
UnionFailed (given in Section 6.1) also ensures that when characteristic roots of
ring elements exist, they are unique. The LP proofs are given in Appendix A.2.13.

ModuleCat (M, CR) : trait
assumes CommRingCat (CR)
includes BiModuleCat (M, C, CR)
asserts V a : CR, x : M

a*x == x*a

implies V a,b : CR, x,y : M

1:CR*x == x;

(a*b)*x — a*(b*x)
(a+b)*x == (a*x) + (b*x);
a*(x+y) == (a*x) + (a*y)

Figure 6.10: LSL specification of Module.

The axiom category CommutativeRing is a bimodule over a ring in which the condi¬
tional attribute commutative is true. We specify this by defining multiplication to be
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commutative in a trait (Appendix A.2.14) which includes the trait RingCat. We then
check the soundness of the trait by proving that anymodel of the trait is also a model
for the trait BiModuleCat under suitable renamings for the left and right modules.
An axiom Module is a BiModule over a CommutativeRing. We use our specifications of
these categories to specify Module (Figure 6.10), with the implications precisely the
axioms given in the axiom documentation. Proving these implications shows that
the preceding traits are sound and have been combined correctly. LP obtains all the
results immediately, with the exception of (a*b) *x == a* (b*x) which LP fails
to order and can be proved with the command normalise conjecture with
Lef tModuleCat. 1.

AlgebraCat (A,CR) : trait
assumes CommRingCat (CR)
includes RingCat (A), ModuleCat (A,CR)
introduces

coerce: CR —> A

asserts V a : CR, x : A

coerce(a) == a*l:A;
a*x == coerce(a)*x

implies V a,b : CR, x : A
coerce(a+b) == coerce(a) + coerce(b) ;

coerce(a*b) == coerce(a)*coerce (b) ;

coerce(1:CR) == 1:A;
x*(a*b) == (x*a)*b;
(x*a)*b == a*(x*b)

converts coerce: CR —> A

Figure 6.11: LSL specification of Algebra.

A similar approach is used to specify the category Algebra. In the trait shown in Fig¬
ure 6.11 we include and assume the appropriate traits, introduce the ring homomor-
phism, coerce, from commutative ring elements to algebra elements, and use the
implications to check that the homomorphism acts as expected and that the standard
axioms for an algebra hold. We also show that coerce is uniquely interpreted with
respect to the module and ring operators. The only user assistance needed for the
LP proof (given in Appendix A.2.15) is to normalise conjectures which the default
ordering in LP fails to order into rewrite rules.

These last two traits, ModuleCat and AlgebraCat, demonstrate the usefulness of
checkable formal properties. The implications of both traits are those properties for-
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malised by the axiom designers, which are contained in the documentation (Ap¬
pendix B) but can neither be deduced nor enforced within the axiom system. Our
formalisation has provided proofs that, subject to correct inheritance and type com¬

bination, these properties hold in all acceptable models.

6.6 Integral Domains

The category IntegralDomain is an Algebra over a CommutativeRing in which the at¬
tribute noZeroDivisors holds. The following operators and attributes are introduced:

(i) exquo(x,y) which returns a divisor of x and y if the divisor can be computed,
or fails otherwise. exquo(l,y) is identical to recip(y), and exquo(x,0) always fails.
The semantics for the operator are rather more complicated for other cases; we
discuss the correct specification in the next section;

(ii) unitNormal(x) which returns a canonical representation of x in the form of a
record [unit,canonical,associate] which is specified as the toolbox trait uca in Ap¬
pendix A.1.3. If no such representation is known, the default representation for
x is [l,x,l]. In any event the identities x = unit*canonical and associate*unit = 1
must hold for every x;

(iii) unitCanonical(x) which returns the canonical part of the unitNormal record for x;
(iv) associates?(x,y) which tests whether x and y differ by a unit factor. In axiom

associates?(0,0) is always true (since u*0 = 0 for any unit u). Any formalisation
in terms of exquo will have to reflect this, even though exquo(0,0) fails;

(v) unit?(x) which tests whether x is invertible;
(vi) canonicalUnitNormal which, when asserted, requires associates to have the same

canonical representation;
(vii) canonicalsClosed which, when asserted, requires that the result of multiplying

two canonical representations is a canonical representation. For example the
axiom domain Integer has type IntegralDomain with the canonical form of the
number x being abs(x), and the attribute holds because the product of two pos¬
itives is positive.

The LSL specification in Figure 6.12 combines the traits and introduces the operators
discussed in (i)-(vii) above. The axiomatisation is structured as
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IntDomainCat (ID) : trait
includes

CommRingCat (ID), AlgebraCat (ID,ID),
EntireRingCat (ID), UCA (ID for D)

introduces
canonicalUnitNormal : —> Bool

canonicalsClosed : —> Bool

exquo : ID,ID —> UF
unitNormal : ID —> R

unitCanonical : ID —F ID

areAssociates : ID, ID —> Bool
isUnit : ID —> Bool

asserts V u,w,x,y,z : ID

exquo (x,y) = mtag(z) => z*y = x;

exquo(x,0) = = failed; > A

y -i= 0 A z*y = x => exquo (x,y) -1= failed;
isUnit (x) = = 3 w (w*x = 1) ;

areAssociates (x, y) == (x=0 A y=0) > B
V 3 u (exquo (x, y) =mtag (u) A isUnit (u) ) ;

unitCanonical(x) == (unitNormal(x)).canonical;
x -i= 0 =>■

exquo(x,unitCanonical(x)) = mtag(unitNormal(x).unit); > C
recip(unitNormal(x).unit) ==

mtag(unitNormal(x).associate);
-icanonicalUnitNormal =>- unitNormal (x) = [l,x,l];
canonicalUnitNormal =£> areAssociates (x,y)

= (unitCanonical(x) =unitCanonical(y)) ; > D
canonicalsClosed =>

unitCanonical(x*y) = unitCanonical(x)*unitCanonical (y)_

Figure 6.12: LSL specification of IntegralDomain.

(A) three axioms relating to the exquo operator. We analyse the specification of
exquo in Section 6.6.1;

(B) standard abstract definitions of isUnit(x) and areAssociates, with the
added assertion that areAssociates (0,0) is always true. This slight mod¬
ification preserves the desired properties of exquo without compromising the
formalisation of the abstract notion of associate elements. The preciseness of
the isUni t (x) assertion is justified by the fact that uni tsKnown holds by the
inclusion of RingCat;

(C) axiom documentation properties for canonical representation, given in terms
of exquo and recip;

(D) axiom documentation axioms for the conditional attributes.
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We can immediately verify certain basic properties that are expected to hold. 1 and
-1 should be units (1 and —1 exist and are distinct from the zero element in ev¬

ery model, even when the model is the ring ({0,1},*!+) in which 1 and —1 coin¬
cide); the unit part of the unit canonical representation should be a unit; the prod¬
uct of non-zeros should be non-zero; and equal (non-zero) factors should cancel.
Figure 6.13 gives the LSL formalisation of these properties. LP proofs are given in
Appendix A.2.16.

implies V x,y,z : ID
isUnit(-l) A isUnit(l);
x = unitNormal(y).unit => isUnit(x);
x—1=0 Ay—1=0=> x*y —1= 0;
x -i= 0 A x*y = x*z => y = z

Figure 6.13: IntegralDomain properties: basic requirements

6.6.1 The semantics of exquo

We recall that all categories from Ring onwards have the attribute unitsKnown, so that
recip(x) fails only when x is a genuine non-unit. The exquo operator is not associated
with any similar conditional attribute. The axiom designers, in [31, pages 46-47],
supply the following interpretation:

...exquo(x,y) = failed should be interpreted as meaning "there is no element
z of the current domain such that y*z = x, but there's no reason why one
shouldn't enlarge the domain to add one."

The same text prescribes that exquo(x,0) should always fail, and supplies the axioms3

x * y = y *x (6.1)

x ^ 0 A y 7^ 0 => r*j//0 (6.2)

y / 0 A exquo(x,y) ^ failed =$■ y * exquo(x,y) = x (6.3)
x = y * z ==>• exquo(x, y) ^ failed (6.4)

3We have corrected a typographic error which leads to the inconsistency exquo (x,y) = 1 for
every x, y in the domain.
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As described for other operators which can fail, we use UnionFailed as the target
sort for exquo. We use the tagging operator, mtag, introduced in MonoidCat, since
exquo is defined in terms of the ring multiplication operator. There is an obvious
correctness condition:

exquo (x,y) = mtag(z) => z*x = y;

to which we add the hard failure for zero argument and property (6.4) (corrected to
restrict y to be non-zero):

exquo(x,0) == failed;
y -i= 0 A z*y = x => exquo (x,y) -i= failed .

Properties (6.1) and (6.2) are inherited from CommRingCat and EntireRingCat
respectively. It transpires that the three assertions above, together with inherited
properties, allow us to prove property (6.3) as an implication. We can also prove that
exquo (x*y,y) will always return the obvious result, and that exquo either fails
or returns a divisor. The LP proofs of these implications (shown in Figure 6.14) are
given in Appendix A.2.16.

implies V v,w iX,y : ID
y —i = 0 A exquo (x,y) —> = failed =h

3 w (exquo(x,y) = mtag(w) A w*y = x) ;

J II o exquo(x*y,y) = mtag(x);
exquo(x,y) = failed V 3 v (exquo(x,y) = mtag(v))

Figure 6.14: IntegralDomain properties: exquo satisfies design axioms.

We claimed in Section 6.6 that exquo (1, y) is the same operator as recip (y). The
justification for this is the method given for recip in the catdef.spad definition of In¬
tegralDomain. We could, without loss of formality or consistency, assert the method
as:

recip(y) == if y = 0 then failed else exquo(l,y) .

A better4 way is to have the identity as an implication of IntDomainCat, and prove
it using LP. At the same time we check that elements are associate with themselves

4Here 'better' means 'making better use of the expressivity of lsl and the proof power of lp'.
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and their additive inverses, since the associates property is defined in terms of exquo.
The LP proofs of these implications (shown in Figure 6.15) are again given in Ap¬
pendix A.2.16. The areAssociates proofs are obtained by simply by providing
suitable instantiations. Proving the equivalence of exquo (1, y) and recip (y) pro¬
ceeds by first proving the lemmas

exquo(1, y)=mtag(x) A recip (y) =mtag (z) => x:ID=z:ID;
recip(y) = failed exquo (1, y) = failed

and then using these results in a proof by cases.

implies V x,y : ID
exquo(l,y) == recip(y);
areAssociates(x,x);
areAssociates(-x,x)

converts exquo

Figure 6.15: IntegralDomain properties: exquo relates correctly to other operators.

The final implication given in Figure 6.15 provides the strongest check that our treat¬
ment of exquo relates to the other operators in a satisfactory manner. Proving the
implication demonstrates that, given a fixed interpretation for the other operators in
intDomainCat, there is a unique interpretation for exquo, and hence that all im¬
plementations act in the same, precisely defined way. The LP proof of the converts
clause is given in Appendix A.2.16. The proof structure is similar to that of the proof
of the equivalence of recip (x) and exquo (1, x). Given the operator exquo ' with
the same axiomatisation as exquo, we first prove the lemmas

exquo(x,y) = failed <=>• exquo' (x,y) = failed;
exquo (x,y) = mtag(x) A exquo' (x,y) = mtag(z) => x = z

which are sufficient to discharge the converts proof obligation

exquo(x,y) = exquo' (x,y)

after suitable Skolemisation and instantiations.
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6.6.2 Further properties of IntegralDomain

Having checked that intended properties of intDomainCat hold for trivial argu¬
ments and that exquo has been (uniquely) specified in accordance with axiom be¬
haviour, we now consider more sophisticated results in the theory of abstract alge¬
bra. Taking x\y to be a shorthand for the divides property 3c (cx = y), we know
that in any commutative ring, R, the identities x\y A y\z ==> x\z and x\y A x\z =>•

x\ay + bz Va, b e R hold. Moreover, in any integral domain two elements are as¬
sociates whenever they divide each other. We formalise these results, replacing the
abstract notion of divisibility with our specification of exquo, as the implications of
IntDomainCat given in Figure 6.16.

implies V r,s,u,v,x,y : ID
u -i= 0 A v —i— 0 A exquo(v,u) —>= failed

A exquo (x,v) —>= failed =>■ exquo (x,u) —1= failed;
u -i= 0 A exquo (v,u) —>= failed A exquo (x,u) —i= failed

=> V r V s (exquo( (r*v) + (s*x) ,u) ->= failed) ;

u -i= 0 A v -i= 0 A exquo(v,u) ->= failed
A exquo (u,v) ->= failed => areAssociates (u,v)

Figure 6.16: IntegralDomain properties: abstract theorems hold.

The hand proofs of these results are not difficult, but are not trivial. All of the proper¬
ties of abstract integral domains are needed5 to obtain the proofs. Proving the results
in LP tests not only our formalisation of individual operators, but also the correct¬
ness of the combination of the operators with arbitrary inputs. LP proofs of these
implications are given in Appendix A.2.16.

6.6.3 GCD Domains

We now consider the axiom category containing those integral domains which are

equipped with non-failing greatest common divisor, gcd, and least common multi¬
ple, 1cm, operators. In some respects the process of specifying the required model
class in LSL appears to be straightforward: as well as having the axioms given by

5The third result is not true for all commutative rings with unity; [4] has a counter example.
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the axiom designers [31], we can aim to use the first order abstract axioms

d and gcd(a, b) are associates d\a A d\b A (c\a A c\b ==>■ c\d) (6.5)
m and lcm(a, b) are associates a\m A b\m A (a\k A b\k => m\k) (6.6)

to include (for example) all unique factorisation domains in the model class, whilst
excluding domains (such as Z[-\/~3]) in which not every pair of elements has a great¬
est common divisor. We can also use the result that, for a given integral domain,
each pair of elements has a gcd iff each pair of elements has a Icm. We could further
expect to use the following result which links gcd values to Icm values, and which
forms the basis for the axiom method for 1cm calculation:

Theorem 6.1. Let w be an element ofan integral domain such that w gcd(x, y) = y. Then
wx is a least common multiple ofx and y.

Proof: We proceed by checking the three requirements for wx to be a least common
multiple. The property x\wx holds by inspection. The predicate y\wx is equivalent to
w gcd(x, y)\wx, or gcd(x, y)\x after cancellation. This holds by definition of common
divisor. For the final requirement we suppose that x\v A y\v for some v, and show
that wx\v. By definition of common divisor, there exists t0 and t\ such that

t0gcd(v,xy) = xy

t\ gcd(v, xy) = v

(6.7)

(6.8)

Also, since x\v A y\v A x\xy A y\xy, there exists t2 and f3 such that

hy = gcd(v,xy)
t3x = gcd(v,xy)

(6.9)

(6.10)

By cancellation of the resulting equalities

xy gcd(v, xy) = t2t0y gcd(v,xy)

yxgcd(v,xy) = t3t0x gcd(v, xy)

(6.11)

(6.12)

we obtain the identities x = t2t0 and y = t3t0. Since we have shown that f0 di¬
vides both x and y, we can use the definition of greatest common divisor to express
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gcd(x, y) as t4t0 for some t4. Using all all these results we have that

ti gcd(v,xy) (6.13)

ht2y (6.14)

tit2w gcd(x,y) (6.15)

t\t2Wt4tQ (6.16)

t\t4WX (6.17)

and hence that wx\v as required. ■

There are, however, some complicating factors. Firstly, although the axiom docu¬
mentation refers to the gcd of two elements, there is no restriction to canonical rep¬
resentations. For example the axiom commands

GI := Complex Integer

(1) Complex Integer

Type: Domain

GI has GcdDomain

(2) true

Type: Boolean

gcd(10 + ll*%i, 8 + %i)

(3) 3 + 2%i

Type: Complex Integer

show that axiom returns a greatest common divisor, but whatever is true in terms of
the abstract concept of a gcd for (in this case) 3 + 2i is also true for — 3 — 2i, — 2 + 3i
and 2 — 3i (the associates of 3 + 2i in the ring of Gaussian integers). It is therefore too
restrictive even to specify that gcd (x, x) = x (unless x = 0), since this rules out
sound implementations.

A more fundamental difficulty is that our formalism of the abstract property a\b is
given in terms of exquo. We saw in the previous section that exquo was given a

(unique) definition sufficient to allow the proof of non-trivial abstract properties of
members of the model class for intDomainCat. However, exquo and the abstract
division predicate differ in their interpretation of zero arguments. In the abstract
sense, each domain element divides the zero element (with zero as witness to the
existential clause), whereas exquo (x, 0) fails.
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GcdDomainCat (GD) : trait
includes IntDomainCat(GD for ID)
introduces
gcd, 1cm : GD,GD —>■ GD

asserts V v,w,x,y,z : GD

gcd(x,y) = 0 ^ x=0 A y=0; 1
1cm(x,0) == 0; (A
1cm(0,y) == 0; J
gcd(x,y) ->= 0 =>- exquo (x, gcd (x, y) ) -i= failed;
gcd (x, y) ->= 0 =>- exquo (y, gcd (x, y) ) -i= failed; \Bexquo (x,v) -i= failed A exquo (y, v) —i= failed =>

exquo(gcd(x,y) ,v) —i= failed; ,

canonicalUnitNormal =>

unitCanonical(gcd( x,y) ) =gcd(x,y) ; \Cgcd(x,y) -> = 0 =4*
(lcm(x,y) = x*w exquo (y, gcd (x, y) ) = mtag(w) ) ,

Figure 6.17: LSL specification of GcdDomain.

With these factors in mind, the LSL trait GcdDomainCat shown in Figure 6.17 has
the following axiomatisation structure:

(A) explicit definitions for zero argument cases (we say nothing at this stage about
gcd (x, 0) and gcd (0,x), but prove later that they are associates);

(.B) the abstract definition of greatest common divisor stated in terms of exquo;
(C) the canonical form requirements given in [31], together with a statement of the

duality of gcd and 1cm.

We now check that this axiomatisation captures both the abstract structure of gcd
domains, and the structure intended by the axiom designers. We first prove the
implications given in Figure 6.18, which are restatements of axioms for GcdDomain
given in [31].

implies V v,x,y : GD
canonicalUnitNormal => gcd(x,y) = gcd(y,x);
areAssociates(gcd(x,y),gcd(y,x))

Figure 6.18: GcdDomainCat satisfies design axioms.

These results are not difficult to obtain in LP (Appendix A.2.17), given that we have
inherited the useful lemma

u -i= 0 A v -i= 0 A exquo (v,u) ~i= failed

A exquo (u,v) ->= failed => areAssociates (u, v)
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from IntDomainCat. lsl.

The next stage is to check that 1cm returns a least common multiple. This is equiva¬
lent to stating (as an LSL implication) and proving (in LP) Theorem 6.1, subject to our
formalisation of divisibility using exquo. The implications shown in Figure 6.19 for-

implies V v,x,y : GD
exquo (v x) —i= failed A exquo(v,y) —1 = failed =>-

exquo (v, 1cm (x, y) ) -i = failed;
Y -" = 0 => exquo (1cm (x, y) , y) ->= failed;
x —i = 0 => exquo (1cm (x, y) , x) -i= failed

Figure 6.19: 1cm returns a least common multiple.

malise the abstract axiomatisation of Icm. The LP proof (given in Appendix A.2.17)
closely follows the proof of Theorem 6.1, and requires a high degree of user input.
Apart from the Skolemisation of ten variables bound by existential quantifiers, the
proof contains nine case splits, thirty-nine instantiations, and twenty user-defined
sub-proofs. Obtaining the proof increases our confidence that the specification of
GcdDomain has captured both the abstract and computational aspects of the axiom
category.

We do not attempt to prove a converts gcd, 1cm clause. Any two interpretations
of gcd can return different members of the same associate class and hence interpre¬
tations are not unique. The associate class of an 1cm calculation is defined by the
implementation of gcd, and, since gcd is not uniquely defined, neither is 1cm.

6.6.4 Unique Factorisation Domains

The construction of the category UniqueFactorisationDomain relies on the representa¬
tion of elements in a factored form. In axiom this representation is computed in
the domain Factored(R), which is discussed and formalised in Section 7.3. The LSL
trait which formalises UniqueFactorisationDomain is shown here as Figure 6.20, but is
described in detail in Section 7.3.2.

It is in this category that a test for primality is introduced. We provide the standard
formalisation of irreducibility since the concepts coincide in unique factorisation do-
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UniqueFactDomCat (UFD) : trait
includes GcdDomainCat (UFD), Factored (UFD)
introduces
isPrime : UFD —> Bool

squareFree : UFD —> FAC
squareFreePart : UFD —> UFD
asserts V x,y, z : UFD, f : FAC, n : N, fr: FR
ufdCondition;
isPrime(x) == x -i= 0 A -iisUnit(x)

A (x = y*z =>• isUnit(y) V isUnit(z));
squareFree (x) = f A fr € factors (f) => fr.xpnt = 1
A 3 n (n—1=0 A [fr.fctr,n] G factors(factor(x))) ;

squareFreePart(x) == expand(squareFree(x));
implies
RingWithUnit (UFD for T)
V x,y : UFD

x*y = 0=^x=0 V y=0
-i isPrime (0) ;

converts isPrime

Figure 6.20: The axiom category UniqueFactorisationDomain

mains. We also prove (via the converts clause) that our primality test is uniquely
defined, subject to fixed interpretations for all other operators. The other implica¬
tions are simple checks that (i) our formalisation satisfies the Larch handbook for-
malisation of rings with unity, (ii) there are no non-zero zero divisors in any model,
and (iii) that the zero element is not prime. These implications are proved automat¬

ically by LP, and serve only as checks that the inclusion of Factored sorts has not
compromised the basic structure of our intended model class.

6.6.5 Principal Ideal Domains

An axiom PrincipalldealDomain is a GcdDomain equipped with the operators princi-
palldeal and expressldealMember such that:

(1) Given a list of domain elements ct G R,

(i) principalldeal can return a record containing a list g G R and a single ele¬
ment x G R such that x = ]TL GG ;

(ii) the ideal generated by the returned element x is the ideal generated by the
argument elements c% (i.e. {xt 11 G /?} = { JA gq | c, G R}).
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(2) Given a list of domain elements Q e R and a single element x of R
(i) if x E | Ci e B,} then expressldealMember supplies a list c, which

satisfies x = oo;

(ii) conversely, if x is not in the ideal generated by the components of the
argument, then expressldealMember fails.

Before formalising the above properties in LSL, we first obtain the required data
representation structures by specifying

• lists (of arbitrary length) of elements of sort PID;
• the representation of an element as the component wise linear combination of
elements of two lists;

• records containing a list and a single element.

The toolbox trait BiRecord given in Appendix A.1.4 supplies a sort, R, of records
containing two components. This sort provides the range and domain for the forth¬
coming LSL expressldealMember and principalldeal operators respectively.
The toolbox traits RingList, PairwiseRingExtension and ReduceRingList

(Appendices A.1.5, A.1.7 and A.1.9) supply

• insert generated lists of ring elements, with the observational operators len,
head and tail;

• a binary extension of lists to a list, formed by the pairwise application of a ring
operation;

• the reduction of a list of ring elements to a single ring element, formed by
element-wise application of a ring operation.

For each of the above traits we prove the uniqueness of interpretation of each op¬
erator (exempting unspecified values such as head (empty) and the extension of
two lists of unequal length). We also prove lemmas which assist our proofs of more
complicated mathematical results in our main formalisation. LP proof scripts are

given in Appendices A.1.6, A.1.8 and A.1.10. These traits can be used to construct

representations of
len(c) len(c)

1 J (Ci ° Ci) and ^ (q o q),
i=l i=1

where o is either ring addition or ring multiplication and c and c are lists of equal
length. The traits are all adaptations of Larch handbook traits, modified to take
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account of the ring structure of the component sort.

PIDCat (PID) : trait
includes

GcdDomainCat (PID), BiRecord (R,L,PID),
PairwiseRingExtension (*, © , PID, L),
ReduceRingList (0, +, PID for R) ,

UnionFailed(L for T, pidtag for tag, PIDUF for UF)
introduces

principalldeal : L —> R
expressldealMember : R —> UF

asserts V c,cl,c2,c3 : L, t,x,y,z : PID
c -i= empty => (principalldeal (c) = [cl,x] =>-

x = reduce(c © cl) A len(c) = len(cl) > A
A 3 t (reduce (c © c2) = x*t));

c -i= empty
(expressldealMember ( [c,x] ) = pidtag(cl) =t- > B

x = reduce (c © cl));

c -i= empty =>
(expressldealMember ([ c, x] ) = failed -O-

c
-i (3 c3 (reduce (c © c3) = x) ) )

Figure 6.21: LSL specification of PrincipalldealDomain.

The LSL specification (Figure 6.21) of PrincipalldealDomain uses these traits with suit¬
able renaming of operators to represent x = ^-^^(o+cL) as x = reduce (c©cl).

We note that principalldeal never fails since

• the entire domain can be thought of as the ideal generated by the unity element;
• principalldeal([0,...,0]) will return a record with zero as the element component;
• principalldeal([]) returns an error message in axiom (expressldealMember also re¬
turns an error when given the empty list as argument).

Hence axiom principal ideal domains are GCD domains equipped with an algorithm
which can (at least) always solve 1 = x\yi + ■ • • + xnyn for the list x when given the
list y in which not all components are zero.

Our formalisation of the operators is constructed by leaving the empty list case un¬

specified and requiring that, for given arguments,

(A) principalldeal returns a record containing a list of equal length to the argu¬
ment list and an element obtained by taking the component wise linear com-
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bination of the two lists. We formalise the equivalence of the two ideals by
requiring that the returned element divides the linear combination of the ar¬

gument list with any other list. This is similar to our treatment of finiteness in
Section 3.6: we avoid concepts such as set equality by using a useful property
of the equivalence of two ideals;

(13) if expressIdealMember returns a list, then that list forms a suitable linear
combination;

(C) if expressIdealMember fails, then no such suitable list exists.

The next stage is, as usual, to prove implications of the trait. Figure 6.22 gives the
expected result that expressIdealMember doesn't fail when its argument element
is known (by the application of principal Ideal) to generate the same ideal as
that generated by the components of its argument list. The LP proof of this result is
given in Appendix A.2.18. We would like also to show that if

c -1= empty A principalldeal (c) = [cl,x]

then x is a greatest common divisor of the components of c. We know this to be true
in the abstract sense, since if for all c there exists a t such that tx = JA QCj, then

(1) for each i < len(c), we can choose c such that

whence tx = cz for some t, and so x divides each component of c;
(2) if v divides every component of c, then v divides every linear combination of

the Ci, and in particular v divides x = JA qq for some c when t is chosen to be
the unity element.

Obtaining a proof of this result at this stage of our formalisation is problematical, but
feasible. We would need to upgrade our specification of lists with an integer return¬
ing index operator, and then use various induction schemes to obtain an LSL version

implies V c,cl : L, x : PID
c —> = empty A principalldeal (c) = [cl,x]

=> expressIdealMember ( [c, x] ) -i= failed

Figure 6.22: Implication of PlDCat. lsl.

1 when i = j
0 when i ^ j ,
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of the c needed for each component. We would also need to prove that our candidate
common divisor, v, divides every component of the list c containing arbitrarily many
elements. Moreover, since our divides predicate is formalised in terms of exquo, the
zero case for each component of every list would have to be dealt with separately. It
would seem that the axiom designers had a similar problem: the returned element is
not asserted to be a gcd, possibly since any implementation which returns a gcd will
be based on some form of Euclidean division, and there are no Euclidean division

operators provided in any category up to and including PrincipalldealDomain. Our
solution is intended to be an enhancement of the solution used by the axiom design¬
ers. The category EuclideanDomain introduces operators with identical behaviour to
that of principalldeal and expressldealMember, but which (effectively) require the argu¬
ment list to have exactly two components. The returned element of this version of
principalldeal is asserted to be a gcd of the two argument components. Our approach
(detailed in Section 6.6.6) will be to formalise these operators, and then prove as an

implication that a gcd is returned.

6.6.6 Euclidean Domains

We split the process of specifying the category EuclideanDomain into two stages: we
first deal with the augmentation of our specification of GcdDomain with the valuation
function euclideanSize to form a computational Euclidean domain, and then add the
specifications for the axiom operators which provide extended and multi-argument
versions of Euclidean division.

The LSL trait shown in Figure 6.23 introduces eucSize as a total map from the
integral domain sort to the naturals, two operators defined in terms of eucSize,
and two conditional attributes that may or may not hold in a given axiom domain
of type EuclideanDomain. The assertions are

• the standard axioms for a valuation (or norm) from H\{0D}toN where D is
an integral domain, with the value of eucSize ( 0) left unspecified;

• the obvious axiomatisation for the isSizeLess predicate;
• that the divide operator takes two domain elements x and y and returns a

record of a quotient and a remainder such that the valuation of the remainder
is less than the valuation of the quotient;
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EuclidDomainCat (ED) : trait
includes
GcdDomainCat (ED for GD), EnumerableTO,
BiRecord(R,ED,ED,.quo for .first,.rem for .second)
introduces
eucSize : ED —> N

isSizeLess : ED, ED —> Bool
divide : ED,ED —> R

multValuation, addValuation: —-> Bool
asserts V x,y,z,mult,rem:ED, rl:R, n,m:N
(x -i= 0 A y -i= 0) =>- -i (eucSize (x*y) < eucSize(x) ) ;

(y -i= 0 ) => 3 mult ( 3 rem ( (x = (mult*y) + rem)
A (rem = 0 : ED V (rem —i = 0 : ED

A (eucSize(rem) < eucSize(y))))));
isSizeLess (x, y) == ->(y:ED = 0)

A (x:ED=0 V eucSize(x) < eucSize(y));
divide (x,y) .rem -i = 0 =>

eucSize(divide(x,y).rem) < eucSize(y);
multValuation A x -i= 0 A y —i = 0 =£-

eucSize(x*y) =eucSize(x)*eucSize(y) ;

addValuation Ax-i=0Ay~i=0=>
eucSize(x*y)= eucSize(x) + eucSize(y)

Figure 6.23: LSL specification of EuclideanDomain.

• that the conditional attributes (when asserted) provide multiplicative and ad¬
ditive properties for the valuation of a product.

implies V x,y: ED,
x -i= 0 =>

(isUnit(x) O- eucSize(x) = eucSize(l));
(x -i= 0 A y -i= 0 A -i (isUnit (y) ) ) =>-

eucSize(x) < eucSize(x*y);
x -i= 0 A y -i= 0 A areAssociates (x,y)

=>- eucSize(x) = eucSize(y);
x -i= 0 => -i (eucSize (x) < eucSize(l))

Figure 6.24: Implications of the Lrait EuclidDoaminCat.

The implications given in Figure 6.24 are standard properties of every abstract Eu¬
clidean ring. Writing 5 for eucSize they are LSL formalisations of the lemmas

• if x is both non-zero and a unit, then 5(x) = 5(1) ;

• if x and y are non-zero and y is not a unit, then 5(x) < S(xy) ;

• if x and y are non-zero associates, then they have the same valuation;
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• no non-zero element has valuation less than 5(1).

These implications provide both a strong test of the correctness of the specification,
and useful identities for discharging verification conditions generated from interface
specifications. LP proof scripts are provided in Appendix A.2.19.

ExtendED (ED) : trait
includes
PIDCat (ED for PID, edtag for pidtag, EDUF for PIDUF)
introduces
extendedEuclidean : ED,ED —» R
extendedEuclidean : ED, ED, ED —>• EDUF
asserts V x,y,z:ED, c:L
extendedEuclidean(x,y) ==

principalldeal(insert(x,insert(y,empty)));
extendedEuclidean(x,y,z) ==

expressIdealMember([insert(x,insert(y,empty)), z])
implies Vx,y,z : ED, cl:L
extendedEuclidean (x, y) = [cl, z] A z -i = 0

exquo(y,z) —1 = failed A exquo(x, z) —1= failed
A z = (x*head(cl)) + (y*head(tailcl))) ;

Figure 6.25: LSL specification of extended Euclidean operators.

We now consider the specification of operators which act as restricted versions of
principalldeal and expressldealElement. These are both called extendedEuclidean, but have
different signatures. The trait shown as Figure 6.25 includes our principal ideal do¬
main formalisation, and asserts that the behaviour of both extendedEuclidean

operators is identical to the behaviour of the respective PIDCat operator when sup¬

plied with a list containing exactly two elements. As outlined in Section 6.6.5, our
goal is to replace the informal axiom documentation assertion

++ extendedEuclidean(x,y) returns a record rec where
++ {rec.coefl*x+rec.coef2*y = rec.generator} and
++ rec.generator is a gcd of x and y.
++ The gcd is unique only up to associates if
++ {canonicalUnitNormal} is not asserted.

with an LP proof that our formalisation guarantees that a gcd is returned. The first
stage of this proof is the implication of the trait ExtendED. This states (in terms of
exquo and our data representation of component wise linear combination of lists)
that if extendedEuclidean (x, y) returns the record [cl, z ], then z divides both
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x and y, and z is equal to the required linear combination of list elements. We rule
out the zero z case, as exquo fails and gcd (0,0) = 0 by definition. The LP proof
(Appendix A.2.20) proceeds by using the lists insert (1, insert ( 0 , empty) ) and
insert ( 0 , insert (1, empty) ) in the definition of principalldeal to show
that z is a common divisor, and by repeated instantiation in the data structure defi¬
nitions to show that z can be expressed in the required form.

implies V v,x,y,z : ED, cl:L
x -i= 0 A y -i= 0 A extendedEuclidean (x, y) = [cl, z] =>

areAssociates(gcd(x,y), z);
v ->= 0 A exquo (x,v) —1 = failed A exquo (y,v) —>= failed

A extendedEuclidean(x,y) = [cl, z] =>

exquo (z,v) -1= failed;

Figure 6.26: extendedEuclidean returns a greatest common divisor.

The implications given in Figure 6.26 are that any other common divisor divides
our common divisor, and that our (now greatest) common divisor is an associate of
gcd (x, y). The LP proof (given as Appendix A.2.21) is straightforward: we proved
in Section 6.6.2 that w\x A w\y => w\ax + by Vr,s. Since gcd(x,y) divides
both x and y, we can show that gcd (x, y) divides z by substituting gcd (x, y) for
w, hd (cl) for r, and hd (tail (cl) ) for s in this lemma. In the same section we

proved that elements are associates whenever they divide each other. We know that
z divides gcd (x, y) because we showed z to be a common divisor in the implication
of the extendED trait. Hence the two implications follow from a handful of carefully
chosen instantiations in previously obtained results.

There is another important operator defined within axiom in the construction of Eu-
clideanDomain, namely multiEuclidean. This operator takes a list of domain elements
and a single domain element, and either returns a list such that the element divided
by the product of the elements of the argument list equals the sum of the compo¬
nentwise division of the returned list by the argument list, or fails when no such
list exists. Superficially, we have a problem with the specification of the division
operations: we are only equipped with exquo, which can fail at any stage of the
componentwise division. However, if multiEuclidean(f,z) returns the list a, it follows
that if

Z v a CLj

n i fi j fj
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then

2 = Uf^af = •i j J j ijij

Hence no divisions are needed, and the specification problem reduces to finding LSL
operators over indexed lists which return aj(Th^j /?)• We have not produced this
specification since the exploration of (the combination of) LSL traits modelled by
data structures is beyond the scope of this thesis (although we have already supplied
products and summation over pairs of lists, and indexing operators exist in the Larch
handbook).

MultiED (ED) : trait
includes
EuclidDomainCat (ED), RingList (ED for R),
UnionFailed(L for T, edtag for tag, EDUF for UF),
Container (ED, L)
introduces
multiEuclidean : L,ED —> UF
asserts V x,y,z:ED, c,cl:L, i,j :N
count (0,cl) -i= 0 A z -i = 0 =>

multiEuclidean(cl, z) = failed;
cl —i= empty => multiEuclidean(cl, 0 ) —1= failed;
cl -i= empty A count (0,cl) = 0 A isUnit(z) =>

multiEuclidean (cl, z) -i= failed

Figure 6.27: Partial formalisation of the multiEuclidean operator.

Instead we supply (as the trait shown in Figure 6.27) a name and signature for the
operator, and enforce the obvious requirements that

• failure always occurs if the zero element is present in the argument list and the
argument element is non-zero;

• failure never occurs if the argument element is zero (since the list containing
only zeros can be returned);

• failure never occurs if the argument element is a unit and the non-empty argu¬
ment list contains no zeros (since the principal ideal generated by a unit is the
same as the principal ideal generated by the components of the returned list,
and this list is can be obtained using the expressldealMeiriber operator).
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6.7 Division Rings, Fields and Vector Spaces

The axiom category DivisionRing is the join of the category EntireRing and the domain
Algebra Fraction Integer, together with integer exponentiation and an inverse operator.
The axiom documentation notes that a domain of type DivisionRing may not satisfy
the axioms of Algebra Fraction Integer if the underlying domain of type EntireRing does
not have characteristic zero. In factmatters are slightly worse than this: the following
axiom session demonstrates that users can construct domains of type DivisionRing for
which the no zero divisors axiom fails to hold.

Q := Quaternion PrimeField 2

(1) Quaternion PrimeField 2

Type: Domain

Q has DivisionRing

(2) true

Type: Boolean

Q has noZeroDivisors

(3) true

Type: Boolean

q := quatern(1,1,1,1) :: Q

(4) 1 + i + j+ k

Type: Quaternion PrimeField 2

q*q

(5) 0

Type: Quaternion PrimeField 2

This example is similar to axiom behaviour, which we describe in Section 7.2, illus¬
trating potential incorrectness of the output type of the functor Complex. Our ap¬

proach to resolving this issue is to supply a standard specification of computational
division rings (Figure 6.28) in which all the field axioms except multiplicative com-

mutativity are asserted. This does not rule out the construction of domains such
as Quaternion PrimeField p, but correctly restricts the domain to be of type Ring. An¬
other possible approach would be to insist that an argument to the axiom functor
Quaternion is a commutative ring of characteristic zero. The draw-back here is that
each domain constructor that can potentially have type DivisionRing would have to
be checked individually. The inv operator has the usual definition and the value
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DivisionRingCat(DR) : trait
includes EntireRingCat (DR)
introduces

**- : DR, N —> DR
inv : DR —>• DR

asserts V x : DR, n : N
-i (x = 0) => x* (inv(x) ) = 1 A inv(x) *x = 1;
inv(x) -1= 0;
x* *-0 == 1;
x**-(succ(n)) == inv(x**(succ(n)))

implies V x,y : DR, n : N
inv(1) == 1;
x 0 A y -i= 0 =$■ inv(x*y) = inv (y) * inv (x) ;

x -i= 0 => inv (inv (x)) = x

Figure 6.28: LSL specification of DivisionRing.

of inv (0) is unspecified. Negative integer exponentiation is mimicked by expo¬
nentiation of the additive inverse of the argument by a natural, in the same way as
formalised in the specification of Group. The implications are checks that inv is in-
volutive and that the inverse of a product is the reversed product of the inverses. An
LP proof script is supplied as Appendix A.2.22.

An axiom domain of type Field also has type UniqueFactorisationDomain, DivisionRing
and EuclideanDomain. The only operator introduced is a division operator such that
x* (y/x) = xandinv(x) = 1/x hold for non-zero x. The LSL specification given
in Figure 6.29 provides the following axiomatisation:

(A) the division operator is specified in terms of the inv, divide and exquo op¬
erators inherited from the included traits;

(B) the attributes canonicalsClosed and canonicalUnitNormal can safely
be asserted since

• unitNormal (x) can always be implemented as [x, 1,1/x] for non¬
zero x, or as [1,0,1] when x = 0, and

• the identities 0*0 = 0 and 1*1 = 1 hold;

(C) useful methods from the axiom documentation are formalised. The mapping
of euclideanSize (x) to zero for non-zero x reflects the existing axiom im¬
plementation: we could also take euclideanSize (x) = 1 with no loss of
formality, or postpone the definition of the operator until the interface level.
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FieldCat (F) : trait
includes
EuclidDomainCat(F), UniqueFactDomCat(F),
DivisionRingCat (F)
introduces

/ : F,F -> F
asserts V x,y :F
-i (y = 0) => x/y = x*inv(y) ;

—i (y = 0) => divide(x,y) = [x/y,0]; \Aexquo(x,y) = failed •O' y = 0;
y -1= 0 => exquo(x,y) = mtag(x/y);
canonicalUnitNormal;
canonicalsClosed; \BmultiplicativeValuation;
additiveValuation; ,

unitNormal(x) == if x=0 then [l,x,l]
else [x,1,inv(x)]; C

x -i= 0 euclideanSize (x) = 0;

implies V x,y,z : F
—i (y — 0) A z = x/y =>■ z*y = x;
-i (isPrime (x) ) ;

x -i= 0 A y -i= 0 => areAssociates (x,y) ;
> I

unitCanonical(x) == if x = 0 then x else 1;
x -i= 0 Ay-i=0=4> gcd(x,y) = 1;
-i (isUnit (x) ) <=> x = 0 ;

Figure 6.29: LSL specification of Field.

The implications (I) provide checks that within the formalisation

• the returned value from a division forms the correct product;
• no element of sort f is prime (equivalently irreducible);
• all pairs of non-zero elements are associates;
• canonical representation has been correctly specified;
• all pairs of non-zero elements are co-prime;
• an element is either zero or a unit.

An LP proof script for these implications is supplied as Appendix A.2.23.

The LSL specification of the category VectorSpace is given as Appendix A.2.24. It con¬
sists of a sort obtained by requiring that the commutative ring over which a module
acts is also a field, axiom supplies a dimension operator which takes a domain of type
VectorSpace and returns a cardinal number from the set {Pn : n e N} U N, where,
for example P0 represents the cardinality of Z and Q. Our formalisation maps di -
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mension(vs) into the sort obtained by adjoining the constant infinite to the
naturals (by renaming the sort and constant defined in the trait UnionFailed). The
implementation in axiom of {Kn : n E N} varies depending on whether the gen¬
eralised continuum hypothesis holds or not; we avoid such foundational problems
by replacing by a single entity. No loss of formality occurs, since we can define
the dimension of a vector space, V, to be infinite iff there is no upper bound on the
number of independent vectors in any independent subset of V.

6.8 Ordered Categories

OrderedSetCat(E,S) : trait
includes

SetCat, TotalOrder(E), MinMax(E)

Figure 6.30: LSL specification of OrderedSet.

The category OrderedSet is specified (Figure 6.30) by including the trait SetCate-
gory with the Larch handbook traits TotalOrder and MinMax. Elements (of sort
E) of sets (of sort S) then have the strict total orderings < and >, the total orderings
>= and <=, and operators which return a maximum and minimum of two elements
with respect to <. The specification of OrderedMonoid is obtained by including the
traits OrderedSetCat and MonoidCat, together with assertions that multiplica¬
tion preserves the order on elements. The category OrderedAbelianSemiGroup is for¬
malised in a similar way, with addition preserving the ordering. The LSL traits in
Appendix A.2.25 are similarly constructed specifications of the axiom categories Or¬
dered*, where * is one of AbelianMonoid, CancellationAbelianMonoid, or AbelianGroup.

The category OrderedRing (specified in Figure 6.31) introduces test for positivity and
negativity, and an absolute value operator. It is asserted that orderings are preserved
after multiplication by a positive element. The conversion clause normalises imme¬
diately in LP.

The category OrderedlntegralDomain is simply an integral domain which inherits the
orderings and operators from OrderedRing.
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OrderedRingCat (OR) : trait
includes

OrderedAbelGroupCat(OR) ,

RingCat(OR), MonoidCat
introduces

isPositive, isNegative

(OR)

: OR -> Bool

abs : OR —> OR

asserts V x,y,z : OR
isPositive(x) A y < z => (x*y) N3cXV

isPositive(x) == 0 < x;

isNegative (x) -= x < 0;
abs(x) == max(x, -x)

implies converts abs

Figure 6.31: LSL specification of OrderedRing.

The final ordered category, OrderedAbelianMonoidSup, introduces a supremum oper¬
ator based on the partial minus operator defined in CancellationAbelianMonoid, and
specified as subtractlfCan in Figure 6.5. We provide, as Appendix A.2.26, the
same formalisation of OrderedAbelianMonoidSup and supremum as given in the axiom
documentation.

6.9 Finite Categories

The concept of finiteness in LSL was dealt with in Section 3.6. We used a hand
proof of a useful property of finite sets (namely that a an injective map from a fi¬
nite set to itself must also be surjective) to justify the inclusion of a quasi-higher
order property in an LSL trait. The axiom category Finite equips sets with a size
operator and maps (bijectively, with the lookup operator) set elements onto the set
{1, • • • , sizeQ} C N. Our formalisation, given as Figure 6.32, includes the traits from
Section 3.6 under a renaming of sorts and operators to match axiom syntax. We
define size in terms of the (least) upper bound specified in FiniteProof, and
give the axiom documentation axioms for compositions of lookup and index. The
proof obligations are that lookup is injective (the partitioned by clause), that
the range of lookup is a bounded initial segment of sort N, and that lookup is
surjective. All three of these properties follow immediately from the axioms and
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FiniteCat : trait
includes
SetCat(E,C), Finite(E for F) ,

FiniteProof(E for F, lookup for g),
Finitelmplies(E for F, lookup for g)

introduces
size : C —> N

index : N —>■ E

asserts C generated by { }, insert
V x,y:E, c:C, n:N
size(c) == Bound;
index(lookup(x)) == x;

n < size(c) =>- lookup(index(n)) = n

implies E partitioned by lookup
V x,y:E, c:C, n,m:N
lookup(x) < size(c);
n < size(c) => 3 y (lookup(y) = n)

Figure 6.32: LSL specification of Finite.

implications of Finitelmplies and FiniteProof, and, since sort N is modelled
uniquely up to isomorphism by N, it follows that the trait specifies finite sets.

FiniteFieldCat (FF) : trait
includes
FiniteCat(FF for E) ,

FieldCat(FF for F)
introduces
charthRoot : FF —> FF

asserts V x,y : FF, n:N, s:S
charthRoot (x) =y == y*Characteristic (s) =x;
charthRoot(0) == 0

impliesV x:FF, n:N, s:S
characteristic (s) -i= 0;
charthRoot(1) == 1

Figure 6.33: LSL specification of FiniteFieldCategory.

The FiniteCat trait is used to specify the axiom category FiniteFieldCategory, which
is a join of the categories Finite, Field, and CharacteristicNonZero. The only operator
introduced is a new version of charthRoot which is assumed never to fail. The trait

shown in Figure 6.33 does not include CharNonZeroCat, since this would entail
the inheritance of a charthRoot operator with range UnionFailed. Instead we
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introduce a new signature for charthRoot, and prove that no model for this speci¬
fication can have zero characteristic. The LP proofs are given in Appendix A.2.27

6.10 Differential Rings.

DiffRingCat (D) : trait
includes
RingCat(D)
introduces
diff : D -> D

diff : D,N -> D
asserts V x,y:D, n:N
diff(x+y) == diff(x) + diff(y);
diff(x*y) == (x*diff(y))+(y*diff(x));
diff(x,0) == x;

diff(x,succ(n) ) = = diff(diff(x, n) )

Figure 6.34: LSL specification of Differential Ring.

The axiom category DifferentialRing is an axiom Ring augmented with a differential
operator which satisfies the usual rules for the differentials of sums and products,
and for repeated differentials. The LSL specification is given in Figure 6.34. We now
wish to choose a suitable implication which, if proved to hold in every model of this
trait, would increase confidence that the constituent traits included in DiffRing¬
Cat have been combined to form a sound specification of the axiom category. The

DiffRingCheck : trait
includes
FieldCat (D), DiffRingCat (D)

implies V x,y,z : D
y 0 =>- diff(x/y) = ( (y*dif f (x) ) -

(x*diff(y)))/(y*y)

Figure 6.35: Quotient rule implication of DiffRingCat and FieldCat.

obvious candidate from the theory of abstract differential fields is the quotient rule:
x yDx — xDy
y y2

for non-zero y with differential operator D. Proving this is a stern test of both the
soundness of the combination of the 37 constituent LSL traits (since although the
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standard textbook proof takes a few lines, it uses a large subset of the field and dif¬
ferential ring axioms) and of the ability of LP to cope with a large set of inference
rules. The trait in Figure 6.35 adds the field axioms to the differential ring axioms and
provides the required proof obligation. The LP proof, given in Figure 6.36, closely

res by => ASSUME Y IS NON-ZERO
prove X = (x/yc ) *yc WRITE X IN TERMS OF Y AND 1 /Y
inst y by yc in Fie*.2
[] conjecture

prove diff(x) = ((x/yc)*diff(yc)) + (yc*diff(x / yc))
c-p Diff* with Diff* USE PRODUCT RULE
[] conjecture

dec var r,S,t:D USE LESS CLUTTERED TERMS
set immunity on

prove r:D = s:D => t:D*r = t:D*s
[ ] conj ecture OBTAIN IMMUNE CANCELLATIVE RULE

set immunity off
prove yc*(((x/yc)*diff(yc))+(yc*diff(x/yc))) = yc*diff(x)
inst r by ((x/yc)*diff(yc))+(yc*diff(x/yc)),

s by diff(x), t by yc in Diff*
[ ] conj ecture USE CANCELLATIVE RULE TO MULTIPLY BOTH SIDES

set immunity on

prove r:D + s:D = t:D => s = t - r

[] conjecture OBTAIN IMMUNE RULE FROM ABELIAN GROUP
set immunity off
prove (diff(x/yc)*yc*yc) = (yc*diff(x)) - (diff(yc)*x)
inst s by diff(x/yc)*yc*yc,t by yc*diff(x),r by diff(yc)*x in Diff*
[ ] conj ecture USE RULE TO ISOLATE QUOTIENT TERM ON lhs

prove r:D*s:D = t:D /\ ~(s=0:D) => r = t/s by =>
inst y by sc in Fiel*.2
res by contra OBTAIN REWRITE RULE NEEDED...
c-p Diff* with Fiel*

[] contradiction subgoal
[] => subgoal
[] conjecture ...TO DIVIDE BOTH SIDES BY YC*YC
inst s by yc*yc,r by diff(x/yc),t by yc*diff(x)+(-diff(yc)*x) in Diff*
prove ~ (yc * yc = 0) by contra CHECK THAT DIVISOR IS NON-ZERO...

comp

[] contradiction subgoal ...SINCE WE ASSUMED THAT YC WAS NON-ZERO
[] conjecture

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED QUOTIENT RULE FOR lsl DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS

Figure 6.36: LP proof of quotient rule,

follows the hand proof in which we write x/y as z, so that

Dx = Dyz = yDz + zDy
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which, after re-substituting for z yields
X X

yD— = —Dy — Dx
y y

and, after multiplying through by y

X

y2D— = xDy — yDx
y

which gives the result. The LP proof is rather more detailed than the hand proof:
each of the implicit substitutions and algebraic manipulations has to be explicitly
justified. Moreover, certain results have to be made immune from normalisation, y
has to assumed to be non-zero, and y2 has to be shown to be non-zero.

PartialDiffRingCat (PD, S) : trait
includes
RingCat(PD), SetCat(E,S), List(E,L), List(N,LN)
introduces
Diff : PD,E —> PD
Diff : PD,L —> PD
Diff : PD,E,N -A PD
Diff : PD,L,LN —> PD
asserts V x,y:PD, e:E, c:L, n:N, cn :LN
Diff(x+y,e) == Diff(x,e) + Diff(y,e);
Diff(x*y,e) == (x*Diff (y, e)) + (y*Diff(x,e)) ;

Diff(x,empty) == x;

Diff(x,{e}) == Diff(x,e);
Diff(x,c b e) == Diff(Diff(x,c), e);
Diff(x,e,0) == x;

Diff(x,e,succ(n)) == Diff(Diff(x,e,n),e);
Diff(x,empty,empty) == x;

Diff(x,empty,cn b n) == x;

Diff(x, c b e, cn b n) == Diff(Diff(x,c,cn) , e, n)

Figure 6.37: LSL specification of PartialDifferentialRing.

The LSL specification of the axiom category PartialDifferentialRing is given in Fig¬
ure 6.37. The category supplies differentiation with respect to elements from a do¬
main of type SetCategory. The specification formalises the comments given the axiom
documentation regarding the differentiation of ring elements by lists of set elements,
with lists of natural numbers used to define how many times differentiation is to oc¬
cur for each parameter from the set. We include the Larch handbook trait list with
two namings to provide lists of set elements and lists of natural numbers.
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As with our formalisation of Differentiating, we can construct a trait with FieldCat

providing ring division, and then prove the quotient rule for partial differentiation
with respect to a singleton, and for partial differentiation one time with respect to a

singleton. In LSL terms

implies V x,y : F, e : E, n : N
Diff(x/y, {e}) == (x*Diff(y, {e}) - y*Diff(x, {e}) )/y*y;
Diff(x/y,{e),succ(0)) ==

(x*Diff(y,{e},succ(0)) - y*Diff(x,{e},succ(0)))/y*y;

We do not prove these implications: the axioms for Di f f and D are identical modulo
syntactic variance. The semantics of the proved quotient rule implication and the
two variations given above are identical, and the LP proof would take the same form
(again modulo syntactic variance between the three formalisations).

6.11 Remaining Categories

We now consider those categories given in catdef.spad which have not been specified.
In each case we either provide an LSL trait for the category, provide an outline of
how the specification would proceed, or justify its omission.

As discussed in Section 6.2, we gave no specification of BasicType since any element
of an LSL sort can be thought of as an element of a domain of type BasicType. The
axiom category Ordered Finite exists but has no descendents. If needed, the LSL spec¬
ification would simply be a trait including FiniteCat and OrderedSetCat. The
category Polynomial Factorization Explicit also exists but is unimplemented in versions of
axiom up to and including 2.2. The categories FinitePrimeField and GeneralPolynomial
exist as constructs contained in catdef.spad, but do not form part of the axiom type
system.

The category StepThrough provides an initial element of a set, and an operator which
never returns duplicates and fails if all elements of the set have been returned. The
conditional attribute infinite is used to prohibit or require failure at some point. From
a specification point of view, we wish to restrict the model class of sets to minimal
models, whilst requiring that nextltem returns an element which can be failed.
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StepThroughCat (ST, UFST) : trait
includes

SetCat (ST, S),
UnionFailed (ST for T, sttag for tag, UFST for UF)

introduces
init : S —> ST

next : ST —> ST

nextltem : ST —> UFST

infinite : —> Bool
asserts

ST generated by init, next
Vx,y,z : ST, s : S
infinite => nextltem(x) -1 = failed;
—i infinite => 3 z (nextltem(z) = failed) ;

next(x) = next (y) =>■ x = y;

nextltem(x) == sttag(next(x));
implies V x,y : ST, s,sl : S

nextltem(x) = nextltem(y) x = y

Figure 6.38: LSL specification of StepThrough.

We do this by introducing a private next operator which is used to both generate the
sort ST and define the next Item operator. The resulting trait is given as Figure 6.38.

We give an outline of the specification of the axiom category LinearlyExplicitRingOver.
Taking the Gaussian integers as an example of a ring, we can construct a vector space
V c (Z[yClT])n for some n e N. It may be the case that we only require computation
over points in the vector space retracted to the integers, i.e V C Zn. axiom provides
the operator reducedSystem which allows the user to operate in a restricted solution
space by taking a matrix, A, over (say) the Gaussian integers, and returning a matrix,
B, over the integers such that the solution spaces are equal. In formal terms we can
write

V Xj GZ" I Mi < dim(V) MjX3 = 0 <=>■ Mi < dim(V) Bii3x3 = 0
V j j

There is another version of reducedSystem which can obtain the required solution
space for non-zero vectors, i.e

V xj eZ™ I Mi < dimiy) AijXj = v <(==> Mi < dim(V) BitJ-Xj = v
V j j

The above formal statements can be formalised in LSL: the Larch handbook pro¬
vides traits modelled by two-dimensional indexed arrays, and we have written traits
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which permit the modelling of array products and linear combinations. However,
as with the specification of multiEucldean in Section 6.6.6, the treatment of such data
structure oriented traits is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The final axiom category is DifferentialExtension, which provides differentiation in
an extension ring. In LSL, those extensions of DiffRingCat which extend the
derivative operators in a natural manner are themselves models of DiffRingCat.
Hence in this respect we have already specified DifferentialExtension. What
it means to extend derivative operators in a non-natural way is beyond the scope of
this thesis.



Chapter 7

Specifying axiom Functors

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 we specified axiom categories as sets of operator names, signatures and
methods which provide an abstract framework for the definition of axiom domains
of computation. A category will, in general, have many models; each implemented
model is an axiom domain. For example, the axiom domain Polynomial Inte¬
ger is an implementation of the axiom category Ring. We say that the domain has
type Ring; its basic operators were defined in the Ring category. These operators
are implemented at the domain level. In this chapter we address specification at
this lower level of abstraction. Our specifications take account of representation and
implementation issues, although there is still no notion of state, and no implemen¬
tation language has been fixed. It is at this stage of the development process that
Larch/Aldor interface specifications become useful: LSL primitives are in place for
abstract (i.e. category) types and procedures, and (as shown in this chapter) can be
provided for less abstract, domain level, constructs.

axiom domains are constructed by functors. These take domains as argument, and
return a domain as output. In the above examples Matrix and Polynomial are
the functors, each taking the domain Integer as argument. Functors provide high
levels of polymorphism, for example the functors Set and List can each take many
different arguments. Functors also

121
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...define the implementation of the various operators that are defined in
the resulting type. [31]

For example, the multiplication in the domainMatrix (R) is defined in terms of the
multiplication and addition operators provided by the functor Matrix, axiom as¬

signs a type to each domain returned by a functor. This assignment follows informal
inbuilt rules which are not always valid. Thus axiom can assign an incorrect type to
a functor, and hence obtain incorrect results. Prior to our work, the only method of
checking the correctness of these assignments was experimentation with axiom code
in conjunction with detailed examination of axiom documentation. This method is
unsatisfactory: even if each existing axiom domain is tested, there remains the prob¬
lem of testing domains not yet implemented.

The aim of this chapter is to give LSL specifications of axiom functors, and show
that the specifications admit useful types of proof. Suppose that the functor Foo
takes domains of category CI and returns a domain of category C2. We can first ob¬
tain as proof goals that a particular argument is a model of CI by the use of an LSL
assumes clause in our trait which defines the functor. This is equivalent to our treat¬
ment in Section 6.5 of axiom modules over a commutative ring. We can also provide
proofs that any implementation is a model of the categories which define the type of
a resulting domain. In other words that Foo CI is a model of the specification of C2.
These proofs can be thought of as providing enhanced type-checking, in the sense
that axiom documentation assertions regarding types can be formally verified. The
proof obligations are obtained by adding an

implies Cl(Sortname, Opnames for names)

clause to an LSL specification of a functor, where Sortname is the sort name for
the domain produced by the functor, and Opnames for names replaces high level
operator names with appropriate implementation level operator names.

There is another related, but equally useful, proof available to us. By specifying the
abstract requirements of objects of type Foo CI we can ask for proofs that imple¬
mentations of operators act as expected in the model. We might wish to check that
abstract algebraic properties hold at the domain level (for example that fractions
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represented as records satisfy the axioms for a field), or that the implementation
operators combine together in a satisfactory manner. As we shall see later in this
chapter, the axiom developers sometimes, but not always, produce a category level
description for the abstract properties of a functor.

By combining these proof methods we can demonstrate (i) the correctness or other¬
wise of the type of arguments to a functor and/or the type of the domain returned
by a functor, and (ii) the validity of implementations of functors in terms of abstract
mathematical requirements.

7.2 Complex

We start with a straightforward functor: adjoining a square root of -1 to an axiom
commutative ring CR by use of the functor Complex(CR). We will show that axiom
can behave incorrectly when the argument to Complex is an integral domain or a field.
Our aim is to identify the conditions required for correct behaviour, and supply these
conditions (as part of an LSL trait) for use in the interface specification of a specific
implemen tation.

RequirementsForComplex (CR) : trait
assumes CommRingCat (CR)
introduces

complex : CR,CR —> T
imag, real : T —> CR

asserts

T partitioned by real, imag
T generated by complex
V x,y : CR
complex (x,y) = complex (u,v) =)> x = u A y = v;

imag(complex(x,y)) == y;

real(complex(x,y)) == x;

implies
V z : T

z == complex(real(z),imag(z))

Figure 7.1: Requirements for an implementation of complex numbers.

The first stage is to specify, at a high level of abstraction, what it means to be a com¬

plex entity. The LSL specification RequirementsForComplex (Figure 7.1) defines
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the constructor and observer operations required by an implementation of complex
numbers. Elements of sort T have extractable real and imaginary parts, can be ob¬
tained only as a result of applying the complex operator, and are equal iff they have
equal real and imaginary parts. The trait assumes that the argument domain has
type CommutativeRing.

We now approach the specification of the category and functor which define axiom
complex entities. The axiom category ComplexCategory

• is essentially a more detailed version of RequirementsForComplex;
• contains domains which represent the Gaussian integers (Complex Integer) and
Gaussian rationals (Complex Fraction Integer);

• contains analogous domains, also obtained by the use of the functor Complex;
• defines the constants 0,1, and the square root of —1;
• defines multiplication, addition, and subtraction operators;
• defines other useful operators, such as norm and conjugate.

The axiom functor Complex

• takes an axiom domain of type CommutativeRing, for example Integer;
• returns an axiom domain of computation of type CommutativeRing;
• represents ordered pairs as records of two elements;
• implements the operators defined in ComplexCategory in terms of the record rep¬
resentation and the structure of the argument domain.

K := PrimeField 5

(1) PrimeField 5

Type: Domain
Complex K has Field

(2) true

Type: Boolean
a := 3 + %i :: Complex K

(3) 3 + % i

Type : Complex PrimeField 5
b := 3 - %i :: Complex K

(4) 3 + 4%i

Type : Complex PrimeField 5
a*b

(5) 0

Type : Complex PrimeField 5

Figure 7.2: Incorrect typing of a Complex domain.
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In axiom a domain of type ComplexCategory(K) (where K is either an integral domain
or a field), is assigned type IntegralDomain or Field respectively. However, the correct¬
ness of this type-assignment is dependent on

(i) x2 + y2 = 0 having no non-trivial solutions in K when K is an integral domain;
(ii) x2 + 1 = 0 having no solutions when K is a field.

These properties do not hold for every integral domain and field. The axiom session
supplied as Figure 7.2 demonstrates this: we take the field containing exactly five
elements, PrimeField 5, and show that Complex PrimeField 5 is incorrectly given type
Field, even though 3 + i and 3 — i are zero divisors. This behaviour is a consequence
of the fact that x2 + 1 = 0 has the solutions 2 and 3 in PrimeField 5, or, equivalently,
that the ploynomial x2 + 1 over PrimeField 5 is not irreducible. Our solution to this
incorrect type-assignment, is to (i) specify the axiom category, (ii) provide formal
axiomatisations of the conditions for type correctness, and (iii) import these into the
specification of the Complex functor.

ComplexCategory (CR) : trait
assumes CommRingCat (CR)
includes RequirementsForComplex (CR)
introduces
imaginary, 0, 1 : —> T
conjugate : T —> T
norm : T —> CR

+ , * : T,T —» T
- : T —» T

asserts V w,z : T

imaginary == complex(0,1);
0 == complex(0,0);
1 == complex(1,0);
conjugate(z) = = complex(real(z),-imag(z));
norm(z) == (real(z)*real(z)) + (imag(z)*imag(z)) ;

w + z = = complex(real(w)+real(z),imag(w)+imag(z));
w*z == complex((real(w)*real(z)) - (imag(w)*imag(z)),

(real(w)*imag(z)) + (imag(w)*real(z)));
-z == complex(-real(z),-imag(z))

implies
AC(*,T), AC( + ,T), Group(+ for o, 0 for unit,- for _1) ,

Distributive( + ,*,T) , Monoid(* for o,l for unit)
V z : T

imaginary*imaginary == -1;

Figure 7.3: Specification of ComplexCategory.
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The LSL trait for ComplexCategory given as Figure 7.3 extends the specification
of RequirementsForComplex by the provision of (i) constants of sort T, (ii) the
useful shorthand operators conjugate and norm, and (iii) multiplication, addition
and subtraction over T. The assertions supply the standard algebraic notions of mul¬
tiplication, addition and subtraction of complex ring elements represented in terms
of their real and imaginary parts. The operators norm, conjugate and imaginary
have standard mathematical definitions. The implications of the trait are:

(A) Suitable renaming of sorts and operators within Larch handbook traits, which
combine to require that T is shown to be a commutative ring with unity. Hence
Complex (CR) is shown to be a commutative ring whenever CR is.

(B) A check that imaginary has been defined correctly as a square root of the
additive inverse of the multiplicative unity element of the underlying ring.

By proving these implications we show directly that an axiom domain of type Com¬
plexCategory will have inherited the properties asserted informally in the axiom doc¬
umentation. These straightforward proof goals normalise immediately in LP.

TCs (CR,T) : trait
includes
CommRingCat (CR), ComplexCategory (CR)

introduces
TC_1, TC_2 : -» Bool
InverseExistence : —> Bool

asserts V a,b,c : CR

TC_1 =)> (a —i= 0 =y- a*a —1= - (b*b) ) ;

TC_2 =>• (a*a -1 = -1) ;

InverseExistence =$* (a -i= 0 =>- 3 c (a*c = 1) )

implies V v,z,w : T

TC_1 A noZeroDivisors A InverseExistence

=^(w-i=0=^3v (w*v = 1) ) ;

> A

TC_2 A noZeroDivisors A InverseExistence

=> (w*z= 0 =>- w=0 V z= 0) ;

> B

TC_1 A noZeroDivisors =>- (w*z= 0 =>• w=0 V z= 0) >C

Figure 7.4: Type-correctness conditions for Complex.

We now address the problem of maintaining type-correctness for every possible ar¬

gument to Complex. The trait given as Figure 7.4 provides the necessary conditions
for type-correctness of an axiom domain of type ComplexCategory. The implica¬
tions are:
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(A) if the argument type is a field in which x2 = — y2 x = 0 (type condition
1), then the resulting complex type will have multiplicative inverses

(B) if the argument type is a field in which x2 = — 1 (type condition 2) never holds,
then the complex type will have no zero divisors

(C) if the argument type is an integral domain in which x2 = — y2 x = 0, then
the complex type is an integral domain.

The axiom documentation mentions x2 / —1 as a type condition, but does not use
it, or state fully the conditions for type correctness. LP proofs of these results are

given in Appendix A.3.1. The proofs involve several case-splits, and are therefore
long and unwieldy. Their structure closely follows the following hand proofs of the
same results.

Proof of implication A: Suppose that the relevant conditions hold, and that w =

(o, b) is non-zero. Then a2 + b2 / 0 (by type condition 1), and so there exists a c such
that c(a2 + b2) = 1 (by inverse condition). By setting v = (ca, c(—b)) we obtain

vw = (ca,—cb)(a,b)
= (ca2 + cb2, —cba + cba)
= (c(a2 + &2), 0) = (1,0)

and hence v is the required multiplicative inverse. □

Proof of implications B and C: Suppose the relevant conditions hold, and that z *
w = 0 with z = (a, b) and w = (c, d). Then we have

ac — bd = 0

ad + be = 0

If a = 0 and b ^ 0, then bd — 0 and be = 0, giving d = c = 0 and hence w = (0, 0) = 0.
Similar arguments hold whenever b, c, or d are zero, and the implications are proved
for all these cases. If a, b, c, and d are all nonzero then, by equations (*),

ab(ac) = ab(bd)
= {-bc)b2

after substituting for ad. Cancellation of be yields a2 = —b2 for non-zero a and b,
immediately contradicting type condition 1 for implication B. When b has the mul¬
tiplicative inverse c, then a2 = —b2 yields (ac)2 = — bebe = — 1, contradicting type
condition 2 for implication C. Hence the result is proved for both implications. □
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The axiom and Aldor library developer, by using this specification, can check the
conditions for the particular domain of computation under consideration. For ex¬

ample, neither type condition holds in PrimeField 5, so Complex PrimeField 5 should
have type CommutativeRing (justified by the implications of the trait ComplexCate-
gory) and not type Field. Conversely, since type condition 1 holds in the type Integer,
Complex Integer is correctly assigned type IntegralDomain, with implication C above as
formal justification. Our approach is not to correct existing type errors, but rather
to highlight problem areas and provide the conditions for correct typing in Aldor
extensions.

Complex (CR) : trait
assumes CommRingCat(CR)
includes
ComplexCat(CR),
BiRecord(CC,CR,CR,.real for .first,.imag for .second)
introduces
coerce : CR —> CC

*
: N, CC —> CC

isZero, isOne : CC —> Bool
asserts V x,y : CR, z : CC, n : N
complex(x,y) == [x,y];
coerce(x) == [x,0];
n*z == [n*(z.real), n*(z.imag)];
isZero(z) == z = 0;
isOne(z) == z = 1
implies
RequirementsForComplex( .real for real, .imag for imag)
V x,y : CR, z, zl : CC
norm(z*zl) == real((z*zl)*conjugate(z*zl) ) ;

imag((z*zl)*conjugate(z*zl)) == 0;
conjugate(z)*conjugate(zl) == conjugate(z*zl)

converts complex

Figure 7.5: The axiom functor Complex.

The specification of the axiom domain Complex(R) (Figure 7.5 ) is simply a copy of
the axiom documentation with the representation of x + iy as the record [x,y]. By im¬
plying the RequirementsForComplex we generate the proof goal that this record
representation satisfies our high level requirements. The proof (although straight¬
forward in LP) is not trivial: we have included ComplexCat which itself includes
RequirementsForComplex, but not under the renaming of operators given in the
implies clause. Hence we are checking that the record representation is suitable,
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where suitability was defined in the trait RequirementsForComplex. We could,
in principle, use the same technique to check that the standard argument/modulus
representation of complex numbers satisfies our formalised requirements. The re¬

maining implications check that the combined operator definitions satisfy standard
results from the abstract theory of complex numbers. LP proofs are given in Ap¬
pendix A.3.1.

7.3 Factored

The axiom functor Factored provides an environment for computing with objects of
type IntegralDomain in factored form. The functor is used in the construction of the
axiom category UniqueFactorisationDomain, the LSL specification of which was given
as Figure 6.20 in Section 6.6.4.

If R is a domain of type IntegralDomain, then an object of type Factored(R) consists of
a record containing a unit element of R and a list of records each containing a flag,
a factor and an exponent (of type Integer). For example, if R is the integral domain
UnivariatePolynomial(x,Integer), then

[1, [["nil",2,1],["prime",x + 4,1],["prime",3x - 1,2]]]

is a factored form of p = 18a;3 + 60a;2 — 46a; + 8, since raising the factors to their
exponent powers, multiplying the results together and multiplying the product by
the unit yields p. The axiom operator expand produces an unfactored domain element
when given a factored object.

axiom provides various functions for isolating the units, factors, flags and exponents
of a factored object, axiom also provides a multiplication, an addition, multiplicative
and additive identities and additive inverses over Factored(R), and exports the prop¬

erty that Factored(R) is itself of type IntegralDomain. Two factored objects are defined
within axiom to be equal if they have the same units and the same set of factors and
exponents. We do not consider the flag components at this level of abstraction, since
they are used to optimise low level procedures, and are not essential constituent
parts of the factored object.
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In terms of specification, it would appear natural to take the following approach:

(1) model the data structures involved together with the operators for isolating
the constituent parts (ignoring flags since their inclusion warrants a lower than
desired level of abstraction);

(2) specify the integral domain operators and properties over Factored(R) in terms
of the data structure models;

(3) provide additional semantics based on axiom documentation;
(4) prove, using known properties of R, that

(i) existing axiom code meets the data models;
(ii) Factored (R) is an integral domain.

There are, unfortunately two problems with this approach. Firstly, existing axiom
code has stronger restrictions on factored objects than the axiom documentation.
For example the axiom documentation requires only that implementations are based
on the type Set(Record(factor:R, exponent:lnteger)) thus allowing repeated factors as
a valid implementation. For example, 8 Factored Integer can legitimately be imple¬
mented as [1, [[2,1], [2,2]]. However entering

lr := List Record

(fig: Union("nil"prime"),fctr: INT,xpnt: INT)

list := [["nil",2,1],["nil",2,2]]

eight := makeFR([1,list])

in an axiom session yields 23 Type: Factored Integer. This problem is soluble:
altering the data models to prohibit repeated factors should not overly restrict future
code development. The second problem is more serious: Factored(R) need not be an

integral domain in the abstract mathematical sense. We will provide an example in
which we can produce factored elements which are not equal but whose difference is
zero. Hence these domains do not have unique additive inverses, and are not rings.

It appears from experimentationwith the axiom system that Factored(R) is an integral
domain only if factoring an expanded element returns that element. We now have a
choice of approaches: specify in such a way as to ensure that Factored(R) is an integral
domain whenever R is (i.e. follow the axiom documentation semantics), or base the

specification of Factored(R) on the axiom documentation methods 1 and highlight the
Hhe axiom documentation and methods for Factored are contained in fr. spad.
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semantic problems which arise. We take the second approach on the grounds that
the paradigm of 'specification as documentation' is more closely adhered to by first
specifying the existing code and then using proofs to highlight the extra conditions
needed on R for Factored(R) to have the documented properties. Another reason for
taking this approach is that the first approach forces two factored objects to be equal
iff they expand to the same ring element, which in turn forces observer operators to
yield unequal results for equal inputs. For example when R is Z[\CW] and z = \f—l,
the factored objects x = [1,[[2,3]] and y = [l,[[l,l+z],[l,l-z]]] would be equal, but the
observers factorList, factors, nthExponent, nthFactor, and numberOfFactors return differ¬
ent results when applied to x and y. This is not specifiable in LSL; axiom equality
would have to be redefined, and this would lead to changes in many specifications
not related to factored rings.

7.3.1 Specification

The first stage of specification involves obtaining suitable data structures for fac¬
tored objects. We then provide a formalisation of the observers of factored objects
with respect to the data structures. The final stage is to assert axiom methods and
correctness conditions which formalise existing axiom construction and behaviour.
We then use this formalisation (as a form of checkable documentation) to identify
areas in which axiom type semantics is incorrect.

The LSL trait shown in Figure 7.6 is intended to filter out records of irreducible fac¬
tors and maximal exponents of integral domain elements. The trait assumes the
category IntegralDomain (specified in Section 6.6) to ensure that it will be used in the
correct context. The trait is constructed in the following way:

(A) The included traits supply factor/exponent records (Appendix A.1.4), an insert
generated set, and a test for passing records into the set (both from the Larch
handbook);

(B) The first assertion specifies that, given a domain element y and a record fr, the
record will be passed into the set sfe iff the factor element is irreducible, the
factor element raised to the exponent power divides y, the exponent is maxi¬
mal, and the factor is non-trivial;

(C) The second assertion ensures that once a factor has been passed none of its
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SetFactorExponent (ID) : trait
assumes IntDomainCat(ID)
includes
ElementTest(pass,FR,SFE,ID) ,

SetBasics(FR,SFE, empty for {}),
BiRecord (FR for R, ID for S, N for T,

.fctr for .first, .xpnt for .second)

asserts V v,w,x,y,z : ID, n : N, fr,frl : FR

pass(fr,y) == fr.fctr —>= 0 A -i isUnit ( fr . fctr)
A (fr.fctr = v*w isUnit (v) V isUnit (w) )
A 3 z ((fr.fctr**fr.xpnt)*z = y

A exquo(z , fr.fctr) =failed
A —i (areAssociates(z,y))) ; ,

pass(fr,y) A areAssociates(fr.fctr,frl.fctr)
A fr.fctr -i= frl.fctr —> (pass (frl, y) ) J

> B

>C

implies V v,w,x,y,z : ID, n : N, fr,frl : FR

pass(fr,fr.fctr) fr.xpnt = 1;
I

fr.xpnt = 0 => -i (pass ( fr, y) ) ;

Figure 7.6: Filter for factors and exponents.

non-trivial associates can also be passed;
(I) The implications show that if y is irreducible then the passed record will have

exponent 1, and that trivial exponents are not admitted.

The LP proofs of the implications are given in Appendix A.4.1. Proving the first im¬
plication in LP is hard. The following hand proof uses implicit induction, quantifier
elimination and multiplicative cancellation. The LP proof makes these proof tactics
explicit, and uses the result ~isUnit (y: ID) => (isUnit(y**n:N) <=> n=0)
which is obtained by induction over the structure of sort N.

Proof of 1st implication of SetFactorExponent trait: First note that by the 2nd
implication pass(fr, fr.fctr) =>- fr.xpnt = succfn) for some n € N. We also have,
for arbitrary y,

-nsUnit{y) =>• (isUnit(yn) n — 0) (*)

since, if ~i3w0 (w0y = lID) then if 3w\ (wiyn = 1/d), it follows that wiyn~ly =
Ijd which is a contradiction unless n — 1 is undefined and n = 0. From the first

assertion we have that pass(fr, fr.fctr) implies zfr.fctrsucc^ = fr.fctr for some z
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of sort ID. Hence

zfr.fctrfr.fctr71 = fr.fctr (property of succ)

exquo(fr.fctr,fr.fctr)= idtag(zfr.fctr71) (from ID trait)
zfr.fctr71 = 1 id (property of exquo)

Now equation (*) with y = fr.fctr (which is a non-unit by definition of pass) gives
71 = 0, and hence fr.xpnt = succ(0). □

FactoredObservers (FAC, ID) : trait
includes IntDomainCat (ID), SetFactorExponent (ID),

EnumerateSet (SFE for C, FR for E),
FactorRecord(FAC for FR, ID for R, SFE for N,

.unit for .fctr, .fctrs for .xpnt)
introduces
unit, expand : FAC —> ID
nthFactor : FAC, N —> ID

nthExponent : FAC, N —> N
exponent, numberOfFactors : FAC —> N
factors : FAC —¥ SFE

multout : FR —> ID

setexp : SFE —> ID
asserts V f :FAC, s :SFE, x,y :ID, n :N, fr :FR
unit(f) == f.unit;
factors (f) == f.fctrs;
numberOfFactors ( f) == length(factors(f));
exponent(f) == if numberOfFactors(f)=0 then 0

else ((factors(f))Msucc(0)).xpnt;
nthFactor(f,n) == ((factors(f))Msucc(n)).fctr;
nthExponent(f,n) == ((factors(f))Msucc(n)).xpnt;
multout(fr) == fr.fctr**fr.xpnt;
setexp(s) == if s=empty then 1

else multout(head(s))*setexp(tail(s));
expand(f) == unit(f)*setexp(factors(f))
implies V f : FAC, x : ID, s : SFE
factors(f) = empty => exponent(f) = 0;
expand ([ 1, empty ] ) == 1;
expand ( [ 1, insej: L ( [0,1] , empty ) ] ) == 0 ;

setexp(insert([0,1],empty)) == 0
converts expand

Figure 7.7: Observers of factored objects.

We now consider the observer operators over Factored(R) as given in Figure 7.7.
The trait EnumerateSet (supplied as Appendix A.4.2) provides a mapping from
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variables of sort SFE to N, and the renaming of sorts and operators in the tool¬
box trait BiRecord (Appendix A.1.4) ensure that a factored object is a record con¬

taining a ring element and an indexed set of factor/exponent records. Apart from
multout and setexp (which are local simplification operators), the introduced op¬
erators are specified in the manner contained in the axiom documentation. The
expand operator returns u Y\T=i xTl where u is the unit part of f, the xare fac¬
tor/exponent pairs, and m is the length of the set of factors/exponents. It is not
possible in LSL to obtain the set of units of an arbitrary integral domain: any func¬
tion which maps domain elements to units will be total (resulting in the inconsis¬
tency isUnit (0)), and no predicate can act over sorts since this would be higher
order. Therefore, contrary to the expected semantics induced by the name of the
operator, unit (f) need not be a unit, and any trait which includes FactoredOb-
servers may either ignore this (under-specification) or contain assertions which
split into cases isUnit (unit (f) ) and not isUnit (unit ( f) ). The implications
of this trait are easily proved results which, as well as providing checks for basic
expected properties, are useful as lemmas in other traits. An LP proof script is given
in Appendix A.4.4.

FAC ID

Figure 7.8: Restricting the range of factor

The next stage is to specify a factor operator from ID to a suitable range in FAC.

Figure 7.8 summarises the basic idea: the range of factor consists of those f which
have unit unit-part, have an empty factor set whenever f expands to a unit, and only
expand to zero when f is a suitably defined zero in FAC. Since the range of factor
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is intended to be an integral domain under certain conditions, it will also contain a

suitably defined multiplicative identity element.

Factored (ID) : trait
includes FactoredObservers
introduces

0, 1 : -* FAC
+ . * : FAC.FAC -> FAC

- : FAC —> FAC

factor : ID -» FAC

isNice : FAC —> Bool

ufdCondition : —»• Bool
asserts
FAC partitioned by unit, factors
V f,fl : FAC, s : SFE, x,y : ID

0 == [1,insert([0,1],empty)];
1 == [1, empty];
f + fl == factor(expand(f) + expand(fl));

> A
f - fl == f + (-fl);
-f == if f = 0 then f else [-unit(f), factors(f)];
f*fl == factor(expand(f)*expand(fl));
expand(factor(x)) == x;

isUnit(unit(factor(x))); B
factor(0) == 0;
factor(1) ==1; ,

isNice(f) == isUnit (unit (f) ) A expand(f)=0 f=0 >
A isUnit (expand ( f) ) -O factors ( f) =empty;

r
ufdCondition A isNice(f) => factor(expand(f)) = f /

Figure 7.9: Factored objects as a commutative ring.

The trait Factored (Figure 7.9) introduces the operators over sort FAC for the sort
to be a commutative ring, the factor operator described above, a condition on ele¬
ments of sort FAC, and a Boolean operator. The partitioned by clause formalises
the axiom method for equality2 over factored objects:

u = v ==

(unit u = unit v) and # u.fct = # v.tct and
set(factors u)$SRFE =$SRFE set(factors v)$SRFE .

2The equality definition rules out false equalities of the form xnxn = xn, (n / 0) by requiring
equal list lengths. It also rules out apparently sound equalities such as x3x2 = xAx1 by requiring
set equality. In fact these latter objects cannot be created in axiom since the makeFR constructor

automatically identifies equal factors, and combines exponents as necessary. Our formalisation uses
the pass operator to ensure that repeated factors never appear in a factored representation.
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Hence elements of sort FAC are equal iff they have equal factorisation and equal
choice of unit representation. There are three subdivisions of the set of assertions:

(A) definitions of ring operations over elements of sort FAC described in a similar
manner to the axiom documentation;

(.B) LSL versions of methods for factor supplied in the axiom documentation;
(C) formalisation of the elements of sort FAC which are in the restricted range of

factor.

The operator isNice (f) provides a condition that f is in the range of factor.
The conditional attribute ufdCondition asserts that each element x of sort ID is

mapped onto the element in the range of factor which expands to x: this attribute
holds in abstract mathematics only if ID has the unique factorisation property. There
is an intentional difference in the semantics of the two conditions. isNice (f) is a

property of an element of sort FAC, and the condition exists mainly to allow a check
on certain observable properties induced by the semantics of LSL. ufdCondition,
however, is a possible property of a model of the argument sort. It states that, for
isNice (f), the composition of the operators factor and expand is the identity
map. These conditions can be used in a similar manner to the type-correctness con¬
ditions introduced in our formalisation of complex rings (Section 7.2): an interface
specification3 of a procedure involving factored objects would be expected to include
statements of the form

++} uses Factored(lD) ;

++} requires V/ : % • isNice(factored(f)) ;

++} ensures if ufdCondition then P else Q;

where P and Q are properties related to unique factorisation or otherwise within the
integral domain, ID, under consideration.

Before the conditions can be used, we verify their correctness by proving, as impli¬
cations of Factored, (a) the requirements for Factored(ID) to be an integral domain,
and (b) that ufdCondition captures the concept of unique factorisation. We then

3A detailed exposition of the syntax and semantics of interface specifications can be found in [38]
and [56].
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check that our formalisation matches axiom behaviour, and can be used to highlight
errors in that behaviour.

implies
AC(+,FAC),AC(*,FAC),Distributive(+,*,FAC for T)
V f,fl : FAC, x,y : ID
ufdCondition A isNice(f) A isNice(fl) A f*fl=0

4 l-h II o < l-h I—1 II O

ufdCondition A isNice(f) => f + 0 = f ;
ufdCondition A isNice(f) f*l = f;
l~h + I i~h II II o

oIIIIo*

Figure 7.10: Conditions for factored objects to form an integral domain.

The implications of Factored shown as Figure 7.10 are simply the axioms of an
integral domain, some of which are conditional on ID being a UFD. We see for ex¬

ample that the zero and unity elements act in a neutral way only when factor
composed with expand is the identity map. The LP proofs given in Appendix A.4.5
are straightforward: most require either a case split on f = 0 or the acceptance of
ufdCondition as a hypothesis. Proving the no zero divisors property proceeds
by contradiction, and uses the preliminary lemma expand ( f 1) * expand (f 2 ) =

expand ( f l*f 2 ) when ufdCondition holds.

implies
V f,f1 : FAC

(ufdCondition A isNice(f) A isNice(fl)
A expand(f) = expand (fl)) =>• f = fl

Figure 7.11: Conditions for expansion to be injective.

The implication shown in Figure 7.11 shows that factorisations into "nice" elements
are unique when ufdCondition holds. The LP proof of the implication proceeds by
implication, contradiction, and the production of critical pairs between Factored
rewrite rules and all other rewrite rules.

We now provide an example which demonstrates the usefulness of the conditions
within the specification of axiom factored objects. In axiom the integral domain
Complex Integer can be factored, but is not of type UniqueFactorisationDomain. The fol¬
lowing axiom session demonstrates that factored Gaussian integers do not form a
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ring (as highlighted by the implications of Figure 7.10) and contain elements which
are unequal but expand to the same value (thus providing justification for our for-
malisation of the ufdCondition assertion and implication).

fgi := Factored Complex Integer
(1) Factored Complex Integer

Type: Domain
x := (l +%i)* (l-%i) : : fgi

2

(2) - %i (1 + %i)
Type: Factored Complex Integer

y := -2* (%i* * 2) : : fgi
(3) 2

Type: Factored Complex Integer
(x = y) :: Boolean

(4) false
Type: Boolean

x - y

(5) 0
Type: Factored Complex Integer

expand(x)
(6) 2

Type: Complex Integer
expand(y)

(7) 2
Type: Complex Integer

fgi has UniqueFactorisationDomain
(8) false

Type: Boolean
fgi has IntegralDomain

(9) true

Type: Boolean

We see from this example that existing structure of axiom fails to ensure that additive
inverses are unique. This is due to the methods supplied in the axiom documenta¬
tion: equality is defined in terms of the factored data structure, whilst addition (and
multiplication) are defined in terms of expanded elements. If expansion is not injec-
tive (i.e. when factorisation is not unique) then the axiom type system is incorrect.
Our method of specification ensures that developers and extenders of axiom using
the Larch approach can not only be aware of the restrictions under which the type
correctness of axiom is preserved, but have the restrictions formalised for use in in¬
terface specifications.
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7.3.2 The axiom category UniqueFactorisationDomain
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UniqueFactDomCat (UFD) : trait
includes GcdDomainCat (UFD), Factored (UFD)
introduces
isPrime : UFD —> Bool

squareFree : UFD —» FAC
squareFreePart : UFD —> UFD
asserts V x,y,z : UFD, f : FAC, n : N, fr: FR
ufdCondition;
isPrime(x) == x —>= 0 A -iisUnit(x)

A (x = y*z => isUnit(y) V isUnit(z));
squareFree (x) = f A fr G factors (f) => fr.xpnt = 1
A 3 n (n-i=0 A [fr.fctr,n] G factors (factor (x) ) ) ;

squareFreePart(x) == expand(squareFree(x));
implies V x : UFD

-i isPrime ( 0 )
converts isPrime

Figure 7.12: The axiom category UniqueFactorisationDomain

The specification of UniqueFactorisationDomain given in Figure 7.12 is straightforward:
elements of sort ufd factor into unique elements in the required range within fac,
and this range within fac forms an integral domain under the operations given in
the axiom documentation. Primeness is specified as irreducibility since the two con¬

cepts are coincident in a UFD and irreducibility is easier to formalise. It is not possi¬
ble to give an explicit specification for the squarefree factorisation of a UFD element
in first order logic, so we simply provide the condition that any factor/exponent pair
appearing in such a factorisation will have its exponent part equal to one and its fac¬
tor part will appear in the factors of the element. Using this condition we specify the
squarefree part of an element as the result of expanding the squarefree factorisation.
The implication is proved by instantiating x by zero in the second assertion. The
unique interpretation of the isPrime predicate is proved automatically by LP. We
leave the low level proof that the formalisation provides a sound basis for imple¬
mentations to the interface level.
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7.4 Fractions

The axiom functor Fraction is used to form the quotient field of an axiom domain of
type IntegralDomain. Our treatment of the specification of this functor will highlight
weaknesses in both the axiom type system, and the applicability of LSL.

The first stage of the construction within axiom of Fraction is an analysis of the defi¬
nition of the functor Localise:

Localize(MrModule R, R:CommutativeRing,
S:SubsetCategory(Monoid, R)): Module R with

_/ :(%,S) -> % ++ x / d divides the element x by d.
_/ :(M,S) -> % ++ m / d divides the element m by d.
numer: % -> M

denom: % -> S

= = add

Rep:= Record(num:M,den:S)
x, y: %
0 == [0,1]
zero? x == zero? (x.num)
-x== [-x.num,x.den]
x=y == y.den*x.num = x.den*y.num
numer x == x.num

denom x == x.den

We see that denominators are taken from a multiplicative subset of the argument
commutative ring, so that division by zero doesn't occur. Unfortunately, SubsetCat¬
egory is an undocumented feature of axiom which seems only to suggest that zero
will not be a divisor. In fact the complete documentation for Localise states that di¬
vision by zero returns an error, and Fraction is composed of Localise(S,S,S) where S
is an integral domain, and hence division by zero can occur. This raises questions
concerning the semantics of the equivalence of records containing numerator and
denominator pairs given in the above axiom documentation: if x = [0,1] and y
= [ 0 , 0 ], then x=y == y.den*x.num = x. den*y. num reduces to true. To see

that potential problems in deciding equivalence can be made concrete in axiom code,
the following worksheet demonstrates that axiom can fail when supplied arguments
chosen to test the correctness of additive inverse computation in a suitable domain:

T := TaylorSeries Integer
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(1) TaylorSeries Integer
Type: Domain

T has IntegralDomain
(2) true

Type: Boolean
F := Fraction T

(3) Fraction TaylorSeries Integer
Type: Domain

F has Ring
(4) true

Type: Boolean
a : F := 1/2

1

(5) -

2

Type: Fraction TaylorSeries Integer
zero? (a + -a)

(6) true

Type: Boolean
b := a + -a

+++ Error stack overflow:

The stack overflow is induced by an infinite recursion caused by one part of the
code requiring that b. den = 1, another part requiring that b. den = 4, and no

equality check in place to resolve ([0,1] = [0,4]): Boolean. It should be noted
that this behaviour only seems to occur within axiom integral domains which do not
have type GcdDomain, and since most domains of type IntegralDomain are also of type
GcdDomain, a user is unlikely to encounter the above behavioural problem. When the
argument domain is of type GcdDomain, the operators cancelGcd and normalize act in
the expected4 way. Hence the quotient field operations have gcds cancelled at each
stage, and elements from the classes containing 0 and 1 are normalised to 0 and 1
respectively. Any element that can be normalised into [x, 0 ] produces an error.

The axiom functor LocalAlgebra augments Localize with ring operations over numer¬

ator/denominator records, and provides the multiplicative unity [1,1]. Quotient-
FieldCategory provides division of quotients by quotients, and various optimisations
based on potential properties of the argument integral domain. Any domain of type
QuotientFieldCategory is, naturally, also of type Field. Fraction is the join of these, to¬
gether with an assertion that equal elements are those which are identically repre-

4normalize ensures that the denominator is the canonical part of the unitlMormal representation.
This has has little effect unless canonicalUnitNormal is asserted.
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sented whenever the argument is of type GcdDomain and has canonical and canonicalU-
nitNormal asserted.

LocalAlgebra(LA,ID) : trait

assumes IntDomainCat(ID)
includes
AlgebraCat(LA,ID)

introduces
[ , ] : ID, ID —> LA

+ , * : LA LA -> LA
-

, _1 : LA —* LA

0, 1 : LA
asserts

LA generated by [_ ]
V r,s,u,v : ID

I—1 II II I—*

0 == [0,1];
r—1\—1IIIIO

S-I=0AV-I = 0 =$■ ( [r, s] = [u,v] <=>■ r*v = u*s);
s -i= 0 A v -i = 0 =>- ( [r, s] + [u,v] = [(r*v)+(u*s), s*v]);
S-I=30AV-> = 0 => ([r,s] * [u, v] = [r*u, s*v] ) ;

s -i= 0 (- ( [r ,s]) = [-r,s] ) /

r -.= 0 => ( ( [r,
implies
Field (LA for T)

s] )_1 = [s,r] )

Figure 7.13: LSL specification of LocalAlgebra.

In terms of LSL specification, we can solve the problems of equivalence and zero

divisors, but at the expense of the loss of the provision of observer operators. Our
ability to reason about representational equality is also compromised by the LSL
requirement that every operator returns equals for equal arguments. The first stage
of specification is to combine the record representation of pairs of elements from an

integral domain with the appropriate ring and (under specified) division operators.
The trait shown as Figure 7.13 provides this combination. The trait ensures that

• all elements of sort LA are records over sort ID (with a proof obligation that
sort ID is a model of our specification of IntDomainCat);

• all elements with zero denominator part are mapped to the unity element;
• the standard equality, addition, multiplication, subtraction and division ax¬
ioms hold for all non-identity elements;

• every model of the trait is also a model of the Larch handbook trait Field,
consisting of the standard basic field axioms.

These requirements ensure that type correctness (a quotient field is always a field)
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is maintained in all models; the LP proof is given as Appendix A.5.1. What the trait
lacks, however, is the usual numer and denom observer operators. This due to the
fact that, taking Z to be a model of an integral domain, [2,-4] = [-1,2] reduces
to true, but numer ([2,-4]) = 2 and numer ([-1,2]) = -lin any plausible
formalisation, with 2 ^ —1 in Z. This contradicts the LSL requirement that

x = y =>- numer (x) =numer(y)

and so the observers are simply not expressible in this formalisation.

We obtain the specification of Fraction simply by renaming the LA sort as FRAC and
the division operator. The trait is given as Appendix A.5.2. No specification of Quo-
tientFieldCategory is required: we have already demonstrated that the field axioms
hold in every model. We should also like to check that every model of Fraction
is also a model of the FieldCat trait constructed in Section 6.7. We demonstrate

a slightly simpler proof, namely that Fraction implies DivisionRingCat, since
this involves defining only one operator and since the main properties we wish to
check in FieldCat come from the inclusion of DivisionRingCat.

FractionlsDivisionRingCat : trait
assumes IntDomainCat(ID)
includes Fraction(FRAC)
introduces

**- : FRAC , N -A- FRAC
asserts V x,y : FRAC, n:N
x* *-0 == 1;
x**-(succ(n)) == inv(x**(succ (n) ) )

implies
DivisionRingCat (FRAC)

Figure 7.14: Property check for Fraction.

The trait given as Figure 7.14 provides the definition of exponentiation of fractions
by non-positive integers. The trait also invites a proof that any implementation of a
domain Fraction(ID) is a model of one of the axiom categories which determines the
type of the domain. The LP proof is given as Appendix A.5.3.

We could hope to define least term observers in the case that GCDs and canonical
representations are present. This would involve formalisations such as
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x = [exquo(r,gcd(r,s)), exquo(s,gcd(r, s)) ]

or, more succinctly

x = [r/gcd(r,s), s/gcd(r,s)]

allowing us to define

least_term_numerator(x) == r/gcd(r,s)

least_term_denominator(x) == s/gcd(r,s)

since we know the division is always well defined. We have taken care of zero
denominators and zero arguments to gcd, and we proved in Section 6.6.3 that if
canonicalUnitNormal is asserted, then the order of r and s within the gcd op¬
erator is unimportant. Flowever, the existence of GCDs alone is not sufficient: again
taking the integers as a concrete model, if x = [-2/gcd (-2 , 4) , 4/gcd (-2, 4)]
then x = [-1,2] and x = [1,-2] are both true. Hence operational equality is
not identical to representational equality unless canonical representations are used.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This Chapter contains a discussion of the objectives and aims of the thesis as listed
in Section 1.1, followed by an outline of possible areas of future research.

8.1 Objectives

We have, in Chapter 6, constructed a specification of the algebraic categories in the
axiom hhierarchy, and supplied illustrative examples, in Chapter 7, of the use of
LSL specifications to formalise properties of axiom functors. These specifications
provide language independent primitives which can be used in the development of
both a Larch/Aldor BISL [38] and, in principle, a BISL targeted at a new CAS. The
specifications can also be viewed as formal, checkable documentation of otherwise
informally commented axiom system requirements. The properties associated with
the specifications proved in LP are, for the most part, straightforward results which
are expected to hold in the mathematical theories of computational algebra, abstract
algebra, and the Larch Shared Language. The objective of proving these results is
to increase confidence that the specifications are correct, and hence that a correct

implementation can be expected to conform not only to the specification, but also
to abstract mathematical requirements. Some properties proved as implications of
traits provide more than this basic increased level of confidence. Examples include
the implications

145
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• ofModuleCat and AlgebraCat given in Section 6.5, which are identical to the
informal axioms given in axiom documentation, the proofs of which demon¬
strate that LSL components can be combined into a precisely defined specifica¬
tion;

• that there is a unique interpretation for the exquo operator (Section 6.6.1), the
proof of which permits the unambiguous specification of all categories (and
hence domains) in which division can take place;

• given in Section 6.6.3 which combine to formally verify that the axiom method
for computing least common multiples returns an element which satisfies the
abstract definition of an 1cm;

• which demonstrate that the specification of the extendedEuclidean operator us¬

ing Larch handbook data structure traits (Section 6.6.6) satisfies the axiom doc¬
umentation comments concerning abstract algebraic behaviour of the output;

• of the traits given in Section 7.2, the proof of which shows that errors in axiom
documentation comments can be identified and corrected;

• of the trait Factored given in Section 7.3 which provide verified conditions
under which type-correctness can be maintained.

There are also proofs which highlight differences in the underlying mathematics of
computation, algebra and algebraic specification. In Section 3.6 we demonstrate that
the selective use of hand proofs can be used to prove the higher order result that a
finite integral domain is necessarily a field. In Section 7.4 we prove directly that any
implementation of our specification of Fraction must also satisfy the requirements of
our specification of DivisionRing. Obtaining this proof demonstrates that (i) our spec¬
ifications retain consistency at the expense of losing useful observational operators,
and (ii) the axiom implementation of fraction relies on undocumented primitives
which provide these observers at the expense of mathematical rigour.

The final objective is to provide proofs which stand alone as examples of formalised
mathematics. We are not aware of any first order automated proofs of abstract results
such as

• characteristic roots, if they exist, are unique ( Section 6.5);
• if, within an integral domain, u divides both x and y, then u divides all linear
combinations of x and y ( Section 6.6.2);
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• the duality of the gcd and 1cm of two elements of a GCD domain( Section 6.6.3);
• if, within a Euclidean domain, x and y are non zero and y is not a unit, then the
valuation of x is strictly less than that of xy ( Section 6.6.6);

• that the quotient rule follows from the standard sum and product rules for
algebraic differentiation(Section 6.10);

• that the result of extended Euclidean division returns a gcd which also gener¬
ates the principal ideal generated by the arguments (Section 6.23).

Taken together, these results are comparable in mathematical sophistication to Sy-
low's Theorems, which have been proved by Kammiiller and Paulson using the Is-
abelle automated theorem prover [65]. Moreover, the levels of automation used in
obtaining these results can be analysed to assess the potential for completely auto¬
mated proofs of similar results.

8.2 Aims

We now discuss the aims of the thesis: an assessment of the use formal methods in

general (and Larch in particular) to aid the design and development of CAS, and an

analysis of the issues arising.

8.2.1 Assessment

It seems clear that the strong typing of axiom and Aldor provides a useful basis for
the construction of algebraic specifications, both at the abstract and implementation
levels. It also seems clear that the Larch languages and tools provide a satisfactory
framework for specifying CAS components, although great care has to be taken with
the treatment of partial operators and operators which can return an unspecified
member of an equivalence class. Such problems are not expected to arise if a higher
order language and prover is used. Recent advances in the development of PVS
in particular make it attractive as a framework for the development of large-scale,
complex software such as CAS. PVS has the disadvantage of being single-tiered; it
could transpire that the flexibility of higher order specifications is outweighed by
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problems in dealing with both abstract and state related issues at the same level of
abstraction. In any event, PVS did not have sufficient tool support at the start of this
project to be an attractive candidate as a formal methods environment. It could also
be argued that the specification and verification at the implementation level could
be performed using well known languages and tools such as VDM [64]. However,
the two-tiered nature of Larch provides a useful framework for connecting abstract
concepts to implementation issues.

8.2.2 Discussion

It seems evident from the discussions contained in Chapters 6 and 7 that there are
two concepts of abstract mathematics which pose problems for both the CAS de¬
signer and the formal methods practitioner: partiality and equality. The axiom con¬

cept of returning failed for some arguments to certain partial operators works well,
and our formalisation using UnionFailed (Section 6.1) provides a useful abstrac¬
tion of the concept. Both axiom and Larch have problems dealing with division
by zero, but this is true of all computational and formal mathematical frameworks.
The LSL assumption that all operators are total does simplify the semantics, but can
also make specification harder. For example, the expand operator introduced in Sec¬
tion 7.3 has a complicated formalisation designed to cater for the enforced expansion
of non-factored objects. We also demonstrated in Section 3.4.3 that subtle inconsis¬
tencies can arise when specifying Euclidean valuations with the valuation of the zero
element underspecified.

More profound problems for both axiom and LSL are related to the treatment of
equality. The discussion of axiom fractions in Section 7.4 showed that axiom can

expect the sum of two fractions to be zero, but fails to perform the calculation. Our
formalisation provides a decidable equality, but at the expense of not providing stan¬
dard observer operators. Our treatment of the construction of complex rings given
in Section 7.2 does provide a methodology for improving on the existing axiom
implementation. To see this we consider the axiom domain Complex PrimeField 13,
in which equality is defined with respect to equal real and imaginary parts. The
axiom documentation notes that the type information Complex PrimeField 13
has Field is false, and we see that not all non-zero elements have inverses:
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inv(2 + 3*%i :: Complex PrimeField 13)

>> Error detected within library code:

catdef: division by zero .

We provided type conditions which showed that the domain is not an integral do¬
main: there exist a + bi such that a2 + b2 = 0, so we can expect to find non-zero zero
divisors:

(2 + 3*%i)*(8 + %i)::Complex PrimeField 13

(2) 0

Type: Complex PrimeField 13 .

There are four options for correcting this behaviour, each of which depends on a
check that neither of the type conditions a2 + b2 ^ 0, a / 0 and a2 ^ — 1 holds:

(1) allow Complex to fail for unsuitable arguments;
(2) keep the equality definition, but restrict the output type to CommutativeRing;
(3) retain the existing type structure, but factor the domain by the ideal generated

by 5 + i, and redefine equality in terms of membership of the resulting additive
cosets;

(4) retain the existing type structure and the cardinality of the field, by finding
a degree 2 polynomial other than x2 + 1 to factor by, and by redefining the
complex ring operators.

The first option is the easiest to implement, and the fourth option is the least de¬
sirable (since there is a departure from the normal meaning of complex). We pro¬

posed the second option in Section 7.2: our trait RequirementsForComplex de¬
fines equality in terms of the real and imag observers, and the trait TCs provides
conditions on the argument for correct output type. The third option is possible
within both axiom and LSL. Iu axiom the process could proceed as follows:

• remove the definition of equality;
• set I = {a + bi\a2 + b2 = 0} (i.e. the ideal generated by 5 + i);
• form the cosets a + bi + I and define the standard factor ring addition and
multiplication operators;
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• redefine equality as

a + bi + I = c + di + I -tA a + bi — (c + di) E I
a + bi — (c + di) = 0

\a + bi — (c + di)\ = 0
bd — ac — be — ad — 0 .

The resulting domain is isomorphic to PrimeField 13, but is not canonical, since, for
example, 10 + 2i = 4 + 9i = 0. Another possible approach would be to replace each i
with the number 5, and take the standard field and equality operators modulo 13.

The LSL approach would be to replace the

T partitioned by real, imag

clause in RequirementsForComplex with

complex(a,b) = complex(c,d) == be - ac - be - ad = 0

The cost of this approach is the loss of the real and imag observers, for the same
reason that numer and denom were not specifiable in Section 7.4. The lack of canon-
icity is not a problem at this level of abstraction. Throughout the LSL tier of speci¬
fication we have formalised equivalence classes such as greatest common divisors,
associates and units. In this example the equivalence class contains additive cosets.
How and why elements are chosen to be canonical representatives are questions
which can be answered at the interface level.

The LSL requirement that equal arguments always give equal results does pose prob¬
lems for the complete specification of the axiom type system. Areas of computational
mathematics which we are unable to specify include (i) the Monte Carlo based meth¬
ods for computation within permutation groups [84] mentioned in Section 3.4.5, and
(ii) stochastic arithmetic [27, 26] used to improve the accuracy of numerical calcula¬
tions.
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8.3 Future Work

A comparison between the relative applicability of the Larch and PVS systems would
form a natural extension of this research project. The main objective would be to
decide whether or not the higher order functionality and higher level of proof au¬
tomation of PVS can offset the advantages of having distinct levels of abstraction.

In terms of formalised mathematics, there is potential for research into the develop¬
ment and use of proof planning techniques [19] which can be used to automate the
proofs of generic results in the theory of the specifications.

Another area of possible future work is the application of the Larch techniques de¬
veloped here to other strongly typed CAS under current development such as the
Gauss [54] extension of Maple, GAP [83], or the BasicMath Aldor library of types and
algorithms [86].



Appendix A

LSL Specifications and LP Proof
Scripts

A.l Toolbox

A.l.l Exponents and multiples

Exponents (T) : trait
includes Infinite, Enumerable
assumes Associative(* for o)
introduces

1 : —> N
**

: T, N —>■ T
asserts V x,y : T, n : N

1 == succ(0);
x**succ(n) == x*(x**n)

Multiples (T) : trait
includes Infinite, Enumerable
assumes Associative( + for o)
introduces

1 : —> N
* : N, T —>• T

asserts V x : T, n : N
1 == succ(0);
succ(n)*x == (n*x) + x

152
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A.1.2 Naturals with a strict total ordering

EnumerableTO : trait
includes
Enumerable (N), StrictTotalOrder (N for T)
AC(* for o,N for T), AC(+ for o,N for T)
asserts V m,n : N

n < succ(n) ;

succ (n) -1= 0 ;

succ (m) = succ(n) == m = n

implies Infinite (N)
V m : N

-i (m < 0)
%%%% Proof Notes:

%% resume by induction on m

%% res by cases mc = 0, 0 < mc

%% c-p * Hyp with StrictTotalOrder.1
%% complete, complete
%% Infinite is immediate

A.1.3 Record of canonical representation of an integral domain el¬
ement

UCA (D) : trait
assumes RingWithUnit (D for T)
introduces

[ , , ] : D,D,D —> R

.unit, .canonical, .associate : R —> D

set_unit, set_canonical, set_associate : R,D —» R
asserts

R partitioned by .unit,.canonical,.associate
V dl,d2,d3,d4 : D

([dl,d2,d3]) .unit == dl ;
([dl,d2,d3]) .canonical == d2 ;

([dl,d2,d3]) .associate == d3 ;

set_unit([dl,d2,d3],d4) == [d4,d2,d3];
set_canonical(Ldl,d2,d3] , d4) == [dl,d4,d3];
set_associate([dl,d2,d3],d4) == [dl,d2,d4]
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A.1.4 Records of two components of possibly different

BiRecord (R,S,T) : trait
introduces

[ , ] : S, T -> R
.first : R —» S

second : R —>■ T

set_first : R, S —> R
set_second : R,T —> R

asserts
R partitioned by .first, .second
R generated by [ , ]
V s,sl : S, t,tl : T, r : R

([s,t]) .first == s ;

( [ s, t ] ) . second == t ;

set_first([s, t] , si) == [sl,t];
set_second([s,t],tl) == [s,tl];

A.1.5 Lists of ring elements

RingList (R, L): trait
assumes Ring (R for T)
includes InsertGenerated(R for E, L for C), NonNeglnt
introduces
len : L —> N

head : L —> R

tail : L —>■ L

[ ] : L, N -» R
asserts V e, el: R, c: L, n:N

head(insert(e,c)) == e;

tail(insert(e,c)) == c;

len(c) = 0 -O- c = empty;
len(insert(e,c)) == succ(len(c));
c [ 0 ] == head(c);
c[succ(n)] == tail(c)[n]

implies L partitioned by len, head, tail
V x, y : R, c: L

insert (x, insert (y, empty) ) -1= empty;
insert (y, empty) -1= empty;
c -i= empty =>- insert (head (c), tail (c) ) = c;

len(c) = succ(succ(0) ) =>- tail(tail(c) ) = empty;
len(c) = succ (0) =>- tail(c) = empty

converts head, tail, len
exempting head(empty), tail(empty), len(empty)
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A.1.6 Proof of RingList implications

res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS LEN
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED
res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS HEAD
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED
res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS TAIL
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by ind on c using Inser* . 1 PROVE IMPLICATIONS
prove len(empty) ~= succ(O) by contra

comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
[] conjecture QED 1
res by ind on c using Inser*.1
prove len(empty) ~= succ(succ(0)) by contra

comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
[] conjecture QED2
res by ind on c

[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED3
res by contra

inst c by insert(xc,insert(yc, empty)) in RingL*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture QED4

res by ind on 1 PROVE PARTITIONED BY CLAUSE
res by ind on 11
[] basis subgoal
prove "(len(empty) - succ(len(11c))) by contra

comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

[] induction subgoal
[] basis subgoal
res by ind on 11
prove ~(succ(len(lc)) = len(empty)) by contra

comp

[] contradiction subgoal
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[] conjecture
[] basis subgoal
res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] induction subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture QED

A.1.7 Binary operator on lists of ring elements

PairwiseRingExtension (o,©,R,L): trait
includes RingList (R, L) ,

Associative(+,R), Distributive(+,*,R)
introduces

o : R, R —> R

© : L, L —>- L
asserts V el, e2: R, cl, c2: L

empty © empty == empty;
(cl 7^ empty A c2 7^ empty)
^ cl © c2 = insert(head(cl) o head(c2),

tail(cl) © tail(c2));
implies converts ©
exempting V e: R, c:

empty © insert (e, c) , insert (e, c) © empty

A.1.8 Proof of PairwiseRingExtension implications

res by ind on _xl_ SINCE l IS GENERATED BY EMPTY, INSERT
res by ind on _x2_ ELIMINATE CASE X2 = EMPTY
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] basis subgoal
res by ind on _x2_ ELIMINATE CASE Xl = EMPTY
[] basis subgoal
inst cl by insert(r, _x1_c),

c2 by insert(rl, _x2_c) in Pair*
prove ~(insert(r, _xl_c) = empty)
PREPARE TO USE INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS

res by contra
c-p * with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove ~(insert(rl, _x2_c) = empty)
res by contra
c-p * with *
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[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

[ ] induction subgoal USE INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED CONVERSION RESULT
norm conj with Monoid.1
[] conjecture QED RING ASSUMES RESULT

A.1.9 Reduce lists of ring elements to a ring element

ReduceRingList (unit, o) : trait
assumes RingList(R,L)
introduces

unit: —> R

o : R, R —> R
reduce : L —> R

asserts v c: L

reduce(c) ==

if c = empty then unit
else head(c) o reduce(tail(c))

implies converts reduce

A.1.10 Proof of ReduceRingList implications

res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS REDUCE
inst c by empty in Red* EMPTY LIST CASE
[] basis subgoal
inst c by insert(r, _xl_c) in Redu*

NON-EMPTY LIST CASE

[] induction subgoal
[] conjecture QED

A.l.ll Proof that FinitelntegralDomain is a field

res by contra
complete qed ZERO PRODUCTS ARE ZERO
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture

res by ind on x:FID using Finite.1 INDUCT OVER fid
[] basis subgoal BASE CASE IS TRIVIAL
res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
assert map(y:FID) = (s(xc))*y DEFINE MAP
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prove v x:FID v y:FID (x:FID ~= y:FID => map(x) ~= map(y))
res by => PROVE MAP IS INJECTIVE
res by contra
inst x by s(xc), y by xcl, z by yc in FinitelntegralDomain.
[] contradiction subgoal

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED MAP IS INJECTIVE

[ ] => subgoal THEREFORE MAP IS SURJECTIVE
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture HENCE ALL NON-ZEROS HAVE INVERSES

A.2 Basic Algbra Hierarchy

A.2.1 LSL specification of SemiGroup

SemiGroupCat (SG) : trait
includes

SetCat (SG for E) ,

Associative (* for o, SG for T),
Exponents (SG)

introduces
commutative : —> Bool

asserts v x,y : SG, n : N
commutative =$■ x*y = y*x;
x* * 1 — x

A.2.2 Proof ofMonoidCat implications

resume by induction PROVE CONVERTS
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED

dec var u : UF PROVE FAILED OR EXISTENCE IMPLICATION

prove u = failed \/ 3 z ( u = mtag(z))
res by ind on u

[] basis subgoal
res by spec Z to m ELIMINATE EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIER
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture

[] conjecture QED

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
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dec op skol : M -> M SKOLEMIZE
fix z as skol(x) in MonoidCatTheorem.2
res by =>

set immunity on
inst x by xc in MonoidCatTheorem.3
set immunity off
prove 3 z (xc *z = l/\z*xc = l) USEFUL LEMMA,
res by spec z to yc

[] specialization subgoal
[] conjecture ... PROVED BY SUPPLYING A WITNESS

normalize MonoidCatTheorem.3.1 with MonoidCatTh*.4
inst x by xc, y by skol(xc) in MonoidCat.3
set immunity on

prove mtag(skol(xc)) = mtag(skol(xc)*xc*yc)
IMMEDIATE LEMMA

[] conjecture
set immunity off
normalize MonoidCatTheorem. 5 with MonoidCat.3.1.1
norm MonoidCatTh*.5 with Leftldentity.1

USE INHERITED TRAIT

[] => subgoal
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

A.2.3 Proof of GroupCat implications

res by <=> PROVE UNIQUE INVERSES
inst x by xc, y by yc in MonoidCat.5
[] <=> subgoal
inst x by xc, y by yc in MonoidCat.3

[] <=> subgoal
[] conjecture
comp

[] conjecture
comp

[] conjecture
comp

[] conjecture
res by =>

comp

L J => subgoal
[] deduction rule
[] conjecture

STANDARD RESULT IN COMPLETION

STANDARD RESULT IN COMPLETION

STANDARD RESULT IN COMPLETION

PROVE PARTITIONED BY INV
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A.2.4 Abelian semigroup

AbelSemiGroupCat (ASG) : trait
includes
SetCat (ASG for E), Multiples (ASG),
AbelianSemigroup (+ for o, ASG for T)

asserts V x : ASG, n : N
l*x == x

A.2.5 Abelian monoid

AbelMonoidCat (AM) : trait
includes

AbelSemiGroupCat (AM),
Identity (+ for o, 0 for unit, AM for T)

introduces
isZero : AM —> Bool

asserts V x : AM, n : N

isZero(x) == x = 0;
0*x == 0

implies
converts * %% resume by induction

A.2.6 Proof of CancAbelMonoidCat implications

dec var u : CUF PROVE FINAL IMPLICATION...

prove u = failed \/ 3 w (u = camtag(w))
res by ind on u ...BY INDUCTION ON ARBITRARY ELEMENT OF uf
[] basis subgoal
res by spec w to c PROVIDE A WITNESS
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture
[] conjecture QED

prove subtractlfCan (z + y, y) ~= failed INITIAL LEMMA
res by contra
inst x by zc+yc, y by yc in CancAbelMonoidCat.2
inst z by zc in CancAbelMonoidCat.2.1
[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture QED LEMMA
inst x by z+y in CancAbelMonoidCatTheorem.5
dec op skol : CAM,CAM -> CAM SKOLEMISE
fix w as skol(z,y) in Canc*Th*.5.1 ELIMINATE QUANTIFIER
inst x by z+y, z by skol(z,y) in CancAbelMonoidCat.3
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inst x by y:CAM,y by skol(z,y) in CancAbelMonoidCat.1
[] conjecture
[] conjecture QED IMPLICATION

THIRD IMPLICATION NORMALISES IMMEDIATELY

instantiate n by 0:N in CancAbelMonoidCatTheorem.3
[] conjecture QED SUBTRACTIfCAN(X,0) = CAMTAG(X)

assert z + y = x => subtractlfCan(x,y) = camtag(z)
OK SINCE PROVED ABOVE

inst z by 0:CAM, y by x:CAM in CancAbelMonoidCatTh*.3
[] conjecture QED SUBTRACTlFCAN(X,x) = CAMTAG(O)

A.2.7 Abelian group

AbelGroupCat (AG) : trait
includes
CancAbelMonoidCat (AG), Involutive (- ,AG),
Rightlnverse

(+ for o,- for , 0 for unit,AG for T)
introduces

- : AG, AG —► AG
*- : AG, N —> AG

asserts v x,y : AG, n : N
x-y == x+ (-y) ;

subtractlfCan(x,y) == camtag(x-y);
x*-0 == 0;
x*-succ(n) == -(succ(n)*x)

implies AG partitioned by - : AG —> AG
v x,y : AG

(—x) + (-y) == -(x + y);
subtractlfCan (x, y) -i = failed;
-0 == 0

converts *-

res by ind PROVE CONVERTS
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

-0
QED

PROVE 0

QED
PROVE (-X) + (-Y) = -(X+Y)

[] conjecture
comp

[] conjecture
res by contra
c-p * with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture QED
res by => PROVE PARTITIONED BY CLAUSE
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c-p * with *
[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture QED

A.2.8 Left and right modules over a ring

LeftModuleCat (LM,R) : trait
assumes Ring (R for T)
includes AbelGroupCat (LM)
introduces

o : R, LM —>• LM
asserts V x,y : R, s,t : LM

(x * y) os==xo (yos);
(x+y) o s — —* (x o s) + (yos);
x o (s+t) == (x o s) + (x o t)

RightModuleCat (RM, R) : trait
assumes Ring (R for T)
includes AbelGroupCat (RM)
introduces

o : RM, R —> RM
asserts V x,y : RM, s,t : R

x o (s*t) == (x o s) o t;
xo (t+s) = = (x o t) + (x o s);
(x+y) os== (x o s) + (yos)

A.2.9 Proof of ModuleCheck implications

norm conj with SetCat.6
[] conjecture

res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule
[] conjecture

PROVE SET AXIOM

QED
PROVE FINAL SET AXIOM...

TO SHOW THAT INT IS A RING

res by ind on x:Int using Int*.l PROVE FINAL LEFTMODULE AXIOM
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED
res by ind on x:Int using Int*.l PROVE 2ND LEFTMODULE AXIOM
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED
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prove (-X O s) = -(x o s) PROVE INTERMEDIATE LEMMA...
resume by ind on x:Int using Int*.l
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
make passive Int*.6
norm conj with rev Int*.6
inst x:AG by (xc o s):AG, y:AG by (-s):AG in Abel*.6
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture
res by ind on x:Int using Integer.1
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[ ] conj ecture ...SO THAT 1ST LEFTMODULE AXIOM FOLLOWS BY INDUCTION

A.2.10 Proof of RingCat implications

norm conj with SetCat. 6 PROVE SET AXIOMS RELATING TO...
[] conjecture
res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture ...assumed Ring clause in leftmodulecat
res by => prove implication y=1
inst x by 1:ru in *hyp
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture qed
res by => PROVE if COERCE(N) = 0 THEN COERCE(N)*X = 0
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED
res by cases PROVE COERCE((CHARACTERISTIC(S)))*X == 0
coerce(p)=0 /\ p~=0
/\ ~(coerce(m)=0 /\ m~=0 /\ m < p)

prove characteristic(s) = pc
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat.4
[] conjecture

[ ] case

prove characteristic(s) = 0
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat.4
[] conjecture

[ ] case

[ ] conj ecture QED by CASES CHARACTERISTIC ZERO AND NON-ZERO
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A.2.11 Specifications of BiModule and EntireRing

BiModuleCat (BM, RU, SU) : trait
assumes

RingWithUnit(RU for T), RingWithUnit(SU for T)
includes
LeftModuleCat (BM, RU, * for o) ,

RightModuleCat (BM, SU, * for o)
asserts V r:RU, x :BM, s:SU

r*(x*s) == (r*x)*s;
1:RU*x == x;

x*l:SU == x

EntireRingCat (ER) : trait
includes
RingCat(ER for RU), BiModuleCat (ER, ER,ER)

asserts V x : ER

noZeroDivisors

implies RingWithUnit (ER for T)
V x:ER

-i (1:ER = 0 : ER)

A.2.12 Specification of CharacteristicZero

CharZeroCat (CZ) : trait
includes RingCat (CZ for RU)
asserts V n:N, s:S

coerce(n) = 0 == n = 0
implies V n:N, s:S

characteristic(s) == 0

A.2.13 Proof of CharNonZeroCat implications

prove 1: CNZ* *n - 1 by ind on n USEFUL LEMMA...
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst x by 1:CNZ, y by 1:CNZ in CharNonZeroCat*
[] conjecture ...USED TO PROVE CHARTHROOT(l) == MTAG(l)

res by contra PROVE NON ZERO CHARACTERISTIC...
inst x by 0:CNZ, y by 0:CNZ, s by sc in CharNonZeroCat.2
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture ...BY CONTRADICTION
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A.2.14 Commutative ring

CommRingCat (CR) : trait
includes RingCat(CR for RU)
asserts V x,y : CR

x*y == y*x
implies AC (*,CR), BiModuleCat(CR, CR, CR)
%%%% Proof Notes:

%% AC : normalize conjecture with CommRingCat. 1
%% assumes Ring: norm conj with setCat.6, res by

A.2.15 Proof of AlgebraCat implications

norm conj with Left*.l NORMALISE USING FORMULAS
[] conjecture
norm conj with ModuleCat.3
[] conjecture
norm conj with SetCat.12
[] conjecture
res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule
[] conjecture
res by if-method
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat.8
[] conditional subgoal
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat.8
[] conditional subgoal

[] conjecture

A.2.16 Proof of intDomainCat implications

Basic requirements described in Figure 6.13

res by = •> ACCEPT PREMISE FOR CANCELLATIVE LAW...
set immunity on ...OBTAIN IMMUNE LEMMAS....
prove (xc*yc) - (xc*zc) = 0
[] conjecture
prove xc*(yc-zc) = 0
[] conjecture
set immunity off
prove (yc-zc) = 0
inst x by xc, y by (yc-zc) in RngCat.1
[] conjecture
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inst x by yc, y by zc, z by 0:ID in CancAb*.3
[] => subgoal ...AND USE INHERITED AXIOMS

[] conjecture QED
res by => ACCEPT PREMISE FOR NON-ZERO PRODUCTS...
inst x by xc, y by yc in RngCat.1
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture qed
res by spec w to unitNormal (y) . associate PROVIDE WITNESS
ins x by unitNormal(y).unit, y by unitNormal(y).associate in Mo*.3
[] specialization subgoal
[] conjecture QED
res by spec w to -1 PROVIDE WITNESS FOR UNIT

[] specialization subgoal
[] conjecture QED

Design properties described in Figure 6.14

dec var U:UF PROVE FAILURE OR CORRECT RESULT...

prove u = failed \/ 3 z ( u = mtag(z))
res by ind on u using Union* . 4 ...BY INDUCTION...
[] basis subgoal
res by spec z to i ...AND SPECIALISATION
[] specialization subgoal
[] basis subgoal

[] conjecture
[] conjecture QED

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
prove exquo(x:ID * yc, yc) ~= failed RULE OUT FAILURE
inst y by yc in IntDomainCat.3
[] conjecture
prove 3 v:ID (exquo(x:ID * yc, yc) = mtag(v))
inst x by x:ID * yc, y by yc in *th*
[] conjecture
dec op skol : ID -> ID
fix v as skol (x) in IDex* . 5 ELIMINATE QUANTIFIER

prove skol(x)*yc = x:ID*yc
inst x by x:ID * yc, y by yc, z by skol(x) in IntD*.1
[] conjecture USE CORRECTNESS CONDITION
inst x by yc, y by skol(x:ID), z by x:ID in IDba*
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

dec var u:UF PROVE PROPERTY 6.3...

prove u = failed \/ 3 z ( u = mtag(z)) ...BY THIS LEMMA...
res by ind on u using Union*.4
[] basis subgoal
res by spec z to i
[] specialization subgoal
[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture

res by => ...ACCEPTING THE PREMISE...
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inst u by exquo(xc, yc) in *th* ...USING THE LEMMA...
dec op skol : -> ID
fix z as skol in IDexquocheckTheorem.3.1
res by spec w to skol ...ELIMINATING QUANTIFIER...
inst x by xc, y by yc, z by skol in IntDomainCat.1
[] specialization subgoal ... AND THE CORRECTNESS CONDITION

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

Relating exquo to other operators (Figure 6.15)

res by cases x:ID = 0
inst x by -xc, y by xc in IntD*
[] case xc = 0
prove exquo(-xc,xc) = mtag(-l)
inst x by -1:ID, y by xc in ID*
[] conjecture

res by spec u to -1:ID
[] case ~(xc = 0)

[ ] con j ecture QED ASSOCIATES X, -X

res by cases x:ID = 0
inst x by xc, y by xc in IntD*
[] case xc = 0
prove exquo(xc,xc) = mtag(l)
inst x by 1:ID, y by xc in ID*
[] conjecture

res by spec u to 1:ID
[] case ~(xc = 0)

[] conjecture QED ASSOCIATES X,X

prove exquo(1, y)=mtag(x) /\ recip(y)=mtag(z) => x:ID=z:ID
res by => LEMMA A
inst x by 1:ID, y by yc, z by xc in IntD*.1
inst x by yc, y by zc in Mon*.3
res by cases yc = 0:ID
[] case yc = 0
inst x by yc, y by xc, z by zc in IDbas*.4
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED LEMMA A

prove recip(y) = failed <=> exquo(l, y) = failed by <=>
<> <=> subgoal LEMMA B
res by contra
inst x by 1:ID, y by yc in IDe*.3
dec op skol : -> ID
fix v as skol in IDexquocheck.3.1
inst x by 1:ID, y by yc, z by skol in IntD*.1
[] contradiction subgoal

[] <=> subgoal
res by contra
res by cases yc = 0:ID
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[] case yc = 0
inst y by yc, x by zc in IDe*.2
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[] contradiction subgoal
[] <=> subgoal

[] conjecture QED LEMMA B
res by cases recip(y)=failed, 3 z:ID (recip(y)=mtag(z))
[] case justification
[] case recip(yc) = failed
dec op skol : -> ID
fix z as skol in *hyp
inst x by yc, y by skol in Mon*.3
prove exquo(l,yc) ~= failed by contra

ins z by skol, y by yc in *Th*.4 USE LEMMA B
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove 3 v (exquo(l,yc) = mtag(v))
inst x by 1:ID, y by yc in IDexquocheck.3
[] conjecture

dec op skoll : -> ID
fix v as skoll in IDexquocheck2Theorem.7
ins y by yc, x by skoll, z by skol in *Th*.3 USE LEMMA A
[] case 3 z:ID (recip(yc) = mtag(z))

[] conjecture QED

Unique interpretation of exquo (Figure 6.15)

prove

exquo(u:ID,v:ID) = mtag(x) /\ exquo'(u:ID,v:ID) = mtag(z)
=> x:ID = z:ID

LEMMA A

res by =>
inst x by uc, y by vc, z by xc in IntD*.1
inst x by uc, y by vc, z by zc in IntD*.12
set immun on

prove xc*vc = zc*vc
[] conjecture

set immun off

inst x by vc, y by xc, z by zc in IDb*.4
res by cases vc = 0
[] case vc = 0
[] case ~(vc - 0)

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED LEMMA A

prove exquo(x,y) = failed <=> exquo'(x,y) = failed by <=>
res by cases yc = 0 LEMMA B
[] case yc = 0
res by cases

exquo'(xc, yc) = failed,
3 v (exquo'(xc, yc) = mtag(v))
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dec var u : UF

prove u = failed \/ 3 z ( u = mtag(z))
res by ind on u:UF using Union*.4
[] basis subgoal
res by spec z to i
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture

[] case justification
[] case exquo'(xc, yc) = failed
dec op skol : -> ID
fix v as skol in conversionChecksCaseHyp.2.2
prove xc = skol * yc
inst x by xc, y by yc, z by skol in IntD*
□ conjecture

inst z by skol, y by yc in IntD*.3
[] case 3 v (exquo'(xc, yc) = mtag(v))

[] case ~(yc = 0)
[] <=> subgoal
res by cases yc = 0
[] case yc = 0
res by cases

exquo(xc, yc) = failed,
3 v (exquo)xc, yc) = mtag(v))

[] case justification
[] case exquo(xc, yc) = failed
dec op skol : -> ID
fix v as skol in conversionChecksCaseHyp.2.2
prove xc = skol*yc
inst x by xc, y by yc, z by skol in IntD*.1
[] conjecture

inst y by yc, z by skol in IntD*.14
[] case 3 v (exquo(xc, yc) = mtag(v))

[] case ~(yc = 0)
[] <=> subgoal

[] conjecture QED LEMMA B

res by cases _x2_ = 0 MAIN RESULT - ELIMINATE EASY CASE
[ ] case _x2_c = 0
res by cases FOUR REMAINING CASES...
exquo(_xl_, _x2_c) = failed,
3 v (exquo(_xl_, _x2_c) = mtag(v))

[] case justification
[] case exquo (_xl_c, _x2_c) = failed CASE 1 BY LEMMA B
res by cases

exquo'(_xl_c, _x2_c) = failed,
3 v (exquo'(_xl_c, _x2_c) = mtag(v))

dec var u : UF

prove u = failed \/ 3 z ( u = mtag(z))
res by ind on u:UF using Union*.4
[] basis subgoal
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res by spec z to i
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture

[] case justification
[] case exquo' (_xl_c, _x2_c) = failed CASE 2 BY LEMMA B
dec op skol, skoll : -> ID
fix v as skol in conversionChecksCaseHyp.2.2
fix v as skoll in conversionChecksCaseHyp.3.2
inst

u by _xl_c, v by _x2_c, x by skol,
z by skoll in conversionChecks.2

[] case 3 v (exquo'(_xl_c, _x2_c) = mtag(v))
[] case 3 v (exquo(_xl_c,_x2_c) = mtag(v)) CASES 3,4 BY LEMMA A

[] case ~ (_x2_C = 0) QED NON TRIVIAL CASE
[] conjecture QED CONVERTS EXQUO

Properties of abstract rings and domains (Figure 6.16)

res by =>
inst x by vc, y by uc in IDe*.1
dec op skol : -> ID
fix w as skol in IDe*.1.1

inst x by uc, y by vc in IDe*.l
dec op skol2 : -> ID
fix w as skol2 in IDe*.1.2

res by spec i to skol2
res by spec w to skol
inst x by vc, y by 1:ID, z by skol*skol2 in IDb*.4
[] specialization subgoal

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

res by =>
<> => subgoal
inst x by vc, y by uc in IDe*.l
dec op skol : -> ID
fix w as skol in IDe*.1.1

inst x by xc, y by uc in IDe*.1
dec op skol2 : -> ID
fix w as skol2 in IDe*.1.2

res by contra
<> contradiction subgoal
inst z by ((rc*skol)+(sc*skol2)), y by uc in IntD*.3
[] contradiction subgoal

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

res by =>
<> => subgoal
inst x by vc, y by uc in IDe*.l
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dec op skol : -> ID
fix w as skol in IDe*.1.1

inst x by xc, y by vc in IDe*.l
dec op skol2 : -> ID
fix w as skol2 in IDe*.1.2

inst z by skol*skol2, y by uc in IntD*.3
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

A.2.17 Proof of GcdDomainCat implications

GcdDomainCat satisfies design axioms (Figure 6.18).

res by cases x = 0:GD PROCEED BY 4 ZERO AND NON-ZERO CASES
res by cases y = 0:GD

[ ] case yc = 0 QED CASE 1
prove exquo(gcd(xc,yc),gcd(yc,xc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove exquo(gcd(yc,xc),gcd(xc,yc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst u by gcd(xc,yc), v by gcd(yc,xc) in Str*.3
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[ ] case xc = 0 QED CASE 2
res by cases y = 0:GD
prove exquo(gcd(xc,yc),gcd(yc,xc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove exquo(gcd(yc,xc),gcd(xc,yc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
[] contradiction subgoal

[1 conjecture
inst u by gcd(xc,yc), v by gcd(yc,xc) in Str*.3
[] case yc = 0 QED CASE 3
prove exquo(gcd(xc,yc),gcd(yc,xc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove exquo(gcd(yc,xc),gcd(xc,yc)) ~= failed
res by contra
c-p Gcd* with Gcd*
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[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

inst u by gcd(xc,yc), v by gcd(yc,xc) in Str*.3
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[] case ~(xc = 0) QED CASE 4
[] conjecture QED

res by => ACCEPT CANONICAL PREMISE...
res by cases (x:GD = 0 /\ y: GD = 0) ZERO GCD CASE SPLIT
[] case xc = 0 /\ yc = 0
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gc*th* USE LAST RESULT...
inst x by gcd(xc,yc), y by gcd(yc,xc) in IntD*
[] case "(xc = 0 /\ yc = 0) ...AND CANONICAL AXIOMS

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

lcm operator returns a least common multiple (Figure 6.19)

res by => accept premise for 3rd implication
res by cases y = 0:GD case split
inst y by xc, z by 0:GD in IntD*.3
[] case yc = 0
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gcd*
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc,yc) in IDe*.3
dec op skol : -> GD skolemise
fix v as skol in IDexguocheck.3.1
set immunity on

prove lcm(xc, yc) = xc * skol
[] conjecture

set immunity off
inst y by xc, z by skol in IntD*.3
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[ ] => subgoal
[] conjecture qed - x divides lcm

res by => accept premise for 2nd implication
res by cases x = 0 : gd case split
inst y by yc, z by 0:gd in IntD*.3
[] case xc = 0
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gcd*
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc,yc) in IDe*.3
inst x by xc, y by gcd(xc,yc) in IDe*.3
dec op skoll,skol2 : -> GD skolemise
fix v as skoll in IDexquocheck.3.1
fix v as skol2 in IDexquocheck.3.2
set immunity on

prove lcm(xc, yc) = xc * skoll
[] conjecture

set immunity off
prove yc = skoll*gcd (xc, yc) obtain lemmas
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc,yc), z by skoll in IntD*.1
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[] conjecture
prove xc = skol2*gcd(xc,yc)
inst x by xc, y by gcd(xc,yc), z by skol2 in IntD*.1
[] conjecture

prove xc * skoll = skol2 * yc
set immunity on

prove skol2*gcd(xc,yc)*skoll = skol2*skoll*gcd(xc,yc)
[] conjecture

set immunity off
res by contra ASSUME RESULT IS FALSE
c-p Gcd* with Gcd* CRITICAL PAIRS
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst y by yc, z by skol2 in IntD*.3
[] case ~(xc = 0)

[ ] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED - Y DIVIDES LCM

res by cases x = 0:GD ZERO CASE SPLITS
[] case xc = 0
res by cases y = 0:GD
[] case yc = 0
res by cases v = 0:GD
inst z by 0:GD in IntD*.3
inst y by xc in IntDomainCat.3.1
inst y by yc in IntDomainCat.3.1
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gcd*
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc, yc) in IDe*.3
dec op skol : -> GD
fix v as skol in IDexquocheck.3.1
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc, yc), z by skol in IntD*.1
set immunity on

prove 1cm(xc, yc) = xc * skol
set immunity off
inst x by xc, y by skol in RngCat.1
res by contra
inst y by 1cm(xc, yc), z by 0:GD in IntD*.3
[] contradiction subgoal

[ ] case vc = 0 ZERO CASES RULED OUT
res by => ACCEPT PREMISE FOR NON ZERO CASE
dec op t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7 : -> GD SKOLEM CONSTANTS
prove exquo(yc, gcd(xc,yc)) ~= failed
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gcd*
[] conjecture

inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc,yc) in IDe*.3
fix v as t2 in IDe*.3.1

inst x by xc, y by yc, w by t2 in Gcd*.8
prove exquo(xc*yc, gcd(vc,xc*yc)) ~= failed
inst x by vc, y by xc*yc in Gcd*.5
[] conjecture

inst x by xc*yc, y by gcd(vc, xc*yc) in IDe*.3
fix v as t3 in IDe*.3.2

prove exquo(vc, gcd(vc,xc*yc)) ~= failed
inst x by vc, y by xc*yc in Gcd*.4
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,xc) ~= failed)
v by xc in God*

z by 0:GD in IntD*

z by t3 in IntD*

z by t5 in IntD*

[] conjecture
inst x by vc, y by gcd(vc, xc*yc) in IDe*.3
fix v as t4 in IDe*.3.3

prove (exquo(gcd(vc,xc*yc),yc) ~= failed)
inst x by vc, y by xc*yc, v by yc in Gcd*
inst z by xc, y by yc in IntD*.3
[] conjecture

inst x by gcd(vc,xc*yc), y by yc in IDe*.3
fix v as t5 in IDe*.3.4

prove (exquo(gcd(vc,xc*yc)
inst x by vc, y by xc*yc
inst z by yc, y by xc in IntD*.3
[] conjecture

inst x by gcd(vc,xc*yc), y by xc in IDe*.3
fix v as t6 in IDe*.3.5

prove t3 ~= 0:GD by contra
ins x by xc*yc,y by gcd(vc,xc*yc
inst x by xc, y by yc in IDb*.3
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove exquo(xc,t3) = mtag(t5)
prove xc*yc = gcd(vc,xc*yc)*t3
ins x by xc*yc, y by gcd(vc,xc*yc),
[] conjecture

prove gcd(vc, xc * yc) = yc * t5
inst x by gcd(vc,xc*yc), y by yc,

[] conjecture
inst x by yc, y by (t3*t5), z by xc in IDb*.4
inst x by t5, y by t3 in IDe*.2
[] conjecture

prove exquo(yc,t3) = mtag(t6)
prove xc*yc = gcd(vc,xc*yc)*t3
inst x by xc*yc,y by gcd(vc,xc*yc)
[] conjecture

prove gcd(vc, xc * yc) = xc * t6
inst x by gcd(vc, xc*yc), y by xc,

[] conjecture
inst x by xc, y by (13*16), z by yc in IDb*.4
inst x by t6, y by t3 in IDe*.2
[] conjecture

prove exquo(gcd(xc,yc),t3) ~= failed
inst x by xc, y by yc, v by t3 in Gcd*.6
[] conjecture

inst x by gcd(xc,yc), y by t3 in IDe*.3
fix v as t7 in IDe*.3.6

prove xc = t3*t5
inst x by xc, y by t3, z by t5 in IntD*.1
[] conjecture

prove vc = t4*t5*t2*t7*t3
prove vc = t4*gcd(vc,xc*yc)
inst x by vc, y by gcd(vc,xc*yc),
[] conjecture

prove gcd(vc, t3 * t5 * yc) = t5*yc
inst x by gcd(vc,xc*yc), y by yc,

z by t3 in IntD*

z by t6 in IntD*

z by t4 in IntD*.1

z by t5 in IntD*.1
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[] conjecture
prove yc = t2*gcd(xc,yc)
inst x by yc, y by gcd(xc,yc), z by t2 in IntD*.1
[] conjecture

prove gcd(xc,yc) = t7*t3
inst x by gcd(xc,yc), y by t3, z by t7 in IntD*.1
[] conjecture

[] conjecture
prove t2 * t3 * t5 ~= 0:GD by contra

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

inst y by t2*t3*t5, z by t4*t7 in IntD*.3
[] => subgoal

[] case ~(vc = 0)
[] case ~(yc = 0)

[] case ~(xc = 0)
[ ] con j ecture QED LCM DIVIDES ALL OTHER COMMON MULTIPLES

A.2.18 Proof of PIDCat implication

dec var u : PIDUF FIRST OBTAIN LEMMA

prove u = failed \/ 3 c (u = pidtag(c))
res by ind on u : PIDUF
[] basis subgoal
res by spec c to 1
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture QED LEMMA

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
inst c by cc, x by xc in PIDCat.3
inst c by cc, cl by clc, x by xc in PIDCat.1
res by contra
[] contradiction subgoal

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

A.2.19 Proof of EuclidDomainCat implications (Figure 6.24)

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
inst x by 1:ED, y by xc in Eucli*.l
[ ] => subgoal EASY INSTANTIATION IN DEFINITION

[] conjecture QED FOURTH IMPLICATION

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
dec op skol, skol2, skol3 : -> ED DECLARE CONSTANTS
fix u as skol in Euc*Hyp.l.l
fix w as skol2 in Euc*Th*.5.2

inst x by xc, y by yc in IDexquocheck.1
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fix w as skol3 in IDexquocheck.1.1
prove skol3 = skol by contra

c-p Unio* with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst x by xc, y by skol2 in Eucl*.l
prove ~(skol2 =0) by contra

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

inst x by yc, y by skol in Eucl*.l
prove ~(skol =0) by contra

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

prove yc = skol2*xc by contra
c-p *th* with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[ ] con j ecture OBTAIN A LESS THAN B AND B LESS THAN A
res by contra
C-p Eucli* with Stri* USE STRICT TOTAL ORDER
[] contradiction subgoal TO OBTAIN A CONTRADICTION

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED THIRD IMPLICATION

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
inst x by xc, y by yc in Eu*.1
res by cases eucSize(xc) = (eucSize(xc*yc)) CASE SPLIT
inst x by xc, y by xc*yc in Eu*.2
prove ~(xc * yc = 0)
inst x by xc, y by yc in IDbasics.3
[ ] conj ecture USE INTEGRAL DOMAIN RESULT

dec op skolmult : -> ED
fix mult as skolmult in Eu*.2.1

dec op skolrem : -> ED
fix rem as skolrem in EuclidDomainCatTheorem.4
res by cases skolrem = 0
inst x by xc, y by (skolmult*yc), z by 1:ED in ID*

USE CANCELLATIVE LAW IN INTEGRAL DOMAIN

[] case skolrem = 0 QED TRIVIAL CASE

prove skolrem = xc - (skolmult * xc * yc)
res by contra VERIFY RING ARITHMETIC...

comp ...BY CRITICAL PAIR COMPUTATION
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst x by xc, y by (1 - (skolmult*yc)) in Eu*.1
comp

[] case "(skolrem = 0)
[] case eucSize(xc) = eucSize(xc * yc)
inst x by eucSize(xc), y by eucSize(xc*yc) in St*.l

[ ] case QED HARDER CASE
[] => subgoal

[ ] conj ecture QED SECOND IMPLICATION

res by => ASSUME NON-ZERO ARGUMENT
res by <=> USE IFF METHOD
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res by contra SUPPOSE X IS NOT A UNIT...
prove y~= 0:ED => eucSize(xc) < eucSize(xc*y)
res by => ...THEN THIS INEQUALITY MUST HOLD...
res by contra
c-p Eu* with Eu*
inst x by 1:ED in EucDomCheckTheorem.25
[] contradiction subgoal
[] => subgoal
[] conjecture ...(AFTER SOME REARRANGING)...
inst y by 1:ED in EucDomCheckTheorem.2
[] contradiction subgoal ...AND WE OBTAIN A CONTRADICTION...
[] < = > subgoal ...WHICH PROVES THE CASE
dec op skol : -> ED ELIMINATE THE EXISTS PART OF UNIT DEFINITION
fix z as skol in EucDomCheckTheoremlmpliesHyp.3
prove ~(eucSize(xc) < eucSize(1))
inst x by 1:ED, y by xc in EuclidD*.l
[] conjecture IF THIS IS TRUE...
prove ~(eucSize(1) < eucSize(xc))
inst x by xc, y by skol in EuclidD*.l
prove ~(skol = 0)
res by contra ...AND THIS IS TRUE...
[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture
[] conjecture
c-p *Th* with StrictTotal*
[] < = > subgoal ...THEN THE RESULT FOLLOWS BY THE TOTAL ORDER
[] => subgoal
[ ] conj ecture QED FIRST IMPLICATION

A.2.20 Proof of ExtendED implication (Figure 6.25)

dec var U : UF PRELIMINARY LEMMA

prove u = failed \/ 3 c (u = edtag(c))
res by ind on u : UF using Union*.13

[] basis subgoal
res by spec c to 1
[] specialization subgoal

[] basis subgoal
[] conjecture QED LEMMA

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
inst

c by insert(xc, insert(yc, empty)),
cl by clc, x by zc in PIDCat.1

set immun on

inst SUPPLY REQUIRED LIST
c2 by insert(1:ED,insert(0:ED,empty))
in PIDCat.1.1.3

set immun off

prove
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reduce(insert(xc, insert(yc, empty)) 0
insert(1, insert(0, empty))) = xc

inst

cl by insert(xc, insert(yc, empty)),
c2 by insert(1, insert(0, empty)) in Pair*. 2

inst

cl by insert(yc, empty),
c2 by insert(0, empty) in Pair*.2

res by contra
inst c by insert(xc, insert(0, empty)) in Red*.1
inst c by insert(0, empty) in Red*.1
inst c by empty in Red*.1
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture CONFIRM SUPPLIED LIST WORKS
prove 3 t : ED (xc = ZC * t) PROVE ZC DIVIDES XC
c-p PI* with Ex*
[] conjecture

dec op skol : -> ED
fix t as skol in ExLendEDTheorem.4
inst x by skol, y by zc in IDexquocheck. 2 REMOVE ONE GOAL

inst PROVE Z IS A LINEAR COMBINATION

c by insert(xc, insert(yc, empty)),
cl by clc, x by zc in PIDCat.1

prove clc ~= empty by contra
c-p Enum* with PI*
[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

inst

cl by insert(xc, insert(yc, empty)),
c2 by clc in Pair*.2

prove tail(clc) ~= empty by contra
inst c by clc in RingList.10
inst e by head(clc), c by empty in RingList.4
inst n by len(empty) in Enum*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
prove tail(tail(clc)) = empty
inst c by clc in RingList.ll
[] conjecture
inst

cl by insert(yc, empty),
c2 by tail(clc) in Pair*.2

inst

c by insert(xc * head(clc),insert(yc *
head(tail(clc)), empty)) in Red*.1

inst c by insert(yc * head(tail(clc)),empty) in Red*.1
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inst C by empty in Red* . 1 TO SATISFY LINEAR COMBINATION GOAL

Have qed z divides x. Now assert z divides y -

proof is the same with [0,1] replacing [1,0]
assert ~(exquo(yc, zc) = failed)

[ ] => subgoal
[] conjecture

A.2.21 Proof of ExtendEDimps implications (Figure 6.26)

res by => accept premise...
inst ...and find suitable instantiations

u by vc, v by xc, x by yc,
r by head(clc), s by head(tail(clc)) in Stro*.2

inst x by xc, y by yc, cl by clc, z by zc in Ext*
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by => accept premise...
inst u by gcd(xc,yc), v by zc in Stro*.3

...and find suitable instantiations

inst

x by xc, y by yc, c1 by clc, z by z c,

v by gcd(xc,yc) in *th*.2

inst x by xc, y by yc in GcdD*.4:5
inst

x by xc, y by yc, z by zc,
cl by clc in ExtendED.3

inst x by xc, y by yc, v by zc in GcdD*.6
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

A.2.22 Proof of DivisionRingCat implications

res by => PROVE INVOLUTIVE INV
inst x by inv(xc) in Div*.1
res by contra
c-p Div* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by => PROVE (XY)' = Y'x'
inst x by xc*yc in Div*.1
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prove ~(xc * yc = 0)
LEMMA NEEDED FOR 1ST ASSERTION TO HOLD

res by contra
c-p *hyp with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture QED LEMMA
res by contra
c-p Div* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

inst x by 1:DR in Div*.1 PROVE V = 1
[] conjecture QED

A.2.23 Proof of FieldCat implications

res by < => PROVE BOTH IMPLICATIONS
[] <=> subgoal
res by contra
c-p Fie* with * CRITICAL PAIRS...
[] contradiction subgoal

[] < = > subgoal ...GIVE A CONTRADICTION
[] conjecture QED

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
inst x by xc, y by yc in Gcd*
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by if-meth USE IF METHOD
[] conditional subgoal
[] conditional subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by cases x = 0:F
PROVE THAT NO ELEMENTS ARE PRIME

[ ] case xc = 0 ELIMINATE CASE X = 0
prove 3 z:F ((xc*z) = 1:F)

SHOW NON-ZEROS ARE UNITS

res by spec z to inv(xc)
inst x by xc in DivisionRingCat.1
[] specialization subgoal

[] conjecture QED LEMMA
inst x by xc in Uniq*.2

USE LEMMA IN DEFINITION OF PRIME

[] case ~ (XC = 0) ELIMINATE NON-ZERO CASE

[] conjecture QED

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
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[] => subgoal
res by contra
c-p Fie* with * CRITICAL PAIRS...
[] contradiction subgoal

[] => subgoal ...GIVE A CONTRADICTION
[] conjecture QED

A.2.24 LSL specification of VectorSpace

VectorSpaceCat (VS, F) : trait
assumes FieldCat
includes
ModuleCat(VS,F) ,

UnionFailed(N for UF, infinite for failed)
introduces

/ : VS,F -> VS
dimension : S CN

asserts V v:VS, x:F
x -i= 0 =>- v/x = inv(x)*v
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A.2.25 Ordered categories

OrderedSetCat(E,S) : trait
includes

SetCat, TotalOrder(E), MinMax(E)

OrderedMonoidCat (OM) : trait
includes

MonoidCat(OM),
OrderedSetCat(OM for E)

asserts V x,y,z : OM
x < y =^> (x*z) < (y*z) A (z*x) < (z*y)

OrderedAbelSemiGroupCat (OASG) : trait
includes

AbelSemiGroupCat(OASG) ,

OrderedSetCat(OASG for E)
asserts V x,y,z : OASG

x < y =>• (x + z) < (y + z)

OrderedAbelMonoidCat (OAM) : trait
includes

OrderedAbelSemiGroupCat(OAM),
AbelMonoidCat (OAM)

OrderedCancAbelMonoidCat (OCAM) : trait
includes

OrderedAbelMonoidCat(OCAM),
CancAbelMonoidCat (OCAM)

OrderedAbelGroupCat (OAG) : trait
includes

OrderedCancAbelMonoidCat(OAG) ,

AbelGroupCat (OAG)

A.2.26 LSL Specification of OrderedAbelianMonoidSup

OrderedAbelianMonoidSup (OAMS) : trait
includes
OrderedCancAbelMonoidCat(OAMS)

introduces
sup : OAMS, OAMS -> OAMS

asserts V x,y;z : OAMS
subtractlfCan (sup (x, y) , x) -1= failed;
subtractlfCan (sup (x, y) , y) -1= failed;
subtractlfCan (x, y) -i = failed
A subtractlfCan (x, z) -i=failed

=>• sup(y,z) < x;
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A.2.27 Proof of FiniteFieldCat implications

prove l:FF**n = 1 by ind on n PROVE LEMMA ...

[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst x by 1:FF, y by 1:FF in FiniteFie*
[ ] con j ecture ... which gives 2nd implication

prove n ~= 0:N => 0:FF**n = 0 by ind on n PROVE LEMMA .

[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture
inst x by 0:FF, y by 0:FF in FiniteFieldCat.1
res by contra
c-p Fin* with Fin*
[] contradiction subgoal

[ ] conj ecture WHICH GIVES 1ST IMPLICATION

A.3 Complex

A.3.1 Proof of Complex implications

MOST RESULTS NORMALISE IMMEDIATELY

res by => PROVE PARTITIONING RESULT
[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture
make passive Ab*.10 PROVE 1ST IMPLICATION
norm conj with rev Ab*.10
[] conjecture QED

A.4 Factored

A.4.1 Proof of SetFactorExponent implications

res by => ACCEPT PREMISE...
<> => subgoal
res by contra ...AND ASSUME RESULT IS FALSE

<> contradiction subgoal
prove 3 z (l:ID*z = yc /\ ~(areAssociates(z,yc)))
inst fr by frc, y by yc in SetF*.1

[] contradiction subgoal OBTAIN CONTRADICTION
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[] => subgoal
[] conjecture qed 2nd IMPLICATION

prove ~isUnit(y:ID) => ~isUnit(y:ID * x:ID) by =>
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture easy lemma
prove ~isUnit(y:ID) => (isUnit(y**n:N) <=> n = 0) by ind on n

[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture lemma a
dec var k : N

prove k = 0:N \/ 3 m:N (k = succ(m)) by ind on k
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture LEMMA B
res by => ACCEPT PREMISE
prove frc.xpnt ~= 0:N rule out zero exponent
c-p *th* with SetF*
[] conjecture

inst k by frc.xpnt in *th*.5
dec op skol : -> N
fix m as skol in SetFactorExponentTheorem. 5 .1 ELIMINATE QUANTIFIER
inst fr by frc, y by frc.fctr in SetF*.l
dec op idskol : -> ID
fix z as idskol in SetFactorExponent. 1.1. 4 ELIMINATE QUANTIFIER
prove (frc.fctr ** skol)*idskol = 1: id USE CANCELLATION
inst x by frc.fctr,y by (frc.fctr**skol)*idskol,z by 1:id in id*
[] conjecture

inst y by frc.fctr in SetFactorExponentTheorem. 4 APPLY LEMMA A...
prove 3 w (w * (frc.fctr ** skol) = 1) by spec w to idskol

[] specialization subgoal ...AND LEMMA B
[] conjecture

[ ] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED
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A.4.2 Indexed set operators

EnumerateSet (E, C): trait
includes SetBasics(empty for { }),EnumerableTO
introduces

length : C —> N
!! : C , N —> E
- : C,C A C

head: C —> E

tail: C —>■ C

asserts V e, el: E, c, cl: C, n : N

length (empty) == 0;
length (insert (e, c) ) = = if —> (e £ c)
then length(c) + succ(0) else length(c);

(insert (e, c) ) !!0 == e;

( insert (e, c))! !succ (n) == c!!n;
e G (c - cl) == e G c A -i (e G cl) ;

-i (c = empty) =>- head(c) = c!!succ(0);
tail(c) == if c = empty then empty

else c - insert(head(c),empty)
implies
converts length, tail, !!
exempting V n:N empty!!n

A.4.3 Proof of EnumerateSet implications

res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS CLAUSE
[] basis subgoal
res by ind on _x2_
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] induction subgoal
[] conjecture QED

res by ind on _xl_ PROVE CONVERTS CLAUSE
[] basis subgoal
[] induction subgoal

[] conjecture QED

A.4.4 Proof of FactoredObservers implications

inst s by insert([0, succ(0)], empty) in FactoredO*.8
inst c by insert([0, succ(0)], empty) in EnumerateSet.6
[] conjecture QED SETEXP(INSERT([0,1],EMPTY)) == 0 ...

[] conjecture ...HENCE QED EXPAND([1,INSERT([0,1],EMPTY)]) == 0
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inst s by empty in FactoredO*. 8
[] conjecture QED EXPAND([1,EMPTY]) == 1
res by => ACCEPT PREMISE

<> => subgoal
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture QED

A.4.5 Proof of Factored implications

res by cases f = 0 PROVE F + -F = 0
[] case fc = 0
[] case ~(fc = 0)

[] conjecture QED
res by => PROVE NZD AXIOM HOLDS WHEN CONDITIONS HOLD
res by contra
prove expand(fc)*expand(flc) ~= 0
res by contra
inst x by expand(fc), y by expand(flc) in RngCat.1
[] contradiction subgoal

[] conjecture
set immunity on

prove expand(f)*expand(fl) = expand(f * f1)
[] conjecture

set immunity off
inst f by fc, fl by flc in *Theorem*
[] contradiction subgoal

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

A.5 Fraction

A.5.1 Proof of LocalAlgebra implications

res by cases x = [r,0:ID] PROVE COMMUTATIVE MULTIPLICATION
[] case xc = [rc, 0]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case ~(xc = [rc, 0])

[] conjecture QED
res by cases x = [r,0:ID] PROVE ADDITIVE INVERSES
res by contra

comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case xc = [rc, 0]
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res by contra
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case ~(xc = [rc, 0])

[] conjecture QED
res by cases x = [r,0:ID] PROVE COMMUTATIVE ADDITION
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case xc = [rc, 0]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[ ] contradiction subgoal
[] case ~(xc = [rc, 0])

[] conjecture QED
res by => PROVE MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSES
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] => subgoal

[] conjecture qed
norm conj with Se* prove assumed properties of IntDomCat
[] conjecture
res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture
res by cases

(p * 1):ID = 0 /\ ~(m < p /\ (m * 1):ID = 0
/\ ~ (m = 0) ) /\ ~ (p = 0)

prove characteristic(s) = pc by contra
c-p Ring* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] conjecture

[] case

prove characteristic(s) = 0 by contra
c-p Ring* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[J conjecture

[] case

[] conjecture QED
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A.5.2 LSL specification of Fraction

Fraction(FRAC,ID) : trait
assumes IntDomainCat(ID)
includes LocalAlgebra(FRAC for LA)
introduces
inv : FRAC -A FRAC

asserts V x,y : FRAC
inv(x) == x*(x_1)

A.5.3 Proof that Fraction is a model of DivisionRingCat

res by cases x = [r,0:ID] PROVE COMMUTATIVE
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case xc = [rc, 0]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case "(xc = [rc, 0])

[] conjecture QED

norm conj with Se* DISCHARGE ASSUMED PROPERTIES
[] conjecture

res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture
res by if-method
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat*
[] conditional subgoal
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat*
[] conditional subgoal

[] conjecture QED

res by cases x = [r,0:ID] sc prove commutative
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
[] contradiction subgoal

[] case xc = [rc, 0]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case ~(xc = [rc, 0])

[] conjecture QED
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res by => PROVE UNIQUE INVERSES
res by cases x = [r,0:ID]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case xcl = [rc, 0]
res by contra
c-p Lo* with *
comp

[] contradiction subgoal
[] case ~(xcl = [rc, 0])

[] => subgoal
[] conjecture QED

res by => DISCHARGE ASSUMED PROPERTIES
[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule
[] conjecture

norm conj with Se*
[] conjecture

res by =>

[] => subgoal
[] deduction rule

[] conjecture
res by if-method
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat*
[] conditional subgoal
inst p by pc, m by mc in RingCat*
[] conditional subgoal

[] conjecture QED



Appendix B

The axiom Documentation File catdef.spad

This file provides type and operator information for the axiom categories which form
the basic algebra hierarchy. The LSL traits in Chapter 6 are constructed in the order
that the categories appear in this file, and have operator names which match axiom
operator names as closely as LSL syntax allows.

This file appears by kind permission of NAG Ltd.; it does not form part of the the¬
sis proper, and appears only as a guide to the motivation and tactics of the work
discussed in the previous chapters.

{}
--Copyright The Numerical Algorithms Group Limited 1991.

)abbrev category ABELGRP AbelianGroup
)abbrev category ABELM0N AbelianMonoid
)abbrev category ABELSG AbelianSemiGroup
)abbrev category ALGEBRA Algebra
)abbrev category BASTYPE BasicType
)abbrev category BMODULE BiModule
(abbrev category CABMON CancellationAbelianMonoid
(abbrev category CHARZ CharacteristicZero
(abbrev category CHARNZ CharacteristicNonZero
)abbrev category COMRING CommutativeRing
(abbrev category DIFRING DifferentialRing
(abbrev category DIFEXT DifferentialExtension
(abbrev category DIVRING DivisionRing
(abbrev category ENTIRER EntireRing
(abbrev category EUCDOM EuclideanDomain
)abbrev category FFIELDC FiniteFieldCategory
)abbrev category FIELD Field
)abbrev category FINITE Finite

190
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)abbrev category FINPF FinitePrimeField
)abbrev category FLINEXP FullyLinearlyExplicitRingOver
)abbrev category GCDDOM GcdDomain
)abbrev category GENPOLY GeneralPolynomial
)abbrev category GROUP Group
)abbrev category INTDOM IntegralDomain
)abbrev category OINTDOM OrderedlntegralDomain
)abbrev category LINEXP LinearlyExplicitRingOver
)abbrev category LMODULE LeftModule
)abbrev category MODULE Module
)abbrev category MONOID Monoid
)abbrev category OAGROUP OrderedAbelianGroup
)abbrev category OAMON OrderedAbelianMonoid
)abbrev category OCAMON OrderedCancellationAbelianMonoid
)abbrev category OAMONS OrderedAbelianMonoidSup
)abbrev category OASGP OrderedAbelianSemiGroup
)abbrev category ORDFIN OrderedFinite
)abbrev category ORDMON OrderedMonoid
)abbrev category ORDRING OrderedRing
)abbrev category ORDSET OrderedSet
)abbrev category PDRING PartialDifferentialRing
)abbrev category PFECAT PolynomialFactorizationExplicit
)abbrev category PID PrincipalldealDomain
)abbrev category RING Ring
)abbrev category RMODULE RightModule
)abbrev category RNG Rng
)abbrev category SETCAT SetCategory
)abbrev category SFIELDX SimpleFieldExtension
)abbrev category SGROUP SemiGroup
)abbrev category STEP StepThrough
)abbrev category UFD UniqueFactorizationDomain
)abbrev category VSPACE VectorSpace

--% Basic AXIOM Categories

--% BasicType
++ {BasicType} is the basic category for describing a collection
++ of elements with {=} (equality).
BasicType(): Category == with

(%,%) -> Boolean++ x=y tests if x and y are equal.
"~=": (%,%) -> Boolean ++ x~=y tests if x and y are not equal,
add

_~_=(x:%,y:%) : Boolean == not(x=y)

--% SetCategory
++ {SetCategory} is the basic category for describing a collection
++ of elements with {=} (equality) and {coerce} to output form.
+ +

++ Conditional Attributes:

++canonical data structure equality is the same as {=}
SetCategory(): Category == Join(BasicType,CoercibleTo OutputForm) with
--operations
hash: % -> Singlelnteger ++ hash(s) calculates a hash code for s.
latex: % -> String ++ latex(s) returns a LaTeX-printable output
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++ representation of s.
add

hash(s : %): Singlelnteger == 0$SingleInteger
latex(s : %): String == "{\bf Unimplemented)"

--% StepThrough
++ A class of objects which can be 'stepped through'.
++ Repeated applications of {nextltem} is guaranteed never to
++ return duplicate items and only return "failed" after exhausting
++ all elements of the domain.
++ This assumes that the sequence starts with (init()}.
++ For infinite domains, repeated application
++ of {nextltem} is not required to reach all possible domain elements
++ starting from any initial element.
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:
++ infinite repeated {nextltem}'s are never "failed".
StepThrough(): Category == SetCategory with
--operations
init: constant -> %

++ init() chooses an initial object for stepping.
nextltem: % -> Union(%,"failed")

++ nextltem(x) returns the next item, or "failed" if domain is exhausted.

--% SemiGroup
++ the class of all multiplicative semigroups, i.e. a set
++ with an associative operation {*}.
+ +

++ Axioms:

++{associative("*":(%,%)->%)}{ (x*y)*z = x*(y*z)}
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:

++{commutative("*":(%,%)->%)}{ x*y = y*x }
SemiGroup(): Category == SetCategory with
--operations
"*": (%,%) -> % ++ x*y returns the product of x and y.

(%,Positivelnteger) -> % ++ x**n returns the repeated product
++ of x n times, i.e. exponentiation.
"~: (%,Positivelnteger) -> %++ x"n returns the repeated product
++ of x n times, i.e. exponentiation.

add

import RepeatedSquaring(%)
x:% ** n:Positivelnteger == expt(x,n)
_"(x:%, n:Positivelnteger):% == x ** n

--% Monoid

++ Axioms:

++{leftIdentity("*":(%,%)->%,1)}{l*x=x}
++{rightIdentity("*":(%,%)->%,1)}{x*l=x}
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:
++unitsKnown {recip} only returns "failed" on non-units
Monoid(): Category == SemiGroup with
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--operations
1: constant -> % ++ 1 is the multiplicative identity,
sample: constant -> % ++ sample yields a value of type %
one?: % -> Boolean ++ one?(x) tests if x is equal to 1.

(%,NonNegativelnteger) -> % ++ x**n returns the repeated product
++ of x n times, i.e. exponentiation.
"~"

: (%,NonNegativelnteger) -> % ++ x"n returns the repeated product
++ of x n times, i.e. exponentiation,
recip: % -> Union(%,"failed")
++ recip(x) tries to compute the multiplicative inverse for x
++ or "failed" if it cannot find the inverse (see unitsKnown).

add

import RepeatedSquaring(%)
_~(x:%, n:NonNegativelnteger):% == x ** n

one? x == x = 1

sample() == 1
recip x ==

one? x => x

"failed"
x:% ** n:NonNegativelnteger ==

zero? n => 1

expt(x,n pretend Positivelnteger)

--% Group

++ Axioms:
++ {leftlnverse("*":(%,%)->%,inv)}{ inv(x)*x = 1 }
++ {rightlnverse("*":(%,%)->%,inv)}{ x*inv(x) = 1 }
Group(): Category == Monoid with
--operations
inv: % -> % ++ inv(x) returns the inverse of x.
"/": (%,%) -> % ++ x/y is the same as x times the inverse of y.

(%,Integer) -> %++ x**n returns x raised to the integer power n.
""": (%,Integer) -> % ++ x"n returns x raised to the integer power n.
unitsKnown++ unitsKnown asserts that recip only returns

++ "failed" for non-units.

conjugate: (%,%) -> %
++ conjugate(p,q) computes (inv(q) * p * q); this is 'right action
++ by conjugation'.
commutator: (%,%) -> %

++ commutator(p,q) computes (inv(p) * inv(q) * p * q}.
add

import RepeatedSquaring(%)
x:% / y:% == x*inv(y)
recip(x:%) == inv(x)
_"(x:%, n:Integer):% == x ** n

x:% ** n:Integer ==

zero? n => 1

n<0 => expt(inv(x),(-n) pretend Positivelnteger)
expt(x,n pretend Positivelnteger)
conjugate(p,q) == inv(q) * p * q

commutator(p,q) == inv(p) * inv(q) * p * q

--% AbelianSemiGroup
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++ Axioms:

++ {associative("+":(%,%)->%)}{ (x+y)+z = x+(y+z) }
++ {commutative("+":(%,%)->%)}{ x+y = y+x }
AbelianSemiGroup(): Category == SetCategory with
--operations

(%,%) -> % ++ x+y computes the sum of x and y.

(Positivelnteger,%) -> %
++ n*x computes the left-multiplication of x by the positive integer n.
++ This is equivalent to adding x to itself n times,
add

import RepeatedDoubling(%)
if not (% has Ring) then

n:Positivelnteger * x:% == double(n,x)

--% AbelianMonoid

++ Axioms:
++ {leftldentity("+":(%,%)->%,0)}{ 0+x=x }
++ {rightldentity("+":(%,%)->%,0)}{ x+0=x }
-- following domain must be compiled with subsumption disabled
-- define SourceLevelSubset to be EQUAL
AbelianMonoid(): Category == AbelianSemiGroup with
--operations
0: constant -> % ++ 0 is the additive identity element,
sample: constant -> % ++ sample yields a value of type %
zero?: % -> Boolean ++ zero?(x) tests if x is equal to 0.
"*": (NonNegativelnteger,%) -> %

++ n * x is left-multiplication by a non negative integer
add

import RepeatedDoubling(%)
zero? x == x = 0

n:Positivelnteger * x:% == (n::NonNegativelnteger) * x

sample() ==0
if not (% has Ring) then

n:NonNegativeIntcgcr * x:% ==

zero? n => 0

double(n pretend Positivelnteger,x)

--% CancellationAbelianMonoid

++ This is an {AbelianMonoid} with the cancellation property, i.e.
++ { a+b = a+c => b=c }.
++ This is formalised by the partial subtraction operator,
++ which satisfies the axioms listed below:
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {c = a+b <=> c-b = a}
CancellationAbelianMonoid(): Category == AbelianMonoid with
--operations
subtractlfCan: (%,%) -> Union(%,"failed")

++ subtractlfCan(x, y) returns an element z such that {z+y=x}
++ or "failed" if no such element exists.
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--% AbelianGroup

++ Axioms:

++ {-(-x) = x}
++ {x+(-x) = 0}
-- following domain must be compiled with subsumption disabled
AbelianGroup(): Category == CancellationAbelianMonoid with
--operations

% -> % ++ -x is the additive inverse of x.

(%,%) -> % ++ x-y is the difference of x and y
++ i.e. (x + (-y)}.
-- subsumes the partial subtraction from previous

(Integer,%) -> %++ n*x is the product of x by the integer n.
add

(x:% - y:%):% == x+(-y)
subtractlfCan(x:%,y:%):Union(%,"failed") == (x-y)::Union(%,"failed"
n:NonNegativeInteger * x:% == (n::Integer) * x

import RepeatedDoubling(%)
if not (% has Ring) then

n:Integer * x:% ==

zero? n => 0

n>0 => double(n pretend Positivelnteger,x)
doublet(-n) pretend Positivelnteger,-x)

--% Rng

++ The category of associative rings, not necessarily commutative,
++ and not necessarily with a 1. This is a combination
++ of an abelian group
++ and a semigroup, with multiplication distributing over addition.
+ +

++ Axioms:

++ { x*(y+z) = x*y + x*z}
++ { (x+y)*z = x*z + y*z }
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:
++ noZeroDivisors { ab = 0 => a=0 or b=0}
Rng(): Category == Join(AbelianGroup,SemiGroup)

--% LeftModule

++ The category of left modules over an rng.
++ This is an abelian group which supports left
++ multiplation by elements of the rng.
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ { (a*b)*x = a*(b*x) }
++ { (a+b)*x = (a*x)+(b*x) }
++ { a*(x+y) = (a*x)+(a*y) }
LeftModule(R:Rng):Category == AbelianGroup with
--operations

" * " : (R,%) -> %
++ r*x returns the left multiplication of the module element x
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++ by the ring element r.

--% RightModule

++ The category of right modules over an rng.
++ This is an abelian group which supports right
++ multiplation by elements of
++ the rng.
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ { x*(a*b) = (x*a)*b }
++ { x*(a+b) = (x*a)+(x*b) }
++ { (x+y)*x = (x*a)+(y*a) }
RightModule(R:Rng):Category == AbelianGroup with
--operations
"*": (%,R) -> %

++ x*r returns the right multiplication of the module element x
++ by the ring element r.

--% Ring

--Ring(): Category == Join(Rng,Monoid,LeftModule(%:Rng)) with
Ring(): Category == Join(Rng,Monoid,LeftModule(%)) with
--operations
characteristic: () -> NonNegativelnteger

++ characteristic() returns the characteristic of the ring
++ this is the smallest positive integer n such that
++ {n*x=0} for all x in the ring, or zero if no such n
++ exists.

--We can not make this a constant, since some domains are mutable
coerce: Integer -> %

++ coerce(i) converts the integer i to a member of the given domain,
--recip: % -> Union(%,"failed") -- inherited from Monoid
unitsKnown

++ recip truly yields
++ reciprocal or "failed" if not a unit.
++ Note: (recip(O) = "failed"),

add

n:Integer
coerce(n) == n * 1$%

--% BiModule

++ Axiom:
++ { r*(x*s) = (r*x)*s }
BiModule(R:Ring,S:Ring):Category ==

Join(LeftModule(R),RightModule(S)) with
leftUnitary ++ {1 * x = x)
rightUnitary ++ {x * 1 = x)

--% EntireRing

++ Entire Rings (non-commutative Integral Domains), i.e. a ring
++ not necessarily commutative which has no zero divisors.
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++

++ Axioms:

++ {ab=0 => a=0 or b=0} -- known as noZeroDivisors
++ {not(1=0)}
--EntireRing():Category == Join(Ring,BiModule(%:Ring,%:Ring)) with
EntireRing():Category == Join(Ring,BiModule(%,%)) with
noZeroDivisors ++ if a product is zero then one of the factors
++ must be zero.

--% CharacteristicZero

++ Rings of Characteristic Zero.
CharacteristicZero():Category == Ring

--% CharacteristicNonZero

++ Rings of Characteristic Non Zero
CharacteristicNonZero():Category == Ring with
charthRoot: % -> Union(%,"failed")

++ charthRoot(x) returns the pth root of x
++ where p is the chaxacteristic of the ring.

--% CommutativeRing

++ The category of commutative rings with unity, i.e. rings where
++ {*} is commutative, and which have a multiplicative identity.
++ element.

--CommutativeRing():Category == Join(Ring,BiModule(%:Ring,%:Ring)) with
CommutativeRing():Category == Join(Ring,BiModule(%,%)) with
commutative("*") ++ multiplication is commutative.

--% Module

++ The category of modules over a commutative ring.
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {l*x = x}
++ {(a*b)*x = a*(b*x)}
++ {(a+b)*x = (a*x)+(b*x)}
++ {a*(x+y) = (a*x)+(a*y)}
Module(R:CommutativeRing): Category == BiModule(R,R)

add

if not(R is %) then x:%*r:R == r*x

--% Algebra

++ The category of associative algebras.
+ +

++ Axioms:
+ + { (b+c) : :% = (b: :%) + (c: :%) }
+ + { (b*c) : :% = (b: :%) * (c: :%) }
++ {(1::R)::% = 1::%}
++ {b*x = (b::%)*x}
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++ (r*(a*b) = (r*a)*b = a*(r*b)}
Algebra(R:CommutativeRing): Category ==

Join(Ring, Module R) with
--operations
coerce: R -> %

++ coerce(r) maps the ring element r to a member of the algebra,
add

coerce(x:R):% == x * 1$%

--% IntegralDomain

++ The category of commutative integral domains, i.e. commutative
++ rings with no zero divisors.
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:
++ canonicalUnitNormal the canonical field is the same for all associates
++ canonicalsClosed the product of two canonicals is itself canonical

IntegralDomain(): Category ==

Join(CommutativeRing, Algebra(%:CommutativeRing), EntireRing) with
Join(CommutativeRing, Algebra(%), EntireRing) with

--operations
"exquo": (%,%) -> Union(%,"failed")

++ exquo(a,b) either returns an element c such that
++ {c*b=a} or "failed" if no such element can be found.
unitNormal: % -> Record(unit:%,canonical:%,associate:%)

++ unitNormal(x) tries to choose a canonical element
++ from the associate class of x.
++ The attribute canonicalUnitNormal, if asserted, means that
++ the "canonical" element is the same across all associates of x

++ if {unitNormal(x) = [u,c,a]} then
++ {u*c = x}, {a*u = 1}.
unitCanonical: % -> %

+ + {unitCanonical(x)} returns {unitNormal(x) .canonical} .

associates?: (%,%) -> Boolean
++ associates?(x,y) tests whether x and y are associates, i.e.
++ differ by a unit factor.
unit?: % -> Boolean

++ unit?(x) tests whether x is a unit, i.e. is invertible.
add
-- declaration

x,y: %
-- definitions
UCA ==> Record(unit:%,canonical:%,associate:%)
if not (% has Field) then

unitNormal(x) == [1$%,x,1$%]$UCA -- the non-canonical definition
unitCanonical(x) == unitNormal(x).canonical -- always true
recip(x) == if zero? x then "failed" else _exquo(1$%,x)
unit?(x) == (recip x case "failed" => false; true)
if % has canonicalUnitNormal then

associates?(x,y) ==

(unitNormal x).canonical = (unitNormal y).canonical
else
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associates?(x,y) ==

zero? x => zero? y

zero? y => false
x exquo y case "failed" => false
y exquo x case "failed" => false
true

--% GcdDomain

++ This category describes domains where
++ {gcd} can be computed but where there is no guarantee
++ of the existence of {factor} operation for factorisation
++ into irreducibles.
++ However, if such a {factor} operation exist, factorization will be
++ unique up to order and units.

GcdDomain(): Category == IntegralDomain with
--operations
gcd: (%,%) -> %

++ gcd(x,y) returns the greatest common divisor of x and y.
-- gcd(x,y) = gcd(y,x) in the presence of canonicalUnitNormal,
-- but not necessarily elsewhere
gcd: List(%) -> %

++ gcd(l) returns the common gcd of the elements in the list 1.
lcm: (%,%) -> %

++ lcm(x,y) returns the least common multiple of x and y.
-- lcm(x,y) = lcm(y,x) in the presence of canonicalUnitNormal,
-- but not necessarily elsewhere
lcm: List(%) -> %

++ lcm(l) returns the least common multiple of the elements of the list 1.
gcdPolynomial:(SparseUnivariatePolynomial %, SparseUnivariatePolynomial %)

-> SparseUnivariatePolynomial %
add

lcm(x: %,y: %) ==

y = 0 => 0
x = 0 => 0

LCM : Union(%,"failed") := y exquo gcd(x,y)
LCM case % => x * LCM

error "bad gcd in lcm computation"
lcm(l:List %) == reduce(lcm,1,1,0)
gcd(1:List %) == reduce(gcd,1,0,1)
SUP ==> SparseUnivariatePolynomial
gcdPolynomial(pi,p2) ==

zero? pi => unitCanonical p2
zero? p2 => unitCanonical pi
cl:= content(pi); c2:= content(p2)
pi: = (pi exquo cl) : :SUP %
p2 : = (p2 exquo c2) : :SUP %
if (el:=minimumDegree pi) >0 then pl:=(pl exquo monomial(1,el))::SUP %
if (e2:=minimumDegree p2) > 0 then p2:=(p2 exquo monomial(1,e2))::SUP %
el:=min(el,e2); cl:=gcd(cl,c2)
pi: =
degree pi = 0 or degree p2 = 0 => monomial(cl,0)
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p:= subResultantGcd(pi,p2)
degree p = 0 => monomial(cl, 0)
c2:= gcd(leadingCoefficient pi,leadingCoefficient p2)
unitCanonical(cl*primitivePart(((c2*p) exquo leadingCoefficient p)::SUP%))
zero? el => pi
monomial(1,el)*pl

--% UniqueFactorizationDomain

++ A constructive unique factorization domain, i.e. where
++ we can constructively factor members into a product of
++ a finite number of irreducible elements.

UniqueFactorizationDomain(): Category == GcdDomain with
--operations
prime?: % -> Boolean

++ prime?(x) tests if x can never be written as the product of two
++ non-units of the ring,
++ i.e., x is an irreducible element.
squareFree: % -> Factored(%)

++ squareFree(x) returns the square-free factorization of x
++ i.e. such that the factors are pairwise relatively prime
++ and each has multiple prime factors.
squareFreePart: % -> %

++ squareFreePart(x) returns a product of prime factors of
++ x each taken with multiplicity one.

factor: % -> Factored(%)
++ factor(x) returns the factorization of x into irreducibles.
add

squareFreePart x ==

unit(s := squareFree x) * _*/[£.factor for f in factors s]

prime? x == # factorList factor x = 1

--% PrincipalldealDomain

++ The category of constructive principal ideal domains, i.e.
++ where a single generator can be constructively found for
++ any ideal given by a finite set of generators.
++ Note that this constructive definition only implies that
++ finitely generated ideals are principal. It is not clear
++ what we would mean by an infinitely generated ideal.

PrincipalldealDomain(): Category == GcdDomain with
--operations
principalldeal: List % -> Record(coef:List %,generator:%)

++ principalldeal([fl,...,fn]) returns a record whose
++ generator component is a generator of the ideal
++ generated by {[f1,...,fn]} whose coef component satisfies
++ {generator = sum {input.i * coef.i)}
expressIdealMember: (List %,%) -> Union(List %,"failed")

++ expressIdealMember([f1,...,fn],h) returns a representation
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++ of h as a linear combination of the fi or "failed" if h
++ is not in the ideal generated by the fi.

EuclideanDomain

++ A constructive euclidean domain, i.e. one can divide producing
++ a quotient and a remainder where the remainder is either zero
++ or is smaller ({euclideanSize}) than the divisor.
+ +

++ Conditional attributes:
++ multiplicativeValuation {Size(a*b)=Size(a)*Size(b)}
++ additiveValuation {Size(a*b)=Size(a)+Size(b)}

EuclideanDomain(): Category == PrincipalldealDomain with
--operations
sizeLess?: (%,%) -> Boolean

++ sizeLess?(x,y) tests whether x is strictly
++ smaller than y with respect to {euclideanSize}.
euclideanSize: % -> NonNegativelnteger

++ euclideanSize(x) returns the euclidean size of the element x.
++ Error: if x is zero.

divide: (%,%) -> Record(quotient:%,remainder:%)
++ divide(x,y) divides x by y producing a record containing a
++ {quotient} and {remainder},
++ where the remainder is smaller.
++ than the divisor y.

"quo" : (%,%) -> %
++ x quo y is the same as {divide(x,y).quotient}.
++ See From{divide}{EuclideanDomain}.
"rem": (%,%) -> %

++ x rem y is the same as {divide(x,y).remainder}.
++ See From{divide}{EuclideanDomain}.
extendedEuclidean: (%,%) -> Record(coefl:%,coef2:%,generator:%)

-- formerly called princldeal
++ extendedEuclidean(x,y) returns a record rec where
++ {rec.coefl*x+rec.coef2*y = rec.generator} and
++ rec.generator is a gcd of x and y.
++ The gcd is unique only
++ up to associates if att{canonicalUnitNormal} is not asserted.
++ {principalldeal} provides a version of this operation
++ which accepts an arbitrary length list of arguments.
extendedEuclidean: (%,%,%) -> Union(Record(coef1:%,coef2:%),"failed"
-- formerly called expressIdealElt
++ extendedEuclidean(x,y,z) either returns a record rec
++ where {rec.coefl*x+rec.coef2*y=z} or returns "failed"
++ if z cannot be expressed as a linear combination of x and y.

multiEuclidean: (List %,%) -> Union(List %,"failed")
++ multiEuclidean([fl,...,fn],z) returns a list of coefficients
++ {[al, ..., an]} such that
++ { z / prod fi = sum aj/fj}.
++ If no such list of coefficients exists, "failed" is returned,

add
-- declarations

x,y, z : %
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1: List %
-- definitions

sizeLess?(x,y) ==

zero? y => false
zero? x => true

euclideanSize(x)<euclideanSize(y)
x quo y == divide(x,y).quotient --divide must be user-supplied
x rem y == divide(x,y).remainder
x exquo y ==

zero? y => "failed"
qr:=divide(x,y)
zero?(qr.remainder) => qr.quotient
"failed"

gcd(x,y) ==--Euclidean Algorithm
x:=unitCanonical x

y:=unitCanonical y
while not zero? y repeat
(x, y) : = (y, x rem y)
y:=unitCanonical y -- this doesn't affect the

-- correctness of Euclid's algorithm,
-- but
-- a) may improve performance
-- b) ensures gcd(x,y)=gcd(y,x)
--if canonicalUnitNormal

x

IdealElt ==> Record(coefl:%,coef2:%,generator:%)
unitNormalizeldealElt(s:IdealElt):IdealElt ==

(u,c,a):=unitNormal(s.generator)
one? a => s

[a*s.coefl,a*s.coef2,c]$IdealElt
extendedEuclidean(x,y) == --Extended Euclidean Algorithm
si:=unitNormalizeIdealElt([1$%,0$%, x]$IdealElt)
s2:=unitNormalizeIdealElt([0$%,l$%,y]$IdealElt)
zero? y => si
zero? x => s2

while not zero?(s2.generator) repeat
qr:= divide(si.generator, s2.generator)
s3:=[si.coef1 - qr.quotient * s2.coefl,
si.coef2 - qr.quotient * s2.coef2, qr.remainder]$IdealElt
si:=s2

s2:=unitNormalizeIdealElt s3

if not(zero?(si.coef1)) and not sizeLess?(si.coef1,y)
then

qr : = di vi de ( s1 . c.oef 1, y)
sl.coefl:= qr.remainder
sl.coef2:= si.coef2 + qr.quotient * x
si := unitNormalizeldealElt si
si

TwoCoefs ==> Record(coef1:%,coef2:%)
extendedEuclidean(x,y,z) ==

zero? z => [0,0]$TwoCoefs
s:= extendedEuclidean(x,y)
(w:= z exquo s.generator) case "failed" => "failed"
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zero? y =>

[s.coefl * w, s.coef2 * w]$TwoCoefs
qr:= divide((s.coefl * w), y)
[qr.remainder, s.coef2 * w + qr.quotient * x]$TwoCoefs
principalldeal 1 ==

I = [] => error "empty list passed to principalldeal"
rest 1 = [] =>

uca:=unitNormal(first 1)
[[uca.unit],uca.canonical]

rest rest 1 = [] =>

u:= extendedEuclidean(first 1,second 1)
[[u.coefl, u.coef2], u.generator]
v:=principalldeal rest 1
u:= extendedEuclidean(first 1,v.generator)
[[u.coefl,:[u.coef2*w for w in v.coef]],u.generator]
expressIdealMember(1,z) ==

z = 0 => [0 for v in 1]
pid := principalldeal 1
(q := z exquo (pid.generator)) case "failed" => "failed"
[q*v for v in pid.coef]
multiEuclidean(1,z) ==

n := #1

zero? n => error "empty list passed to multiEuclidean"
n = 1 => [z]
II := copy 1
12 := split!(11, n quo 2)
u:= extendedEuclidean(*/11, */12, z)
u case "failed" => "failed"

vl := multiEuclidean(11,u.coef2)
vl case "failed" => "failed"

v2 := multiEuclidean(12,u.coef1)
v2 case "failed" => "failed"

concat(vl,v2)

--% DivisionRing

++ A division ring (sometimes called a skew field),
++ i.e. a not necessarily commutative ring where
++ all non-zero elements have multiplicative inverses.

DivisionRing(): Category ==

Join(EntireRing, Algebra Fraction Integer) with
(%,Integer) -> %

++ x**n returns x raised to the integer power n.
"""

: (%,Integer) -> %
++ x"n returns x raised to the integer power n.
inv : % -> %
++ inv x returns the multiplicative inverse of x.
++ Error: if x is 0.

-- Q-algebra is a lie, should be conditional on characteristic 0,
-- but knownlnfo cannot handle the following commented
--if % has CharacteristicZero then Algebra Fraction Integer
add

n: Integer
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X: %

(x:%, n:Integer):% == x ** n

import RepeatedSquaring(%)
x ** n: Integer ==

zero? n => 1

zero? x =>

n<0 => error "division by zero"
x

n<0 =>

expt(inv x,(-n) pretend Positivelnteger)
expt(x,n pretend Positivelnteger)
--if % has CharacteristicZero() then

q:Fraction(Integer) * x:% == numer(q) * inv(denom(q)::%) * x

--% Field

++ The category of commutative fields, i.e. commutative rings
++ where all non-zero elements have multiplicative inverses.
++ The {factor} operation while trivial is useful to have defined.
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {a*(b/a) = b}
++ {inv(a) = 1/a}

Field(): Category == Join(EuclideanDomain,UniqueFactorizationDomain,
DivisionRing) with

--operations
"/": (%, %) -> %

++ x/y divides the element x by the element y.
++ Error: if y is 0.
canonicalUnitNormal ++ either 0 or 1.
canonicalsClosed ++ since {0*0=0}, {1*1=1}

add

--declarations

x,y: %
n: Integer
-- definitions
UCA ==> Record(unit:%,canonical:%,associate:%)
unitNormal(x) ==

if zero? x then [1$%,0$%,1$%]$UCA else [x, 1$%,inv(x)]$UCA
unitCanonical(x) == if zero? x then x else 1
associates?(x,y) == if zero? x then zero? y else not(zero? y)
inv x ==((u:=recip x) case "failed" => error "not invertible"; u)
x exquo y == (y=0 => "failed"; x/y)
gcd(x,y) == 1
euclideanSize(x) == 0
prime? x == false
squareFree x == x::Factored(%)
factor x == x::Factored(%)
x / y == (zero? y => error "catdef: division by zero"; x * inv(y))
divide(x,y) == [x / y,0]

--% Finite
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++ The category of domains composed of a finite set of elements.
++ We include the functions {lookup} and {index} to give a bijection
++ between the finite set and an initial segment of positive integers.
+ +

++ Axioms:

++ {lookup(index(n)) = n}
++ {index(lookup(s)) = s}

Finite(): Category == SetCategory with
--operations
size: () -> NonNegativelnteger

++ size() returns the number of elements in the set.
index: Positivelnteger -> %

++ index(i) takes a positive integer i less than or equal
++ to {size()} and
++ returns the {i}-th element of the set.
++ This operation establishs a bijection
++ between the elements of the finite set and {l..size()}.
lookup: % -> Positivelnteger

++ lookup(x) returns a positive integer such that
++ {x = index lookup x}.
random: () -> %

++ random() returns a random element from the set.

--++ A Field which happens to be finite
--FiniteFieldCategory(): Category ==

--Join(Field,Finite,StepThrough,CharacteristicNonZero) with
charthRoot: % -> %

-- ++ Takes the Characteristic'th root of something.
-- ++ Such a root is always defined in finite fields,
-- ++ i.e. the operation
-- ++ cannot fail.

conditionP: Matrix % -> Union(Vector failed")
-- ++ given a matrix representing a homogeneous system of equations,
-- ++ returns a vector whose characteristic'th powers is a non-trivial
-- ++ solution.
-- ++ If no such no-trivial solution exists, "failed" is returned,

add
-- mat: Matrix %
-- conditionP mat ==

--1:=nullSpace mat
--empty? 1 or every?(zero?, first 1) => "failed"
--map(charthRoot,first 1)
-- charthRoot x == x**(size() quo characteristic())

--% VectorSpace

++ Vector Spaces (not necessarily finite dimensional) over a field.

VectorSpace(S:Field): Category == Module(S) with
"/" : (%, S) -> %
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++ x/y divides the vector x by the scalar y.
dimension: () -> CardinalNumber

++ dimension!) returns the dimensionality of the vector space,
add

(v:% / s:S):% == inv(s) * v

--% OrderedSet

++ The class of totally ordered sets, that is, sets
++ such that for each pair of elements {(a,b)}
++ exactly one of the following relations holds {a<b or a=b or b<a}
++ and the relation is transitive, i.e. {a<b and b<c => a<c}.

OrderedSet!): Category == SetCategory with
--operations

"<": (%,%) -> Boolean
++ x < y is a strict total ordering on the elements of the set.

">": (%, %) -> Boolean ++ Greater than test.
">=":(%, %) -> Boolean ++ Greater than or equal test.
"<=":(%, %) -> Boolean ++ Less than or equal test.

max: (%,%) -> %
++ max(x,y) returns the maximum of x and y relative to "<".

min: (%,%) -> %
++ min(x,y) returns the minimum of x and y relative to "<".
add

--declarations

x, y: %
--definitions
-- These really ought to become some sort of macro

max(x,y) ==

x > y => x

y

min(x,y) ==

x > y => y

x

((x: %) > (y: %)) : Boolean == y < x

!(x: %) >= (y: %)) : Boolean == not (x < y)
((x: %) <= (y: %)) : Boolean == not (y < x)

--% OrderedFinite

++ Ordered finite sets.

OrderedFinite!): Category == Join(OrderedSet, Finite)

--% OrderedMonoid

++ Ordered sets which are also monoids, such that multiplication
++ preserves the ordering.
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {x < y => x*z < y*z)
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++ {x < y => z*x < z*y)

OrderedMonoid(): Category == Join(OrderedSet, Monoid)

--% OrderedAbelianSemiGroup

++ Ordered sets which are also abelian semigroups, such
++ that the addition
++ preserves the ordering.
++ { x < y => x+z < y+z}

OrderedAbelianSemiGroup(): Category == Join(OrderedSet, AbelianMonoid)

--% OrderedAbelianMonoid

++ Ordered sets which are also abelian monoids, such that the addition
++ preserves the ordering.

OrderedAbelianMonoid(): Category ==

Join(OrderedAbelianSemiGroup, AbelianMonoid)

--% OrderedCancellationAbelianMonoid

++ Ordered sets which are also abelian cancellation monoids,
++ such that the addition
++ preserves the ordering.

OrderedCancellationAbelianMonoid(): Category ==

Join(OrderedAbelianMonoid, CancellationAbelianMonoid)

--% OrderedAbelianGroup

++ Ordered sets which are also abelian groups, such that
++ the addition preserves
++ the ordering.

OrderedAbelianGroup(): Category ==

Join(OrderedCancellationAbelianMonoid, AbelianGroup)

--% OrderedRing

++ Ordered sets which are also rings, that is, domains where the ring
++ operations are compatible with the ordering.
+ +

++ Axiom:
++ {0<a and b<c => ab< ac}

OrderedRing(): Category == Join(OrderedAbelianGroup,Ring,Monoid) with
positive?: % -> Boolean

++ positive?(x) tests whether x is strictly greater than 0.
negative?: % -> Boolean

++ negative?(x) tests whether x is strictly less than 0.
sign : % -> Integer
++ sign(x) is 1 if x is positive, -1 if x is negative, 0 if x equals 0.
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abs : % -> %

++ abs(x) returns the absolute value of x.
add

positive? x == x>0
negative? x == x<0
sign x ==

positive? x => 1
negative? x => -1
zero? x => 0

error "x satisfies neither positive?, negative? or zero?"
abs x ==

positive? x => x

negative? x => -x
zero? x => 0

error "x satisfies neither positive?, negative? or zero?"

--% IntegralDomain

++ The category of ordered commutative integral domains,
++ where ordering
++ and the arithmetic operations are compatible
OrderedlntegralDomain(): Category ==

Join(IntegralDomain, OrderedRing)

--% OrderedAbelianMonoidSup

++ This domain is an OrderedAbelianMonoid with a {sup} operation added.
++ The purpose of the {sup} operator in this domain is
++ to act as a supremum
++ with respect to the partial order imposed by {-},
++ rather than with respect to
++ the total {>} order (since that is "max").
+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {sup(a,b)-a ~= "failed"}
++ {sup(a,b)-b ~= "failed"}
++ {x-a ~= "failed" and x-b ~= "failed" => x >= sup(a,b)}

OrderedAbelianMonoidSup():
Category == OrderedCancellationAbelianMonoid with

--operation
sup: (%,%) -> %

++ sup(x,y) returns the least element from which both
++ x and y can be subtracted.

--% DifferentialRing

++ An ordinary differential ring, that is, a ring with an operation
+ + {differentiate} .

+ +

++ Axioms:
++ {differentiate(x+y) = differentiate(x)+differentiate(y)}
++ {differentiate(x*y) = x*differentiate(y) + differentiate(x)*y}
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DifferentialRing(): Category == Ring with
differentiate: % -> %
++ differentiate(x) returns the derivative of x.
++ This function is a simple differential operator
++ where no variable needs to be specified.

D: % -> %

++ D(x) returns the derivative of x.
++ This function is a simple differential operator
++ where no variable needs to be specified,
differentiate: (%, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ differentiate(x, n) returns the n-th derivative of x.

D: (%, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ D(x, n) returns the n-th derivative of x.
add

D r == differentiate r

differentiate(r, n) ==

for i in 1..n repeat r := differentiate r
r

D(r,n) == differentiate(r,n)

--% PartialDifferentialRing

++ A partial differential ring with differentiations
++ indexed by a parameter type S.
+ +

++ Axioms:

++{differentiate(x+y,e) = differentiate(x,e)+differentiate(y,e)}
++{differentiate(x*y,e) = x*differentiate(y,e) + differentiate(x,e)*y}

PartialDifferentialRing(S:SetCategory): Category == Ring with
differentiate: (%, S) -> %
++ differentiate(x,v) computes the partial derivative of x
++ with respect to v.

differentiate: (%, List S) -> %
++ differentiate(x,[si,...sn]) computes successive partial derivatives,
++ i.e. {differentiate(...differentiate(x, si)..., sn)}.
differentiate: (%, S, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ differentiate(x, s, n) computes multiple partial derivatives, i.e.
++ n-th derivative of x with respect to s.

differentiate: (%, List S, List NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ differentiate(x, [sl,...,sn], [nl,...,nn]) computes
++ multiple partial derivatives, i.e.
D: (%, S) -> %
++ D(x,v) computes the partial derivative of x
++ with respect to v.
D: (%, List S) -> %
+ + D(x, [si, . . .sn]) computes successive partial derivatives,
++ i.e. {D(...D(x, si)..., sn)}.
D: (%, S, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ D(x, s, n) computes multiple partial derivatives, i.e.
++ n-th derivative of x with respect to s.
D: (%, List S, List NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ Dfx, [sl,...,sn], [nl,...,nn]) computes
++ multiple partial derivatives, i.e.
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++ {D(...D(x, si, nl)..., sn, nn)}.
add

differentiate(r:%, l:List S) ==

for s in 1 repeat r := differentiate(r, s)
r

differentiate(r:%, s:S, n:NonNegativelnteger) ==

for i in l..n repeat r := differentiate(r, s)
r

differentiate(r:%, ls:List S, ln:List NonNegativelnteger) ==

for s in Is for n in In repeat r := differentiate(r, s, n)
r

D(r:%, v:S) == differentiate(r,v)
D(r:%, lv:List S) == differentiate(r,lv)
D(r:%, v:S, n:NonNegativelnteger) == differentiate(r,v,n)
D(r:%, lv:List S, ln:List NonNegativelnteger) == differentiate(r, lv, In)

--% DifferentialExtension

++ Differential extensions of a ring R.
++ Given a differentiation on R, extend it to a differentiation on %.

DifferentialExtension(R:Ring): Category == Ring with
--operations
differentiate: (%, R -> R) -> %

++ differentiate(x, deriv) differentiates x extending
++ the derivation deriv on R.

differentiate: (%, R -> R, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ differentiate(x, deriv, n) differentiate x n times
++ using a derivation which extends deriv on R.

D: (%, R -> R) -> %
++ D(x, deriv) differentiates x extending
++ the derivation deriv on R.

D: (%, R -> R, NonNegativelnteger) -> %
++ D(x, deriv, n) differentiate x n times
++ using a derivation which extends deriv on R.

if R has DifferentialRing then DifferentialRing
if R has PartialDifferentialRing(Symbol) then
PartialDifferentialRing(Symbol)
add

differentiate(x:%, derivation: R -> R, n:NonNegativelnteger):% ==

for i in l..n repeat x := differentiate(x, derivation)
x

D(x:%, derivation: R -> R) == differentiate(x, derivation)
D(x:%, derivation: R -> R, n:NonNegativeInteger) ==

differentiate(x, derivation, n)

if R has DifferentialRing then
differentiate x == differentiate(x, differentiate$R)

if R has PartialDifferentialRing Symbol then
differentiate(x:%, v:Symbol):% ==
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differentiate(x, differentiate(#1, v)$R)
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